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FOREWORD.

The object of this little book is to enable the public in general

and students of Indian politics in particular to obtain some idea of the

work accomplished in the first session of the new Indian Parliament.

The character of this Session has naturally been of the greatest

importance, since upon the manner in which the representatives of

the people realized and discharged their responsibilities, hung the

success of the great constitutional experiment* now inaugurated.

The new Constitution has derived an excellent start from its inaugura-

tion by His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught. Bearing
as he did a gracious messagp from the King Emperor, the Duke had
laid aside leisure well earned to re-visit the India he loved, in order,

as he said, to heal wounds, to unite unhappy differences, to persuade

all men to forgive and forget. His appeal to Indians and Englishmen
alike to bury, along with the dead past, the mistakes and misunder-

standings of the past, has not fallen upon deaf ears. A perusal of the

selections here given from the proceedings of India's Parliament will

suffice to show that the relations between the official Government and
the representatives of the people have been, throughout the whole of

this first critical session, everything that can be desired. It cannot
be emphasized too plainly that the non-official Members of the

Legislative Assembly and of the Coimcil of State now control

an absolute majority over any number of votes which the official

Government can possibly command. Throughout this session the

popular representatives have revealed a sense of responsibility and of

statesmanship which has surpassed the most sanguine expectations

even of those whose belief in India's capacity for responsible Govern-

ment is most firmly grounded. As Lord Chelmsford remarked,

in his inaugural speech, the principle of autocracy in the administra-

tion of India has now been definitely discarded. The officials have

not been slow to exhibit their realization of the changed spirit of the

time. Recognizing the power of the new Legislative bodies they have
taken them into confidence, have sought their co-operation and
admitted their responsibilities. From the first day of the session the

attitude both of the Official and the Non-official sides of India's

Legislature has never been for one moment in doubt.
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INTRODUCTION.

IXAUGUEATION OF THE IMDUN LEGISLATUEE BY HIS ROYAL
HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT.

- 9th February 1921,

Extractsfrom Lord CHelmsfcyrd^s speecH.

The new Indian Legislature^ wHct is to be opened to-day is the outcome
oi the poHey announced by His Majesty's Government in August 1917. That
announcement has been described as the most momentous utterance in tho
ehequered history of India ; and I beUeye that it merits that description.

But history, as we have learnt to know, is a continuous process. In human
affairs, as in nature, there are no absolute beginnings ; and, however great the

ehanges that may be compressed into a few crowded years, they are to the eye

of the historian the inevitable consequences of other changes, sometimes but
little noticed or understood at the time, which have preceded them. Nowhere
is this clearer than in the record of British rule in India. The Act of 1919

involved a great and memorable departure from the old system of Govern-

ment. It closed one era and opened another. None the less its most in-

novating provisions had their germ in measures reaching well back into tha

last century, and the purpose and spirit which underlay them are those that

have throughout guided and inspired the poUcy of the British in India.

The history ot constitutional developments in India under British rule

falls into certain fairly weU-defined stages. The first of these may be said to

have terminated with the Act of 1861. During this period the British Govern-

ment were engaged in extending and solidifying their dominions, in evolving

order out of the chaos that had supervened on the break up of the Moghal
Empire, and in introducing a number of great organic reforms, such as the

improvement of the police and the prisons, the codification of the criminal law,

and the estabhshment of a hierarchy of courts of justice and of a trained civil

service. The main achievemept of administration was in fact the construc-

tion and consolidation of the mechanical framework of -the Government. The
three separate presidencies were brought under a common system ; British

lule was extended over much of the intervening spaces ; and the legislative.

g,nd administrative authority of the Governor General in Council was
asserted over all the Provinces and extended to all the inhabitants ; while at

the same time provision was made for local needs and local knowledge by the

creation or re-creation of local Councils. And it is significant that in the Act'

which closed this Chapter the principle of associating the people of India with

the Government of the country was definitely recognized. The Councils set

up by this Act were still merely legislative committees of the Government, but
©34HD
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the right of the public to he heard and the duty of the executive to defend its

measiires were acknowledged, and Indians were given a share in the work of

legislation.

The second stage terminated with the Act of 1892. The intervening

period had witnessed substantial and many-sided progress. Universities had

been established ; secondary education had made great strides ; and Municipal

and District Boards had been created in the major Provinces. A limited but

important section of Indian opinion demanded further advance, and the justice

of this demand was recognized by the Briti^ Government in the Act of 1892.

This Act conferred on the Councils the right of asking questions and of dis-

cussing the budget ; and" to this extent admitted that their functions were

to be more than purely legislative or advisory. But its most notableinnovation

was the adoptfon of the elective principle. It is true that technically all

the non-official members continued to be nominated, but inasmuch as the

recommendations of the nominating bodies came to be accepted as a matter of

course, the fact of election to an appreciable proportion of the non-official seats

was firmly established. The Act of 1861 had recognised the need for including

4n Indian element in the Legislative Councils. The Act of 1892 went further.

It recognized in principle the right of the Iildian people to choose its own
representatives on the Covmcils.

The third stage will always be associated with the names of Lord Morley

and Lord Minto. The experience of the reforms of 1892 had been on the

whole favourable. The association of the leaders of the non-official public

in the management of public affairs had afforded an outlet for natural and

legitimate aspirations and some-de^ee of education in the art of government.

But the impulses which had led to the reforms of 1892 continued to operate

and they were reinforced by external events, such as the Russo-Japanese war.

Important classes were learning to realize their own position, to estimate for

themselves their own capalcities and to compare their claims for equality of

citizenship with those of the British race. India was in fact developing a

national self-consciousness. The Morley-Minto Reforms were a courageous

and sincere effort to adjust the structure of the Government to these changes.

The Legislative Councils were grfeatly enlarged, the official majority was
a;bandone(J in the local Coimcils ; and the principle of election was legally

admitted, No less significant were the alterations made in the functions of the

Councils. These were now empowered to discuss the budget at length ; to'

propose resolutions on it and to divide upon them ; and not only on the budgiet-

But in all matters of public importance, resolutions might be moved and divisions

taken. . It was hoped by the authors that ar6und this constitution conservative

sentiment would crystallise, and that for many years no further shifting of the

balance of power would be necessary. These anticipations have not beed-

fulfiUed ; and from the vantage point of our later experience we can now see

that this was inevitable. The equiUbrium temporarily established was of a
kind that could not for long be maintained. The forces which had led to the

introduction of these reforms continued to gain in intensity and volume;
the demand of educated Indians for a larger share in thfc government of

thtir country grew year by year more insistent; ' and this dmand could find
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no adequate satisfaction within the framework of the Morley-Minto con-

stitution. This constitution gave Indians much wider opportunities for the

expression of their views, and greatly increased their power of influencing

the policy of Government, and its administration of public business. But the

element of responsibility was entirely laclcing. The ultimate decision rested

in all cases with the Government, and the Councils were left with no functions

save that of criticism. The principle of autocracy, though much qualified,

-was still maintained, and the attempt to blend it with the constitutionalisiii

of the West could but postpone for a short period the need for reconstruction

on more radical lines.

Such then was the position with which my Government were confronted

in the years 1916-1917. The conclusion at which we arrived was that British

policy must seek a new point of departure, a freSh orientation. On the lines

of the Morley-Minto Reforms there could be no further advance. That
particular line of development had been carried to the furthest limit of which

it admitted, and the only further change of which the system was susceptible

would have made the legislative and administrative acts of an irremovable

executive entirely amenable to elected Councils, and would have resulted in a

disastrous deadlock. The Executive would have remained responsible for

the government of the country but would have lacked the power to secure the

measures necessary for the discharge of that responsibility. The solution

which finally commended itself to us is embodied in principle' in the declaration

which His Majesty's .Government, in full agreement with us, made in

August 1917. By that declaration the gradual development of self-governing

institutions with a view to the progressive realization of responsible government
was declared to be the goal towards which the policy of His Majesty's Gov-
ernment was to be directed. The increasing association of the people of

India with the work of Government had always been the aim of the British

"Government. In that sense a continuous thread of connection links together

the Act of 1861 and the declaration of August 1917, In the last analysis

the latter is only the most recent and most memorable manifestation of a

tendency that has been operative throughout British rule. But there are

changes of degree so great as to be changes of kind, and this is one of them.

For the first time the principle of autocracy which had not been wholly dis-

carded in all earlier reforms was defuiitely abandoned ; the conception of the

British Government as a benevolent despotism was finally renounced ; and in

its place was substituted that of a guiding authority whose role it would be

to assist the steps of India along the road that in the fulness of time would
lead to complete, selfrgoverninent within the Empire. In the interval required

for the accomplishment of this task, certain powers of supervision, and if need

)3e of intervention, would be retained, and substantial steps towards redeeming

the pledges of the Government were to be taken at the earliest moment
possible.

And now His Majesty the King-Emperor, who has given so many proofs of

his concern for the welfare of India, has been pleased to set the seal on our

labours of the last four years by deputing His Royal Highness the Duke of

Connaught to open on Plis behalf the new Indian Legislature. His Royal
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Highness is no stranger to India. Some five years of his life were passed in this

country ; he has himself been a Member of the Indian Legislative Coimcil ; he

knows the people of India and their problems ; and his interest in their well-

being has never flagged. We welcome him not only as the representative of Hia

Majesty the King-Emperor, but as an old and proved friend of India.

And now it is my privilege and pleasure to ask His Royal Highness to in-

Augurate the new Assemblies of the Council of State and Legislative Assembly.

H. R. H. The Duke of Connaught : Your Excellency and gentlemen of

the Indian Legislature,

—

I am the bearer of a message from His Majesty the King-Emperor. It

is this

;

His Imperial Majesty the King-Emperor's Message to the Indian Legis-

latures.

Little more tha/n a year has elapsed since I gave my assent to the Act of

Parliament which set up a constitutionfor British India. The intervening

time has been fully occupied in perfecting the necessary machinery ; and

you are now at the opening of the first Session of the Legislatures which the

Jlct established. On this auspicious occasion I desire to send to you, and to

the members of the various Provincial Councils, my congratulations and my
earnest good wishesfor success in your labours and theirs.

For years, it may be for generations, patriotic and loyal Indians have

dreamed of Swaraj for their motherland. To-day you have beginnings of Swaraj

within my Empire, and widest scope and ample opportunity for progress to the

liberty which my other Dominions enjoy.

On you, thefirst representatives of the people in the new Councils, there rests

a very special responsibility. , For on you it lies by the conduct of your business '

and the jicstice of your judgments to convince the world of the wisdom of this

great constitutional change. But on you it also lies to remember the many millions

of your fellow-countrymen who are not yet qualified for a share in political life,

to workfor their upliftment and to cherish their interests as your own.

I shall watch your work with unfailing sympathy, and with a resolutefaith

in your determination to do your duty to India and the Empire.

* ' * * *
, «

In the annals of the world there is not,so far as I know, an exact parallel

for the constitutional change which this fimction initiate's ; there is certainlyC

no parallel for the method of that change. Political freedom has often been
won by revolution, by tumult, by civil war, at the price of peace and public

safety. How rarely has it been the free gift of one people to another, in

response to a growing wish for greater liberty, and to growing evidence of

fitness for its enjoyment ! Such, however, is the position ef India to-day ; and
I congratulate most warmly those of you, old in the service of your motherland,

.whoWe striven, through good report and iU, for the first instalment of
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that gift, and to prove India worthy of it. I trust that you, and those who
take up your mantles after you, will move faithfully and steadfastly along the

road which is opened to-day.

As His Excellency the Viceroy ha*s observed, the principle of autocracy

has all been abandoned. Its retention would have been incompatible with

that contentment which had been declared by Her Late Majesty Queen
Victoria to be the aim of British rule, and would have been inconsistent with

the legitimate demands and aspirations of the Indian poeple and the stage of

political development which they have attained. Henceforward, in an ever^

increasing degree India will have to bear her own burdens. They are not light.

The times which have seen the conception and birth of the new constitution

are full of trouble. The war which ended two years ago has done more than altec

the boundaries of nations. The confusion which it brought in its train wiU abate

in time ; but the world has not passed unchanged through the fire. New aspira-

tions have awakened ; new problems been created, and old ones invested with a

stinging urgency. India has escaped the worst ravages of the war and its

sequels, and is thus in some respects better fitted than many other countries to

confront the future. Her material resources are unimpaired ; her financial

system is sound, and her industries are ready for rapid expansion. But she

cannot hope to escape altogether the consequences of the world-wide struggle.

The cojntries of the earth are linked together as never before. A contagious

ferment of scepticism and unrest is seething everywhere in the minds of men and
its workings are plainly visible in India. She has other problems peculiarly

her own. Inexperience in political methods will be irksome at times. The
electorates will have to be taught their powers and responsibilities. And
difficulties, which are neghgible in-smaller and more homogeneous countries,

will arise in handling questions of religion and race and custom.

And now I declare duly open the Council of State and the Legislative

Assembly constituted underthe Government of India Act, 1919.

Gentlemen, I have finished my part in to-day's official proceedings. May
I claim your patience and forbearance while I say a few words of a personal

nature ?

Since I landed I have felt around me bitterness and estrangement betweeii

those who have been and should be friends. The shadow of Amritsar has

Ifagthened over the fair face of India. I know how deep is the concern felfc

by His Majesty the King-Emperor at the terrible chapter of events in the

Punjab. No one can deplore those events more intensely than I do myself.

I have reached a time of life when I most desire to heal wounds and to

re-unite those who have been disunited. In what must be, I fear, my last visit

to the India I love so well, here in the hew^Capital, inaugurating a'.new consti-

tution, I am moved to make you a personal appeal, but in the simple words

that come from my hear-t, not to be coldly and crJtioally interpreted. . . ,. . . ^
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My experience tells me that misunderstandings usuaFy mean mistakes Otl

jeither side. As an old friend of India, I appeal to you all— British and

Indians— to bury along with the dead past the mistakes and misunderstand-

ings of the past, to forgive where you have to forgive, and to join hands and

to work together to realize the hopes that rise from to-day.*****
Tuesday, 29lh March 1921.

Pboeogation of the Council of State and the Legislative Assembly.

[ His Excellency the Viceroy having arrived in procession with the Presi-

dents of the Council of State and the Legislative Assembly took his seat on the

dais at a quarter after nine of the clock.]

H. E. the Viceroy : The first Session of the reformed Indian Legislature-

has come to an end, and I am here to prorogue it with the ceremony which is

traditional in the Mother of Parliaments. Throughout the Session your

distinguished Presidents have led you in the paths of Parliamentary practice,

and I am confident that you all have wished to be so led and to condact your

business in a manner consonant with the highest traditions of Parliamentary

procedure.

On you has fallen a very special responsibility—^t-he responsibility of

founding a tradition, and I congratulate you on the manner in which you have

risen to the height of your great opportunity. Government and non-officials

alike were unfamiliar with the new procedure, and if mistakes have been made
they were due to that unfamiliarity. But after all it is not so much the letter

which matters, but the spirit—the spirit which giveth life. And what of the

spirit which has informed your deliberations ? I make bold to say that the

tone and temper of your deliberations have been the outstanding feature of the

past Session. Non-officials have shown a sense of balance and responsibility

in their treatment of great questions, and the Government have endeavoured

to give the fullest possible effect, consistent with their own responsibility to

Parliament, to the governing principles of the new Constitution. The work-

ing of a Constitution, believe me, is no easy task. Any Constitution can be

reduced to an absurdity if its constituent parts are unmindful of their respon-

sibility "to work it with good-will and fair play. British Constitutional in-

stitutions have flourished because of the spirit which has informed J;hose who
work them. It may interest you to be reminded of what Mr. Gladstone wrote

of the British Constitution
—

' The British Constitution ' ie .said ' leaves

open doors which lead into blind alleys ; for it presumes more boldly than any
other, the good sense and good faith of those who work it. If unhappily,

these personages meet together, on the great arena of a nation's fortunes, as

jockeys meet upon a race-course, each to urge to the uttermost, as against the

others, the power of the animal he rides, or as counsel in Court, each to

procure the victory of his client, wihout respect to any other interest or right

;

then this boasted Constitution of ours is neither more nor less than a heap of

absurdities.'. Mr. Gladstone then goes on to depict how each portion of the*
Constitution could wreck' the working of the whole of a strict adherence to

the letter of its powers, He proceeds howeyer—' But the assumption is
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that tlie depositaries of power will all respect one anotlier ;
' will evince a

consciousness that they are working in a common interest for a common aim
;

that they will be possessed, together, with not less than an average intelligence

of no less than an average sense of equity and of public interest and rights.'

It is in the spirit of this passage that my Government have approachod the

new Constitution. It is in the spirit of this passage that members have

worked this Session. Even the British Constitution, as Mr. Gladstone has

shown, may break down if it is worked in any way other than that of mutual
respect and in a common interest for, a common aim. It is, then, in the belief

that it is with good sense and good-will that the new Constitution will be
worked that I have faith in what I have setmy hand to.

It is the first step which counts, and this first Session should go far to

dispel the doubts of those who have looked upon -our new constitutional

departure with gloomy forebodings. It should go far to hearten those who are

pledged to %ht the constitutional cause againE,t the forces of disorder and
anarchy. But for those who have displayed such conspicuous wisdom and
courage in launching the new Constitution on right lines, there-still remains

work to do. There is need for the spreading of the constitutional gospel in

the country. You will then, I hope, in your recess make an organized effort to

teach people what this reformed Constitution means ; that real powers—not

sham—are vested in the Councils, and how surely through these Councils

progress must come.

And now it falls to my lot to bid you farewell. Before you meet again

another will'stand in 'uiy place, one who is marked out by achievement, by
experience and by character as offering the promise of great Viceroyalty. I

know I can assure him of a warm and hearty reception on the part of you all.

He will find difficulties to meet him, but they are, I think, less than they
appeared likely to be some six or seven weeks ago. My constant thought and
endeavour has been to smooth his path, and in that, I believe, I have been in

large measure successful. But I would not, in saying this, be unmindful of

the mission of healing in which His Eoyal Highness the Duke of Connaught
played so conspicuous and great a part. India has had pn many occasions

reason to be grateful to its British Emperors. This last visit of His Royal
Highness, taken at the instance and by command of His Majesty, is one more
proof of the constant solicitude of His Majesty for the well-being of his Indian

subjects. *

We have gone through troublous times during the past five years, but I ask
you to look upon India's position in the Empire and at Home in 1916 and to-

day. She has now an assured position in the Imperial Cabinet and her sons

voice her views at its meetings. At Home Indians occupy the highest posts in

Government, are responsible for the policy in those subjects which go to

promote a country's well-being and in the rest exercise a far-reaching influence.

In the sphere of the Indian Legislature you know your powers and in the
Provincial Councils the powers and responsibihty are even greater.

And all this has been accomplished during a period disturbed by war and
the aftermath of war, nor was it at the expense of India's -effort, for no one
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can gainsay that effort nor its decisive influence upon the war. My participa-

tion in your affairs is now at an end. It has been 'a high privilege to have

been your Governor-General during this great epoch. It is for you now tft

i
ustify your great adventure. I have no fear that you will fall short of what is

required of you. What is well begun is half done. Continue to exhibit the

courage, the sobriety, the sense of responsibility of this first Session and there

can be no doubt that your labours will not be in vain. ' I commend both jou
and them to the guidance of divine Providence.

I nowdeclare this Session prorogued.
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i. d:ebate on the administeation qf maetial law in

THE PUNJAB.

15th Fep,eua.ey 1921.

Mr. JaTnnidas Dwarkadas : Sir, I rise to move the Eesolution which

stands in my name on the agenda paper. It runs thus :

' This Assembly recommends to the Grovemor-Gfeneral in Couneil—

'(i) to declare the firm resolve of the Government of India to maintain fhat the

connection of India with the British Empire is based on the principle of e^ual

partnership and perfect racial eljuality ; Indian lives and Indian honour being

held as sacrfcd as British lives and honour ^

(2) to record his opinion and express regret that the martial law adrainistra;tion in ths

Punja'b in 1919 departed from these principles and was calculated to deeply

wonnd the self-respect of the Indian population by subjecting them to unneces-

sary hardship and humiliation
;

(3) to mete out deterrent punishment to ofiicers who were found gtulty of impropeir

exercise of their powers and to take steps to relieve the Indian revenues of all

payments towards the pensions, gratuities or compassionate allowances to such
oificers ; and

<4) to satisfy himself that adequate compensation is awarded to the families of thoss

killed or injured at the Jallianwala Ba2;h or other places on the same scale as

the compensation awarded in the case oi Europeans who suffered or were kill-

ed during the Punjab disturbances.'

Sir, at the outset I wish to express, with the permission of this augus*

Assembly, our heart-felt gratitude to His Royal Highness the Duke of

Connaught, who n inaugurating this Assembly on behalf of His Majesty the

King-Emperor, conveyed to us His Majesty's gracious Message and himself

gave expression to sentiments which shall ever live in the hearts of those who
tad the privilege of listening to his address. No one, Sir, who was present on

that occasion could have helped being deeply touched hy the-moving appeal

from His Royal Highness clothed in pregnant words which came from tha

very depths o : his heart.

To those who are disappointed at His Royal Highness' pronouncement

because it fails to 'confer boons on this country as was the fashion in days

when autocracy was not yet abandoned, my answer is that India is now put

on the path of responsible government and ought no longer to be prepared to

have boons conferred on it, as it lies in the power of its representatives to

demand by right that which they think the Government ought to give. That
seems to me, Sir, to be a more democratic method of doing things, and if the

Government of India had any hand in not satisfying our demands through

His Royal Highness, I venture to submit that they deserve our congratulations

and not condemnation.

The Resolution divides itself 'nto four parts. The first can offer no
difficulty. It demands a definite declaration from the Government of India

to the effect that the connection of- Great Britain and India is based on the

principle of equal partnership and perfect racial equality, Indian lives and

H
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Indian honour being held as sacred as British lives and British honour. It 18

merely a reiteration of tke principle enunciated long ago by Queen Victoria

in her gracious proclamation of 1858 and confirmed by the succeeding procla-

mations of King Edward VII and His Majesty Kng G-eorge V. While in

theory this principle has always been proclaio^d in the past, unfortunately

in practice it has not always been observed and if I insist on this declaration

being made just at the commencement of the new era, at a time when we are

told autocracy is totally abandoned, I do it with a view to impress upon the

members of the Crovernment the importance of carrying it out"in spirit in the

new administration. I am one of those who believe that the connection

between Great Britain and India is essential, that it is conducive to the

growth, prosperity and happiness of India and to the establishment of Great

Britain as a mighty empire among the nations of the world. I believe that

the connection between Great Britain and Iijdia is essential for the progress

of both and for the welfare, peace and'progress of the world. I am emphatically

of opinion that a separation of India from Great Britain is not only detrimental

to the interests of this country, but fatal, I venture to submit, to its future

importance and its very existence. Those Sir, who are spreading the idea of

breaking the connection, are, in my opinion, doing the greatest disservice to

the country. * ** *******
The second clause of my Eesolution expresses Indian feeling on the

administration s martial law. It demands an expression of regret from the

Government of India, holding that the principle enunciated in the first clause

of my Resolution was departed from during the administration of martial law

in the Punjab. I need scarcely remind the House that Indian opinion with

one voice regr-ets the excesses committed by the mob and has time and again

expressed severest condemnation of these excesses. It condemiis equally

Indians and English who exceeded the legitimate use of the great powers placed

in their hands. I confess with shame that some of my own countrymen took

part in them, but I have no hesitation in saying that all officers concerned,

English and Indian, disgraced the uniform they wore and, we fear, still wear.

I avoid names and details only too well known among us and with confidence

I appeal to the Government to declare what I ain sure they feel that such

excesses are condemned by them as strongly as they are by the universal

public opinion of Indians. -The adoption of this course will not only bring to

the Government the satisfaction of having done the right thing, but will go a

great way in enhancing their prestige, which is based on the proverbial fondness

of the British for fairplay. Without an assurance of this character, I am afraid,

India's faith in British justice wil! remain shaken ; but we also need that assur-

ance in order that if any conflict should arise, as is unhappily possible in the

present disturbed state of the country, we may be able to support the Govern-
ment in the necessary measures taken for the protection of public peace and
security in full certainty that in such support we shall not be wronging or im-
perilling our own innocent countrymen, but that the measures taken will

be such as Englishmen would take in England.

The third clause demands deterrent punishment to officers who were
fo und guilty of improper exercise of their powers. In this connection I may b«
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pCToiitted to point out that the answer given to the questions put by
Mr. Sachchidananda Sinha in last September has failed io satisfy Indian opinion.

Uncompromising critics of the Government apprehended that the latter would
spare those who were responsible for the policy and allow their wrath to fall

on Indian subordinates. We.were loath to believe it. But as hard fate would
have it, Government, which, unfortunately, went on committinig blunder after

blunder, let off the real culprits with light penalties and two Indian subordinates

whose guilt was proven but who under no stretch of imagination could have

had any haiid in guiding the policy were selected for a heavy punishment. *
* * * * * * «.«

I approach the whole of the third clause with some diffidence. Difficul-

ties arise in its application that do not exist in the others. I recognize that

there is an apparent injustice in penalising guilty persons, as it were, a second

time. An ordinary criminal once acquitted or lightly punished cannot be
arraigned a second time even on new evidence. But, Sir, we do not know that

all the officers concerned have been penalised and if they have been, it should

be known for the future protection of our people. *****
The fourth clause is the putting into practice of the principle enunciated

in the first. It demands that in awarding compensation, the status of persona

killed or injured wiU be taken in equal consideration both in the case of the

British and Indians. It is the proof that the Government regards Indian and
British life and honour as equally sacred. Moaey in either case is a poor com-
pensation for loss of life or for humiliation inflicted oa the weak by the so-called

strong. That is true in both cases ; but it is equally true that such poor amends
as can be made in money should be made equally in both cases.

If the Government can accept the Kesolution and thus respond to our

earnest desires that the Government and .the nation may work together, thus

conclude peace with honour, then will this first Representative Assembly

inaugurate with the Government an era of co-operation honourable to both

and they will advance together in an ever-widening freedom beneficial to both

and to humanity at large.

Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy : Mr. President, I have much pleasure in

supporting the proposition moved by my friend, Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas.

It expresses, in my opinion, the sentiment shared by the people generally and

by every political part r in this country. Never before, in the history of our

political struggles, have I known a controversy on which Indian opinion has been

so definitely and completely united, as on that which has arisen out of the

Punjab disturbances of 1919. Into the history o^ that most tragic and deplor-

able affair, I do not propose to enter. Let us devoutly pray that our annals

may never have to record such a tragedy as that which overtook the Punjab.

Keenly anxious, however, as we all are to forget the incident and to begin the

new era in a spirit of hope and confidence in the future, it is impossible that the

horrors of the -martial law administration can be wiped out of our minds so

as Government, here and at Home, fail to discharge, their duty by the people

of this country. It is, therefore, a matter of considerable satisfaction that

Government are willing, I hear, to recognize to a certain extent the justice of
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tlie cause for which Indians are fighting, and to make such reparation as lies

in their power. A feeling of despair and sullen resentment had seized the

people of this country when they found that their rights as British citizens had

Seen trampled upon with impunity. They could not find it in their hearts to

forget and forgive the past in face of the callous disregard of Indian life and
honour shown by those On whom lay the burden of vindicating the claims of

justice and hurhanity. The desire of Government, therefore, to healthe wounds
'

of the Punjab, however late in the day, will be welcomed by all who are anxious

for an honourable settlerhent of the bitter controversy which has arisen out of

the Punjab tragedy. Keen as we all are to forget and forgive the Pasff and to

grasp the hand of good fellowship, which His Eoyal Highness the Duke of

C onnaught has been so graciously pleased to extend to us in His Royal High-

n ess' speech on the occasion of the opening of the Legislative Chambers, there ,

is one aspect of the question, to which I would like to draw the special atten-

ti on of Government. It is a matter of common knowledge that the country is

in the throes of a political agitation, fraught with deplorable consequences.

A s every one in this Assembly is aware, the Punjab incidents are used as a

w eapon to enlist support and gather strength in favour of that agitation. All

I ndian political parties demand the adequate punishment, on the lines indicated

b y the Mover, of- those who have made improper use of their puwers. Is

it a wise policy on the part of Government to withhold punishment where

p unishment is justly due ? Let me not be misunderstood. I am not support-

ing Mr Jamnadas' Sesolution on the ground of mere political expediency

only, but I attach greater importance to the considerations of bare justice.

I hope, therefore, the Honourable the Home Member will see h's way to with-

d raw his objection, if he has any, to clause 3 of the proposition before the House,

a nd will recognize the imperative necessity of making a wholehearted response

t o the demand for justice which the Resolution contains. I venture to affirm

it is not inspired by a spirit of vengeance, but rather by a desire to see that the

two communities may enter upon the new era of Freedom in a spirit of mutual
confidence and good-will. The might and influence of England will gain in

strength by this act of justice, and the British Empire in India will rest upon a
firmer foundation than ever.

"'
' H. E. the Commanier-in Chief : Having only recently returned to

India, and not being in any way ofiicially connected with the Amritsar distur-

bances of 1919, I think I can claim to be in a position to view this deplorable"

affair dispassionately and without bias. In doing so, I must support my pre-

decessor in so far as the punishments that were awarded to the military officers

are concerned, and, though I am fully alive to the mistakes and the errors that

were committed, and though I fully appreciate and weigh the remarks that

have been made by the Proposer and the Seconder of this motion, I must adhere
to the attitude that has been adopted by my predecessor. Sir Charles Monro.
The case has already been adjudicated on by the highest military authority. I

am strongly adverse to re-opening the question of these punishments, especially

after what has been sad in this Chamber by His Royal Highness the Duko
of Connaught in opening it. Such a course, notwithstanding the arguments
that have been put forward by Members who have already taken part in this
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debate, Would, in my opinion, do no good, and might con(?eivably doran infinity

of harm.

I will leave it to the Home Member and to the Army Secretary to review

the cases in detail ; but I do ask the House to realize that there is nothing

more distasteful to soldiers than to be called upon to aid the civil power in the

suppression of disturbances. It is not one of the proper functions of the Army,
and, whether it be in England, or in Ireland or in India, they dread the day
when such action may be forced upon them, and they loathe beyond measure

carrying it into execution. They have to carry out their unpleasant task as

best they can ; but their duties are, and should be, confined to their immediate
surroundings, and I desire to repudiate any idea that the repressive measures
that may be necessary should'be intended directly to influence other situations

at a distance from the immediate seat of the disturbance itself. In other words,

it is no part of the duty of an officer, in such circumstances, to attempt to pro-

duce a moral effect upon the country at l^ge.

The Honourable Sir William Vincent : Sir, if I say that I feel a
grave sense of responsibility in addressing this Assembly to-day, I hope that

Honourable Members will give me credit for speaking in no conventional

manner but very literally and sincerely ; I feel that so much depends upon this

debate, so much depends upon the position taken up by Government, so much
depends upon the attitude of this Assembly that there is indeed ground for

grave concern. Indian opinion and European opinion alike are waiting for

the result of this debate. The Members of His Majesty's Services, military

and civil, are watching to see how far they may expect fair consideration and
justice from the Members of this Assembly. Above all, those who are hostile

to the British Government, to the British connection, hostile, I believe, to the

welfare of this country, are seeking to see whether the mora^ of our ofiicers to

deal with disorder (if it should unfortunately recur) is to be destroyed or im-

paired by the result of this discussion and whether the forces of disorder in

this country are to receive, directly or, indirectly, encouragement or an
accession of strength from this Assembly. ***** .u

. I realize also that Indians in this country feel very
bitterly on this matter—the iron has entered very deeply into their souls—and
they seek here, and reasonably seek, an opportunity of expressing in unequivocal

language the feeling of the country on these unfortunate happenings, and for

that reason also I welcome this Resolution. But at the same time, and in the

first place it is necessary in my opinion that both sides should be quite candid

on certain points, namely, that there were many things done on both sides which
were in every way reprehensible, which every honest man must condemn and,

I think, all who have the welfare of this country at heart must bitterly regret.

On the one hand, we have wanton murders, crimes of violence unparallel-

led at any rate for many years in the history of this country—dacoity, arson*,

looting, attacks on communications and other crimes of a very grave nature

which at one time threatened the very structure of the administration. On the

,

other hand, we have overdrastic and severe punishment, the excessive use of

force and acts which have been interpreted and, I am afraid, reasonably inter-

preted, as calculated to-humiUate the Indian people in a manner which cannot
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but be regarded as unpardonable,—morally indefensible at any time but more

so than ever at a time when this country is about to enter upon a system of

responsible Government.

Sir, passions and cruelty are of the same parentage and are equally to be

deplored whoever yields to them, and I can say that the Government take

the same attitude in regard to the excesses committed by the mob, as they

do towards the improprieties committed by Government officers, both are

equally to be regretted and deplored.

* To begin with the most noteworthy case of improper action, I should like

to deal very shortly with that of General Dyer. I do not propose to deal with

it at any length but merely to say that in regard to that action, the Govern-

ment of India stand entirely by their Despatch of^May and the Despatch of His

Majesty's Government, and, if I may ^i^e two passages from these Despatches,

I think I shall be able to satisfy the Assembly as to what that attitude was.

The Government of India then said—
* Giving all due weight to these considerations

—

'

that is, considerations which many of you well remember as cited in the Des-

patch—

• the deliberate conclusion at which we have arrived is that General Dyer exceeded the

reasonable requirements of the case and showed a misconception of his duty which resulted

in a lamentable and unnecessary loss of life.'

In a later paragraph of the same Despatch we said

—

'Nevertheless, after carefully weighing all these factors; we can arrive at no other
conclusion than that at JaUianwala Bagh, General Dyer acted beyond the necessity of tho
case, beyond what any reasonable man could have thought to be necessary, and that he
did not act with as much humanity as the case permitted.'

On the same subject His Majesty's Government used the following Ian-

gauge—

•His Majesty's Government repudiate emphatically the doctrine upon which
Brigadier-General Dyer based his action—action which to judge from his own statement
might have taken an even more drastic form had he had a larger force at Iiis disposal and
had a physical accident not prevented him from using his armoured cars.

* The principle which has consistently governed the policy of His Majesty's Govern-
ment in directing the methods to be employed, when miUtary action in support of the
civil authority is required, may be broadly stat«d as using the minimum force necessary.
His Majesty's Government are determined that this principle shall remain the primary
factor of pohoy whenever circumstances unfortunately necessitate the suppression of civil

disorders by miUtary force within the British Empire. It must regretfully, but without
possibiUty of doubt, be concluded that Brigadier-General Dyer's action at JaUianwala
Bagh was in complete violation of this principle.'

It is important that I should make the position of Government clear on
this point, because it necessarily follows that the Government of India entirely
dissociate themselves from the attitude taken'by certain persons both in this
country and in England,—even in Parliament, on this question.
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The Government of India are in no sense responsible for the action of

-

those persons, and they believe this attitude has done niore to create bitterness,

ill-feeling and deep resentment in the minds of Indians alone than anything

that has happened since these unfortunate occurrences. * * *

The -saews of His Majesty's Government on this subject are set out in detail

in the Despatch to which I have referred, and the Government cf India identify

themselves whole heartedly and loyally with the policy so enunciated. If

severe action is necessary it cannot be avoided, but the only justification for

such action is necessity, and the dictates of justice and humanity must never

be violated. Abpve all, we de sire to repu diate any idea that the lives of Indians

are valued more lightly than the lives of any other of His Majesty's subjects,

or that martial law may ,be enforced more rigorously in India than elsewhere.********
'

The point I wish to make is that so far as the use of force and severity

is concerned, drastic action under martial law is not due to racial considera-

tions so much as to the tense conditions, the difficulties of the situation, the

necessity for immediate measures and of making decisions with the utmost
promptitude in circumstances of great difficulty. It dpes not follow at all

that an officer is entitled to treat the honour of Indians lightly or to take any
measure which tends to humiliate them. That is an idea which the Govern-

ment of India desire emphatically in this Chamber to repudiate and I trust,'

in making this statement, I have met the first part of the Hohojirable Member's
Resolution. * * * *

I am glad to say, the great majority of our officers behaved with all pro'

priety and consideration. Nevertheless, there were many cases, I am afraid,

of improper conduct by individuals—conduct which might indeed be described

by a worse adjective—for which we can only express our deep regret. Some
of these improper orders—for instance, the crawling order—were, at once

cancelled. Others did not come to our notice at the time. I may say at once,

however, that this expression of regret for the acts of individual officers, while

general in character, extends in particular to those actions which were calcu-

lated or believed to be calculated to humiliate Indians and which caused such

resentment among the people of this country. They include also cases to which
the attention of the Government has been directed in particular, namely,

the arrest and long detention of certain persons for what was in our opinion

unreasonably long periods. We know that in such cases the arrest of suspects

is often justifiable, and it is often necessary to detaili them for short periods

but we think that this practice was followed too freely in the Punjab, and in

particular, that men were detained much too long without trial. I do not

wish to enter into details, but there are two gentlemen to whom, in particxilar,

I think these remarks apply and to whom the regrets of the Government of India

may suitably be expressed, namely, Mr. JJlanohar Lai and Mr. Gurdial Singh.

' I now come to the question of penalising those officers who have been

found in fault, and to' the general principles which have actuated the Govern'

ment of India in dealing with this question.

C34HD
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It is easy now, in the calm atmosphere of this'Council, to criticize the

conduct of these officers, to find fault with this act and that act, to say that an

officer behaved wrongly here and wrongly there. But I should like individual

Members of this Assembly to piit themselves for one moment in the, place of

these officers and say honestly, if they were in suoh a difficult and terrible

situation, whether th^ would not have been' guilty of somejndiscretion, some

errors, or worse. There are those. Sir, who do not realize the serious nature

of these disorders and who even now say they were of a minor character,

and there was no attempt to sub-ert Government. This is a matter on which

Government have no doubt, and I would ask any Member who really has

misgivings on this matter to read for himself once again, not the. opinion of those

who investigated the doings and disorders, but the history of events, to read the

speeches delivered, to examine again the posters published at Lahore and else-

where, to study the maps annexed to the reports, recall the murders and

various outrages committed and the widespread and deliberate attacks on com-

munications ; and I think he will be satisfied himeslf that these officers were

faced with a very grave and very difficult situation, and it was essential—I do

not defend the improper acts, I wislj to be carefully understood on this point,

but I do seek to say that it was essential that these disorders should be quelled

very speedily. The men who had to deal with the situation had to come to

decisions of the utmost moment, promptly and without time for a second

thought. Can any one of us say that in such a crisis, when faced with respon-

sibility for the lives of others, his conduct would have been such that it would

not have been open to criticism, judged in the calm atmosphere of this

Assembly, at a great distance of time and place ?
* * *

In such circumstances, I submit to this Assembly that it is perfectly right

that Government should express in unmistakable language their disapproval

of improper acts, that they should take every step to prevent their recurrence

and that they should express their deep regret to those who have suffered,

even that -they should make reparation^and I will explain what I mean by
.

this later—so far as it is in their power. But the punishment must not be

vindictive, and must bear relation to all the circumstances of the case. And

it is in this view the Government have approached these cases. It would

have been perfectly easy for us to sacrifice an individual, to dismiss an officer

and so satisfy popular opinion. But Government has to be just to its officers

as well as to the public, and it is in that spirit that they have approached the

question which is now under discussion.^ There is no question of maintaining

prestige or anything of the kind. The Government have only done what they

believe to be just and I ask the Assembly to believe that we have attempted

to act honestly and that we have done what is right to the best of our judgment,

what we believe to be right, without regard to prestige,of any kind. I may
add that we have been criticized with some severity by many for the action

that we have already taken. I hope also that this Assembly will consider in

their minds what the effect of excessive severity must be, whether any Govern-
ment, any Administration, can expect its officers to do their duty if they are

treated with undue harshness. ******
I have no time to enter into the case of the other officers under the very

salutary ruling of the Chair ; but will, with your permission, Sir, deal with one
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more point in the Resolution, that is, the question of compensation in the
JallianwaUa Bagh affair which is the last point raised in the Resolution.

We are very anxious to go as far as possible to meet the Honourable
Mover. We are also very anxious to do what ^^e may to obliterate the ill-f^elmg over this matter Therefore, though we cannot admit liability yet we
are prepared to make an admission that the grants of money to those who
suffered at JallianwaUa Bagh and those mjured by an aeroplane at Guiranwalahave not been generous, or possibly adequate, and we are prepared to ask thePunjab Government to mcrease the amounts, and deal with those men ortheir dependents, m the case of those who are unfortunately dead in a muchmore generous mannw: than has been done in the past.

.1 ^a'^^^^""^ V?*^'.^^ • ^'^' ^ ^'^^"^^ ^ ^^ ^«i«i^g ^^^ feeling of th^elected European Members of the Assembly, present in the House, and I speak
paroicularly for Calcutta and Bombay, in saying that we entirely support theviews and sentiments as expressed by the Honourable the Home Memberand we are grateful to him for the very lucid address he has given the House'He has also deal with this clause (3) to which I have made reference. Andthe Mover himseli expressed his doubts as to whether there were not legal
difficultaes m carrying out the terms of the Resolution. The Honourab'eHome Member unfortunately, had not sufficient time to advise the House
as to all the officials and officers to whom punishment had been meted outbat taking aU m all, I had hopes that the Mover of the Resolution would haveseen his way to have withdrawn clause (3) in view of what had fallen fromthe Honourable the Home Member. I congratulate the Mover on the mode-
ration of his address m moving the Resolutions. We, the elected Memberswere m some doubt as to what was going to happen to-day, but we have
received his address with every feeling of good-will. To-day's proceedings
so far as they have gone are, to my mind, a very happy augury of the goodwork that will be done m this Assembly, and of the good feelinj among all thecOmmumties. ° 5 i i/uo

Some of us are here at considerable sacrifice with the one aim and obiectby co-operation, of rendering such assistance as is in our power in securin?
a greater contentment and prosperity for India under the new ReformsWith ,the extension of the so-called " peaceful " non-co-operation movement
dark clouds are gathermg over India and our united energies are necessarv tosave the people of this country from disaster. Again, I would remindMembers of the great words of His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught
to bury the past and to g ve undivided attention to the present.

_
The Honourable Dr. Tej Bahadur Sapru : Sir, I confess that I am notm a posKion to discuss the case of each officer for the simple reason that I havenot examined the evidence w,th regard to each officer. * * *

Therefore, the issue narrows itsef down to this: are the punishmpnts
which have been inflicted by Government such that we may as reasonable
persons believe that on a similar occasion which may arise in the future with
the additional circumstances that fresh instructions on the subject are bein»
issued, our officers are likely to repeat the same sort of conduct which ha^
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expassd them to attack ? Not having been in au7. service until about two

months ago, I am not able to appreciate the point of view of the service as well

as some of my Honourable colleagues are. But I have no doubt, that, from the

point of view of the service a punishment which involves them in obloquy

is one which may very well be described as having a restraining efiect on these

officers and which may answer the definition laid down in this House, by Sir

Deva Prasad Sarbadhikari this afternoon, namely, a deterrent punishment

is that which would, under ordinary circumstances, deter them from recklessly

inflicting hardships on the people which might expose them to severe censure

or severe criticism- later op. I do not wish, therefore, to dilate upon this part

.of the Resolution, much further. But there is one consideration which I wish

to place before the House. I venture to think that the substantial portion

of the Resolution which has been moved by my Honourable colleague, Mr.

Jamnadas Dwarkadas, to-day, is that which seeks to vindicate the national

honour and self-respect of India, and if the House will permit me to refer to

the comparatively more free position which I occupied until December last

as a non-official, I would venture to submit that as an Indian I would do any-

thing to secure the recognition of our national honour and self respect. I

do not think that the Indian position could have been better or more graphi-

cally described than it was described this morning by Sir William Vincent.

He said that the iron had entered into the soul of every Indian, and if I may
be permitted just a little bit of freedom to refer to my own sentiments as a

non-official, I am willing to confess that the iron had entered into my soul also.

But. what is it that Mr. Jamnadas wanted us to do ? What is it that Mr. Jam-
nadas waii^d Government to do ? He wanted Gtovemment to say in so many
words, without equivocation, that their future policy would be to hold India

on the same footing on which the Dominions are held, and not by force. The
answer of Government on that point this morning has been plain, though it

was, anticipated by no less a distinguished personage than His Royal Highness

the Duke of Connaught only a few days ago.

Then, Mr. Jamnadas waoited Government to express their unfeigned

regret where regret was due. Government, it wiU be admitted by this As-

sembly, have shown a proper sense of courage and propriety in admitting and
expressing in unequivocal language their regret for the excesses of Qertain officers

and I believe it will be admitted by Mr. Jamnadas, and by other Members
as well, that in expressing their regret Government have not shown any weak-
ness. On the contrary, I believe, they have strengthened their prestige.

(Hear Hear). * * * * * * * '

Government are aware that oonsidsrable resentment has been caused in

the country, by the treatment which was accorded to the students by certain

officers, and I have no doubt that Government do feel as regretful at that as
at any other incident which has been referred to this morning. Well, that being
the essence of the Resolution moved by Mr. Jamnadas, to my mind, the question
of punishment is of comparatively less importance, and I will beg the House
before it approaches the" question of vote in regard to this particular part of
the Resolution not to forget the main substantial. point of the Resolution
of Mr. Jamnadas. I do not "wish to take up the time of the Assembly any
fwrther, but I venture to express the hope that the spirit which has been showi\
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this morning is full of happy augury for the future. In the best constituted

Governmrait, even though we might have a national Government, citizens and
officers are apt to lose their heads at times. But you do not sacrifice the future

for the misdeeds of certain officers or of certain citizens in the past. Let us

approach the future, I say, in a spirit of hopefuhiess, and let us show that

whatever may have been the strength or weakness of this Cqijncil in the past,

it is a real living Assembly now and that it is going to be a real,living Assembly

in the future, an Assembly which will effectively influence the decisions of

Government so as to justify all the expectations that have been raised in

reasonable minds in regard to the Reforms.

Mr. Eardley Norton : Sir, it is not because I represent the English

community of Madras, and following so speedily, as I do upon my Honourable

friend, Mr. Darcy Lindsay, who represents the Etiropeans of Bengal, that I

venture to rise and ask, at any rate my Indian colleagues in this House, to

listen to an appeal '^rom me of a personal nature upon this question. I say

I am not speaking here to-day as an Englishman. I am speaking as a fellow-

citizen of every Indian colleague, inside and outside this House, who, for 43

years has laboured for them and with them, and who, therefore, although

he be nofc a Dake, not yet be invested with tlie trappings and the weight of

an official character, asks them to give him credit for honesty, for sincerity,

and he trusts, for courage,

* * I share with my Indjan colleagues the sense of ahame which accompani-

ed the action of British officials, both military and civil' there, and it is rxo%

because of any desire to hide or diminish the crimes, of which many of them
were guilty that I speak here to-day, but booausie of a higher and a greater

duty which I conceive I owe to this country and to myself. I am, as most of

you are aware, only too sensible that the chiefest criminal of all has escaped

with not a word of repudiation from any Government officer, so far as I know,
or of censure ; I mean the late Lieutenant-Governoir of the Punjab.

I ask them really to forget and to forgive upon this point. Much to my
delight they have carried the committal from the Supreme Government to

their acknowledgment of an error in their past. They have had a frank and
sincere expression of regret for that action. Are not you satisfied with that

^victory ? Is it necessary that you should go furbher now and seek to punish

the minor officials when the larger ones have beea allowed to get off soot-free 1

Therefore, as we are all meeting, here to-day for a union wliioh, outside this

House shall lead us to the pathways of reconciliation ; to a closer approach

together ; to a greater and larger and more fraternal feeling fr^.the accomplish-

ment of that great purpose to which to-day we have set'our hands, cannot

you, as an act of chivalry and generosity, erase, at any rate, this portion of the

Resolution before the House, and, rising to heights, which, once when yon
reach them, will be your glory and ambition in the years yet to come—forget

and forgive in the fullest and freest sense of the word. I ask you, therefore,

to say that as there is to be this reconciliation outside the House, reconcilia-

tion which is so bright with promises for the future, leading to the accomplish-

ment of that splendid political edifice which great Englishmen in j'^ears past

have devoted their lives tp—Englishmen Jiot thcless great that they have beea
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unhonoured and perliaps unknown and to whose work their descendants ill

this country have met here to-day to place their seal and to accord their sup-

port—to say also that there shall be an earlier reconciliation inside this House.

I have little more to say than this—that it would be a splendid tiling if

my colleagues—my Indian colleagues— in this House can see their way, by
withdrawing this section of the Resolution, to obliterate the past,- to rise to

a fine act of renunciation which, if it were accomplished, would, I feel certain,

bring them all the nearer and the closer to the Englishman, and setting the

seal which time can never break upon a union which, outside this House, shall

lead up to the great and divine accomplishment of political ends—still our
ambition and our dream.

Mr. Jamnad'S Dwarkadas : Sir, in moving my Eesolution, when
dealing with clause (3), I said that I approached it with a certain amount of

difhdence. I confessed that there were difficulties in the way in obtaining the

demand that we made in clause (3) of my Resolution. But, after listening

very patiently and very carefully to the statement made by the Honourable
the Home Member, followed as it was by the statements made by the Honour-
able the Army Secretary and the Honourable the Law Member, I am convinced

that it is not advisable for me or for my colleagues in this Assembly to press

clause (3) of my Resolution to a division.

Mr. President, the point that struck me most in regard to this clause in

the statement made by the Honourable the Home Member,was this, that in

dealing with these men no consideration of the fact that it was Indians to

whom they have given this treatment has weighed at all with the authorities.

That assuranqe from the Honourable the Home Member has gone a great way
in convincing me that, whatever may be the nature of the punishments meted
out to the officers concerned, however light they may be from our point of

view, however inadequate they may be from our point of view, these

punishments were mated out to them by the authorities without the slightest

consideration of the fact that they were dealing with those who had treated

Indians and not any other comm'onity. Sir, there was a suspicion in my mind,

I confess, aad perhaps, the suspicion still rests in the minds of many of my
countrymen that, if in England similar offences had been committed by officers,

by English officials, against EngHshmen, probably the punishments meted
out to,them would have been of a very heavy chaTacter. But the statement

made by the Honourable the Home Member and the statement made by
Sir Godfrey Fell leave not the slightest doubt in my mind, that, however mis-

taken their judgment may be, and we have a right to diSer from them on that

point, and they hav« convinced me to the fullest extent that nothing was fuvt er

from their intenbio i thaa to albw any consideration of race in dealing with the
men concerned. I am grateful to my friend, Mr. Norton, for the sentiments,

the noble sentiments he has expressd in the course of his speech. They are
such as do credit to a real Englishman. I am sure that the Assembly will

support me with one voice when I say that I will withdraw clause (3) of the
Resolution.

Dr. Sir D. P. Sar'iadhikari
:

Sir, during the waning days of the
Council, the place of which we are partially taking to-day, a Resolution, on
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lines similar to the one which we are about to pass, was moved by the Honour-

able Mr. Sastri. For reasons of policy, it was disallowed at the moment andr*

some of us felt that an opportune time had been allowed to pass by. We con-

soled ourselves, however, that when the Reforms came and the Assembly,

of which we are Members, was brought into existence, we would have au
opporCunity of discussing this matte? in a calmer atmosphere and free from

passions and prejudices which were then rampant. As a Member of that

Council, as one of the very few who have come here, I congratulate o.urselves

and this Assembly on the course which this Resolution is about to take. Sir,

• the other day, amidst pomp, splendour and grandeur, this Assembly was
inaugurated. To-day in our own inner circle, we have decided to perform

a ritual which, to my mind, has a very high significance. In all temples, con-

secrated to the uplifting of humanity, purification is necessary. The atmos-

phere has to be cleared up and we are attempting it to the best of our powers

as Mr. Eardley Norton has said. One of the great difficulties, in the way of

public men outside this ^Assembly, has been this Punjab question. It was
necessary that the united mind of the representatives of the people, whose
representative character may be lightly challenged by irresponsible people,

it was necessary that the united mind of India, such as it is, should be expressed

here in the most unequivocal terms. That has been done to-day. We can

never hope to reconcile the irreconcilables ; but, so far as in us lies, it will be

our duty to go forward on the path of moderation and sanity. Of that we
have the earnest to-day. I congratulate the Honourable Mover on the way
he has brought forward this motion, and the representatives of the Govern-

ment who have-met us more than halfway. We hope. Sir, that this augury

will be always helpful and the affairs of the Asssmbly will be conducted in the

way they have been begun to-day.

The motion as amended was put and carried unanimously.
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2. ^HE DEBATE ON THE E3HER COMMITTEE REPORT REGARD-

ING THE ARMY IN INDIA.

17th Februaey 1921.

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyir : Sir, I rise to move the Resolution wliicTi

stands against my name and which run»as follows :
—

' TJiis Asfiembly recommends to the Governor- General in Council that he do represent

to the Home Government that the proposals of the Esher Committee contained in Parts. I

and II of their Report should not be acted upon and that on the other hand the Army in

India should be entirely under the control, real as well as nominal, of the Government of

India and should be free from any domination or interference by the War Office on matters

of mihtary policy, organization or administration and that such co-ordination as may be

desirable between the military policies or organizations of different parts of the

Empire should be secured by discussion and agreement at Conferences at which India is

adequately represented.

'

The subject of Army administration and organization in India is one of

very grave importance to the people in its military, political and financial

bearings. Members of this House are aware of the great interest which has

been excited by the Report of the Army in India Committee, more shortly

known as the Esher Committee, and of the very grave apprehensions to

which it has given rise not merely in this country but also in well-iuformed

circles, even in England, apprehensions not merely as to the exact import

and significance of these proposals but also as to their consec[uences, and the

military and financial burdens which they will involve.

The object of my Resolution is to clear up these misapprehensions, to

ascertain how far it is possible for the Government to see eye to eye with us,

and to secure the assent of the Government to the principles which, we believe,

should be borne in mind in any proposals for the administration or organiza-

tion of the Army. ***** ***
Now, Sir, the administration of the Army in India has two important

aspects from which it should be considered. One is the aspect of India's

home needs, both internal and external, if I may say so ; and secondly, the

aspect of Imperial needs. The impression that one derives from a perusal

of the whole of this Report is, that the Committee have been dominated

throughout by the Imperial aspect of the question of Army administration.

It does not appear that they have paid sufficient attention to the question

from the point of view of India's own needs, internal and external. Now,
the instructions which were issued to tl^e Committee, included, among others,

the instruction to keep in view the approach of India towards a Dominion

status. These instructions are referred to in the report of the Committee,

'but evidently they have had very little attention given to them. The
instructions are simply referred to for the purpose of being passed over.

It does not appear that any specific proposal or recommendation of the

Committee is based upon the necessity for keeping these instructions in view.

The Committee have said that the bases of control of Imperial Defence

tave not yet been laid down, and that they, therefore, proceeded upon the

existing status and usage governing the question of Army administration
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, llow far the Comihittee have done so, how far they have conformed to the

existing statute and usage, I will examine shortly.

There are three principles mentioned by the Committee in their Report

as the principles which have governed the decision of the Committee iu these

matters. They are laid, down on page 4 of the report. They say, the plans

proposed , must be consistent with (1) the control by the Government of

India of Indian military 'affairs, (2) giving to the Government of India a

voice in questions of Imperial Defence, and (3) allowing the Imperial General

Staff through its Chief to exercise a considered influence on the military

policy of the Government of .India. It seems to me, Sir, with all the

deference due to the expert body that constituted the committee, that while

the first two principles are all right, the third is one to which we cannot

subscribe. But even with regard to the ' first _ two principles enunciated,

namely, that the Government of India should have the control of Indian

military affairs and that the Government of India must be given a,^ voice

in questions of Imperial Defence, it seems to be more a question of lip-homage

than of actual observance of those principles in the recommendations made.
First of all, with regard to the second principle', viz., giving'to the Govern-

ment of India a voice in questions of Imperial ; Defence. I see hardly any
trace of that principle in this report. With regard to the first principle, viz.,

the control by the Government of India of Indian military affairs; it seems to

me that the control that will vest in the Government of India under these

proposals is of a very shadowy chara;cter, and that it is far from real.

Part I of the Committee's report deals with the question of the

relations of the Governor-General in Council with the India Office and
with the War Office and with the question of the high Command. Section

II which deals with the question of Defence Committees is not of very much
^consequence. It is a consultative body, and there are no proposals

of any importance in that section. Before examining the Committee's

proposals, I -should like to draw the attention of the House to the

provisions of the existing statutes in conformity to which the Committee

say they have made their proposals. There are only four sections lq the

Government of India Act bearing upon this point. There is a clause in

section 2 of the Government of India Act which vests the control, direction

and superintendence of Indian affairs in His Majesty's Secretary of State.

Sectioni 33 of the Act vests the Government of India in the Governor-General

in Council, but he has to obey the orders of the Secretary of State. So we
may take it that the Government of India is vested in the Governor-General

in Council subjeci to the orders of the Secretary of State. There are only

two other sections, and no more, which have any bearing upon these

questions of military organization. Section 21 relates to the control of the

Secretary of State over the expenditure of revenues, and section 22 relates

to the application of the revenues of India to military operations beyond the

external frontiers. These are all the sections that have any bearing upon the

question of military organization. So far as section 22 is concerned, I may
perhaps be permitted in passing to draw attention to what I conceive .to be
C34HD
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a defect in the provision, namely, that while it prohibits the application of

Indian revenues to military operations beyond the external frontiers of

India, it does not prohibit a draft upon our man-power. The Imperial

Government would Ibe entitled through its Secretary of State to ask us to

send an expedition outside India, provided only that it does not call upon

us to pay for the expenses. In the self-governing Dominions the Imperial

Government has no power to move a single soldier without the consent of the

Dominions.

Now, there is one other matter to which I should like to refer before I

pass on from the statute. It is one of the essential prihciples of »the Indian

Constitution and one which can be easily gathered from the spirit of the Act

and has been emphasized by the Joint Parliamentary Committee in their

proposals is that the Control which is vested in the ' Secretary of State as the

mouth piece of Parliament can be relaxed only pan 'passu with the recogni-

tion o£ popular control. The Esher Committee have in many of their

proposals, as I will show later on, felt the existing control of -the Secretary^ of

State to be embarrassing, and -they have asked for more latitude. But
what that latitude means is simply a devolution of power to the Government
of India free from interference by the Secretary of State. That devolution

would* be a departure from the spirit of the statute, a departure from the

essential constitutional principle that it is only in so far as we recognize

popular control that the control over the Government of India's power to

expend revenues can at all be relaxed by the Secretary of State.

Now, ,Sir, I will refer briefly to the recommendations of the Committee
in Part I of their Report. The first thing they say, after referring to. a

passage already quoted in the course of this day's discussion, is .that ' the

control exercised by Parliament has been illusory.'

They further say :
—

-

.

' The working of this system, that is the control of the Secretary of State, 'unduly
causes delay in dealing with military questions that frequently require rapid settlement.

both in the interests of efficiency and the contentment of the army in India. We, there-

fore, recommend that greater latitude should be allowed to the Governor-General in

Council in deciding questions of a military character, provided they do not influence by
reflex action on the administration of the British Army at Home.

This is practically their first recommendation in Part I. Nowi there

may be a certain amount of delay involved in this procedure of reference to

the Secretary of State. Delays are unavoidable in any system of

bureaucracy, and for the matter of that, I doubt whether they would be
avoidable even tmder democracies. But while delays are dangerous during
irar, questions relating to the army, such as pay, allowances, pensions,
annuities and so on, though they may have been under consideration for:

some time,—are not questions that will not brook, delay. It may, I well
understand, be irritating to the officers concerned, but on the other hand,
look at the safeguard provided for securing due deliberation, for not allowing'

the Government of India to suddenly plunge into a scheme requiring a larga-
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amouht of expenditure at the dictation or the importunity of the military

authorities. Now the latitude that the Committee wants is really not

latitude to the Government of India to carry out their own determination

or conviction, but, as I shall show later on, a latitude to be led by the War
Office. After all, this complaint of delay,in settlemeiit of questions is not a

matter of very serious consequence, as I submitted, in times of peace, and,

on the other hand, there are advantages which outweigh the disadvantage.

The second proposal made by the Committee is that there should be a,
chain of military responsibility established from the Chief of the Imperial

General Staff in England downward to the Governor-General and the Com-;

mander-in-Chief in India, and this chain of military responsibility is'

attempted to be accomplished by certain methods. The Committee have;

sought to achieve this object both in England and in India. In India what
they propose is, that the Commander-in-Chief himself is to be appointed on the;

recommendation of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. He would, there-

fore, be bound by ties of gratitude to the authority to whom he owes his

appointment. And not merely the Commander-in-Chief, but the Chief of

the General Staff in India is to be appointed on the recommendation of tha;

Chief of the Imperial General Staff.

Now, it may be asked, what is there wrong with this proposal -? Is it not

right that in making such high appointments, appointments to high com-
mands, we should consult the very best expert authorities in England ? Is

there anything wrong in consulting them ? I would answer that first with

this question ; what is the present system ; what has there been wrong with

it and what is the object with which you propose this change ? It has not

been proved that our Commanders-in-Chief in India have been military

failures. On the contrary, I believe, we have been fortunate enough to

secure a succession of distinguished heads of the Armjr in India. The object

'with which this is proposed is to see that the officers who are Commanders-in-

Chief and Chiefs of the General Staff here are persons bound by intimate ties

to the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. It is all for the purpose of pro-

ducing what they call a close and intimate touch between the Commander-in-

Chief in India with the Chiefcof the Imperial General Staff that this is proposed.

They say that the Commander-in-Chief should be at liberty to communicate

freely with the "Chief of the Imperial General Staff. At present, evidently he

does not enjoy the privilege of writing to the head of the Imperial General

Staff behind the back of the Government of India and behind the back of

the Secretary of State. It may be said that they provide against any possible?

inconveiuence by their suggestion that he should furnish them with copies;

The Commander-in-Chief writes straight off to the Chief of the Imperial

General Staff, but lie sends copies to the Government of India and the Secre-

tary of State and keeps them informed.

The real object, however, with which you bring forward these proposals is

disclosed later on in your own report, and that is, to bring a larger and larger

influence and. control to be exercised on the military authorities in India

directly 'by the Chief of the Imperial General Staff.
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This is what they do in India. At the other end, iti England, they .think.,

that the Secretary of State should no longer have a military coljeague in this

Council. The Military Member of Council has to go, and, in place of the

Military Member of Council in the India Office, the Secretary of State should

only have a Secretary in the Military Department.
.

>

And who, is the Secretary ? He is a Deputy Chief of the Imperial

General Staff, so that the Chief of the Imperial General Staff has got not only'

,the support of the Commander-in-Chief in India, but also that of the Deputy
Chief of the Imperial General Staff. They say that the Secretary of State

should be distinctly given to understand that he should not look for advice to

anybody except the Chief of the Imperial General Staff who is the sole mill ary

adviser. The Secretary in the Military Department is tha liaison officer

between the Secretary of State, and the Chief of the Imperial General Staff is.

affected by this power, and will be his conscience-keeper in the India Office

and will communicate- to the-.former the instructions, directions or advice of

the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. It may be asked, ' What is there

v/rong in asking for advice 1 Is there anything wrong in one expert asking

another for advice, or, in a layman referring to experts for advice 1
' The

position is very different from that of mere consultation. It is clear from the

Report that the state of relations which the Committee wished to bring about

is not of a mere advisory character which even the Dominions have recourse

to, but of a directory character. I may refer you at once to the passage so

that you may see that my observation is justified. They say :

' We are in agreement wjth the General Staff view that the Commander-in-Chief in

India should be more directly in touch with the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, with a
view to obtaining increased efficiency as regards the organization, equipment and training

of the Army in India, so as to develop the military resources of India in a manner suited

to Imperial necessities. We have already stated that in our view, the Commander-in-

Chief in India should have the established right to communicate in peace with the Chief

of the Imperial General Staff in London with regard to strategical plans, war organisation,

training and the selection for commands and senior Staff appointments.'

Then they say, with very engaging modesty,
—

' But we are not prepared

to dogmatise as to whether the Government of India or the Imperial Govern-

ment at Whitehall is to be responsible for the nulitary safety of India.'—^I

presume, -they refer to the question of financial liability. They go on:

It is obvious that, if the,gradual approach of India to a Dominion status is to be

taken as an axiom, this question can be resolved only by the exercise of iudgment,

tict, and the principle of ' give and take. ' We, however, are strongly of opinion that,

while unity of administration is for the present out of the question. uniDv of conception on

broad hnes of military policy, such as those for which an Imperial Genera! Staff should

bo responsible, is essential in the interests of India herself and of the Empire as a whole.

'

I am not oblivious of the necessity for co-ordination in matters of Imperial

policy and it is certainly desirable that there should be co-ordination and that

there should be harmony of conception in such matters. But the proper way to

secure it is by very different methods, n'Jt by making the War Office in England

dose its tentacles over the Army and the Military Department in India.
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Let me refer to one other passage which shows that I am justified iii

describing it as a proposal for tightening the grip of the War Office over the

military admiiiisfcration here, and it is this :
—

' We recommend in section 3 that the Comman(ier-in-0hi6f in India shall be app&inted'

with the concurrence of the Chi^t of the Imperial General Staff and that the Corhmandor-
in-Ohief shall be the sole military adviser of the Government of India. If this system can
be established, the chain of military responsibility over qiis.stioiis of an Imperial

character will be complete. On the one hand, the Commander-in-Chief will look to the

Chief of the Imperial General Staff not for advice^ bnt for supreme direrlioa in all q\ies-

tions of Imperial military poKcv in which India is concerned, and, on the other hand, the

Governor-General ^vill look to the Commander-in-Chief for military advice upon c^uestions

in which India only is concerned and also upon questions of a wider military

character, so that the Coramander-in Chief vrill be in a position to express upon
the latter the considered views of the Chief of the Imperial General Stall.

'

And then they say

:

' We believe that under the plan, as proposed, the Government of India will retain its

statutory control over the Army in India (yea, a pap6r control), that the Governor-General
will be asstired of undivided counsel upon military questions, that unanimity o.l military

policy will at last be established between Great Britain and India.

'

Now, whether there is any alternative scheme to these proposals for

co-ordination and so on, is a matter which can be examined later on. One
such method is, what I propose, namely, discussions at general conferences

like the Imperial War Conference at which India will have a voice jast like

other countries. I may mention, in passing, that in the Self-governing

Dominions also they have got a General Staff but the General Staff i3

perfectly autonomous. If they want the advice of the Home authorities,

they secure it by arranging for inspection by proper officers, by interchange

of officers, not proposals for the wholesale fusion of cadres, and by securing

facilities for training. These are the methods which the Dominions employ
for the purpose of securing co-ordination and unity of conception. This is

the proper method, and not the invocation of the intlueace of the War Oifice

to such an extent that tae Government of India 'Cannot act, except in

accordance with the advice of the Commander-in-Chief who is to be guided by
the advice of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff.

Sir Godfrey Fell : Sir, I think I shall be voicing the general opinion of

this Assembly if I congratulate my Honourablo friend upon the extremely

lucid expedition which he has given of Parts I and II of the Esher Committee's

Report and, upon the great ability with which he has stated his case. I should

like to say at once that, on behalf of Government, I am prepared to accept his

Resolution, providod that he will agree to modify it. The modification, which

I venture to suggest, is that he should omit the wordi beginning with ' he do '

in the first line, down to the words ' on the other hand ' in the third line. The
Resolution would then read thus :

—

' This Assembly recommends to the Governor-General in Council that the Army in

India should be entirely under the control, etc'

If the Honourable Mover of the Resolution is prepared to agree to this

amendment, I do not think it will be necessary for me to deal in any great
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detail with the arguments he has put forward to-day. But I should like to

take this opportunity of explaining the Government of India's point of view

on the main issue which he discussed. The point of view of the Government,

of India is this. They hold that certain phrases, certain sentences; . certain

paragraphs in the Esher Committee's Report are misleading and might give,

rise to the impression that War Office influence could be exerted on the Army,

in India. They hold, however, that no such intention was in the minds of

the Members of the Esher Comjnittee, nor would the Government of India,

acquiesce for one moment in any such interference. May I for one moraent,-

speaking as a late Member of the Esher Committee, add that there is not one

of the Members representing India on that Committee who would not rather

have had his right hand cut ofE than sign a report which would place the Army
in India unddrthe control of the War Office. The Assembly may rest assured

that the Government of India are fully alive to the paramount necessity of.

securing that all matters of Indian military policy shall be retained in the handa

of the Government of India. On the other hand, they accept the vi3W of the

Esher Committee that there are many questions which it is desirable to discuss

with the Chief of the Imperial General Staff at Home and tp obtain his advice,

upon. These are the wider questions of Imperial policy, in which both India

and the rest of the Empire are concerned. I am not sure whether a reply has

yet been given to a question on this subject or whether it has only been drafted,

but I.take this opportunity of assuring this Assembly that the Government of

India have undertaken that no action shall be taken on Parts I and II of the

Esher Committee's Eepoft until this Assembly, and the Council of State, if

they so desire, have had an opportunity of expressing their opinions on them.

It is also the intention of the Government of India to communicate the views

of -this Assembly and of the Council of State to the Secretary of State in order

to enable him and the Cabinet to arrive at a final conclusion on those debated

The great men in our public life are not so lost to all sense of decency as

to give their blind support in all questions, right or wrongs to the men to whom
they owe their appointment. Let me put the matter in another way. We
have an army in India, one of the largest armies in the world, an army of

which we are all justly proud. Do we, or do We not want the best soldier that

the Empire can give us to command it ? I take it that this Assembly will

agree with me that we do. If we want the best soldier that the Empire can

.give, is it. not natural that^we should turn to the greatest military authority

in the Empire for advice in selecting a Commander in-Chief ? That is all that

it comes to. The appointment is made by His Majesty the King on the advice

"

of the Cabinet, and the Cabinet naturally turns to the Chief of the Imperial

General Staff, the highest military authority in the Empire for advice. I

do not think that any one in this Assembly can really take exception to this

procedure. Ever since thsre has been a Chief of the Imperial General Staff,

that has been the practice that has obtained.

I want the Assembly to realize the essential necessity for unity of military

policy. We are one Empire, and the firgt diity of the various parts of the
Empire is that any one of them should be prepared, in case of need, to go to
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tile aid of another part when that other part is attacked. This Assembly
knows that the whole of our scheme of di£ence in India against external ag-

gression is based upon the assumption that we should maintain an army
sufficient to hold our own against Certain potential enemies until help can

come from the United Kingdom. I should like with your permission, Sir,

to read a few lines on this subject from a very able article in a periodical named
tha Army Quarterly.

It says

:

f .' The Self-governint» Dominions and India cannot stand aloof in matters of defence.

On the contrary, with the growth of their power, they should assume their responsibilities

in the Imperial Council and accept their proportionate burdens and liabilities. Their

defence representatives must be consulted in all plans and projects if co-operation and.
co-ordination are to be truly Imperial and if the Empire is to be consolidated in the most
effective and economic manner.

iN^ow, the Honourable Member picked out many phrases in the Eshcr

Committee's Report and rta,d them out with telling effect. I have already

stated the opinion of the Government of India that some of the expressions

u'^ed were misleading. The accusation against us in this respect amounts,

therefore, to one of lack of literary skill, one, if you like, of illiteracy ; but I

frankly admit, speaking as I said before, as a Member of that Committee and

not on behalf of the Governm.ent of India,' that I stand here unrepentant and
unashamed regarding the main lines of the Esher Committee's Report. I

believe that we must play our part as partners in the Empire, and on this point

I should like to read you another passage from the article which I quoted just

now. Before doing so, I should like to point out that the Honourable Mover,

no doubt unconsciously, rather slurred over a certain phrase in the Report,

anyway he did not give it the significance which the writers intended should

bs attached to it, and that was this :

' On the one hand, the Commander-in-Chief will look to the Chief of the Imperial

General Staff for supreme direction in all questions of Imperial miUtary policy in which

India is concerned.'

Now, the really important word there is ' Imperial '

—

'' Imperial military

policy.' That means military policy which affects more than one part of

the Empire, not India alone. No one wants the Chief of the Imperial General

Staff, much less the War Office, to interfere in anything to do with our military

policy in India ; but the Assembly can very well imagine situations arising in the

future as they have arisen in the past, as, indeed, they exist to-day, in which

India, if she is perhaps not so much concerned as some other parts of the Empire,

is, at least concerned to some extent. It is a very important principle of military

science that the power which holds the ultimate reserves must have an effective

voice in the decision of policy. The ultimate miHtary reserves of the Empire

are held in the United Kingdom, and the adviser of His Majesty's Govern-

ment on their employment is and must be the Chief of the Imperial General

Staff.
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The passage, wMcli I panted to read to you on this subject, is tlus :

' The fact of the matter is that the egression ' miUtary policy ' used in the Committee'a

Report, has created misunderstanding aaid rouse^ hostility to its recommendations. ' Mili-

tary policy,' as vised here, does not imply poiicy in regard to initiating or undertaking

military operations, but merely in regard to securing mihtary efficiency in the means avail-

able and in the preparation and study of plans. The term is unfortunate, lor, in any event,

policy miist be dictated by the Government and Imperial pohcy by an Imperial Coimoil,-

assisted by an eifective and efficient Committee of Imperial Defence. J^ut the respective

portions of the Empire can no longer work in compartments ; they must co-ordinate their

efforts if those efforts are to be effective and economical, and in this respect India is no
exception to this rule

'

That is the underlying principle of Part I of the Esher Committee's
Report.

The motion as a^iended was adopted and carried.
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S. PROCEEDINGS CONNECTED WITH THE APPOINTMENT AND
'

POWERS OF THE SPANDING FINANCE COMMIITEE AND THE
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.

22nd February 1921.

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey : I beg to move, Sir, that

:

' With a view to the constitution, in pursuance of Rule 51 of the Indian Legislative

Rules, of a Committee on Public Accounts, consisting of not more than 12 Members, this

Assembly do proceed to elect 8 Members to be Meriibers of the said Committee.'

As the form of the motion shows. Sir, I make it in pursuance of a rjile maeje

under section 67 of the Government of India Act of 1919. The rule provides

that as soon as may be, after the commencement of each financial year, a

Committee on Public Accounts should be constituted for the purpose of dealing

with the Audit and Appropriation Accounts of the Governor-General in Council.

It shall consist of not more than 12 Members, including the Chairman, of

whom not less than 2-3rds shall be elected by the non-official Members of the

AsFembly.

So much for its constitution ; next, as to its functions. The Committee,

in scrutinizing the Audit and Appropriation Accounts of the Governor-General

in Council, shall satisfy itself that themoney voted by the Assembly has been

spent within the scope of the demand granted by the Assembly ; its further

duties are to bring to the notice of the Assembly every reappropriation from

one grant to another grant, every Teappropriation out of the grant which is

not made in accordance with rule, and all expenditure which the Finance De-

partment has requested should be brought to the notice of the Assembly.

That, Sir, is the formal matter which will have to be dealt with by the Com-
mittee when constituted. The House will note that-byrule it can only be con-

stituted from the beginning of the financial year. We have taken advice on

this subject and have been advised that, although the Committee may be elect-

ed by the House at once, it cannot begin its functions until after the 1st of April.

-

But I have sought an opportunity of putting the matter bgfore the House as

early as possible because, I think, it would be an advantage that we should

know the names of the gentlemen whom the House wishes to elect for this

purpose in order that we may provide them with the necessary material and

also that we may have the opportunity of drawiag up rules of procedure in

consultation with them. Thus, when they come to discharge the responsible

functions which will be laid upon them, they, will be fully equipped for the

purpose. The House perhaps will bear with me if I add one or two general

remarks in explanation of the work of the Committee. There are probably

many here who have not read those somewhat technical though highly im-

portant publications, our Audit and Appropriation Reports. We have now

an Auditor-General who is an independent authority. His position is recog-

nized by the Government of India Act, and Members of the House interested in

the subject will find rules drawn up under that Act and duly published in the

Gazette which describe his functions. He is, I say, independent of the Exe-

cutive Government, He is the official interpreter to us of the orders of the

C3iHD
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Secretary of State ; he ia an authority whose verdidts we never venture to call

in question. But while hitherto he has reported to the Executive Government

and to the Secretary of State, for the future his ftmctioog wUl take a more im-

portant turn, because he will be the constitutional means by which this House

will be able to decide whether money voted by it for any particular purpose

has been duly spent within the scope of that purpose. It is clear, however,

that the opportunities for criticism and for action that are given to the House
by the constitution of this Committee go much further than the;- immediate

point to which I have just referred. The whole of our financial »ystem, as

far as expenditure is concerned, is built upon .sanctions. No Department
may incur expenditure for which it has not rece'.ved sanction, either generial

or special ; no administrative officer of Government may employ estabhsh-

ment for which he has not received similar sanction. No Public Works officer

may Kiqdertake works which have not been duly sanctioned and for which

provision of funds has not been made. Now, it is the first function of the

Audit Department to scrutinize those sanctiona,—to see not only whether they

are within the rules or within the power of the sanctioning authority, but to

see also whether they fall within the proper canons of finance. A sanction

may frequently appear to fall within the rules but it may contain elements

which are open to objection outs'de those rules ; that is to say, the expenditure

may be of an unusual type ; it may be expenditure which Government ought

not, in the opinion of the Auditor, to undertake ; or it may involve ultimately

an expenditure far ia excess of that, which the authority sanctioning it has

power to deal with. That, then, is the first function of the Attdit authority,

it has to pass our sanctions. Then comes the second process ; the function of

criticizing expenditure undertaken under sanctions. Here there is a wide
range of errors of omission and commission with which the Audit Officer has

to deal. An officer may undertake expenditure against a sanction, but he may
find that the estimate in itself was incomplete and will involve further ex-

penditure, and he is at fault if he does not immediately point that out and apply

for a revised sanction. Or, again, an officer may draw money against a sanc-

tion with the intention of spending it, but may. withhold it improperly from
the public treasury. I have only quoted these two cases as typical of the

different offences against our financial rules with which our Auditors have
to deal. It s the duty of the Auditor on discovering any such case to refer it

to the responsible authority. That authority may frequently be able to cure

it by giving revised sanction or the like. But there are many cases in which
that authority is called upon to take either disciplinary action or even to recover

money from the officer at fault.

If the Auditor is satisfied that satisfactory action has been taken by
responsible authority, he can let the matter rest. If he is not satisfied, it ia

his duty to bring the matter to notice in his annual report, and it is, on these

reports, that the Public Accounts Committee will take action. They will call

the attention of the Assembly to any case in which there is proved to be either

an offence against financial rules or a waste of public money, and it will be
for the Assembly either by Resoliution or by the other constitutional means
withia their power, to put pressure on Government to take proper action
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in the matter. Let me add, that there is a, still wider field for the Committee
when it gets, if I may so express myself, thoroughly into its stride. It may
be able to compare the'scale of expenditure of one Department with another

and to point out economies as a result. It may be able to point out where
larger financial recoveries can be made on the public account. It may be
able to reveal cases where expenditure has been incurred on hasty or unbusi-

nesslike lines. Those who are acquainted with the reports of the Public

Accounts Committee in England will be aware of the enormous influence exer-

cised by that body in bring ng pressure to -bear upon Government to enforce

economy in the expenditure of piiblic moneys.

Sir, in view of the important functions which I have outlined above ; I am
confident that this Asembly will give us of its best for the purpose ; and,

I assure the House, that we, in our Department, shall heartily welcome their

co-operation in a task which is seldom easy and can never be popular.

The motion was adopted.

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey : I beg. Sir, to move

:

' That this Assembly do proceed to the election, in such method aa may be approved
by the Honourable the President, of a Standing Finance Committee of the Assembiy not
exceeding ten in number to whirh shall be added one Member of the Asseiably to be nomi-
nated by the Governor- General. The filember so nominated shall be Cfeairman of the
Committee,'

The motion which I put forward a few minutes ago, was in pursuance of

a Rule. The proposal which I now put forward is not in pursuance of a Rule,
but is in pursuance of a decision at which we ourselves have arrived, and
which,we believe will be of advantage to ns and to the Assembly. If I w«re
to try to express, in the shortest words, the difference between the Committee
on Public Accounts, with which I have just dealt, and the Standing Finance
Committee which I am now proposing to the House, I should say that the
former will have operations which are of a post mortem nature, that is to say,

it will only deal with expenditure after it has been incurred. The Standing
Finance Committee, on the other hand, will have to deal with proposals for

expenditure before they are sanctioned or come on to the Budget What
the exact value of the Standing Finance Committee will be to the Assembly,
will, I think, be most apparent to the House when on March the 1st next, or on
the following day as the case may be, I present to it a volum'nous mass of

papers relating to our own civil estimates. Those papers are required in order

that the House may have the full information necessary to examine our de-

mands for grants. They will, however, not only be volum nous, but they will

contain an extraordinary variety of material. The House will have to scru-

tinize detailswhich vary from the field establishment of the Geological Depart-
ment to the traffic staff of the Siate Railways; and it will have to deal with
matters which are as far different as the metal which we buy for the use of

owe Mints and—shall we say—^the paper with which we feed the maW of our
Secretariat.
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I propose, therefore, that foi' the future, the Standing Finance Committee,

if it is accepted by the House, should have that material placed 'n their hands,

some -short time before the Budget, and should deal with it on behalf of the

House. It is not impossible for us to do so for th^ present year All our •

Account Forms have been revised, all our heads of accounts havfe been altered,

much of our expenditure has been reclassified ; and it ha,s cons'equ .ntly been a

work of extraordinary difficulty to get through these accounts and to have them

printed in time even for presentation to the House at the beginning of March.

I must say this in justice to the subordinates of that hard-worked Department'

over which I have the honour to preside, that they have on this occasion had'

a task which was of a far more onerous nature than I think has ever fallen to

their lot in previous years. If Members of this House wish proof of this, they

can get it, if they happen to be passing the Secretariat aljout 10 o'clock at night.

There they may see the devoted staff of the Finance Department still at their*

labours ; see thepi,! say, but please do not interrupt them, for we like to think

that they can get home by 12 o'clock in'the night..
'

,

Well, Sir, the result of the labours of that Department on the Civil Esti-

mates will be placed before you, in future, I hope, shortly before we place

tlie main Sudget on the table, arid the Committee will be able to scrutinize,

more or less at leisure and in advance, the details of the several estimates.

That is one function.

A second function will bo this, that in the course of the year we sh^ll pro-

bably have to place before the House demands in excess of the Budget for the

purpose of a supplementary vote; I hope it will not be of the terrifying nature

of those supplementary estimates of which we have heard so much of late in

England. But, however carefully we may budget, the unforeseen may arise.

You may have strikes which will compel sudden revision of salaries ;'you may
have other untoward events which may compel you to undertake expenditure

for which you had not beep able to provide and for which indeed it would have

been wrong to make any provision in the Budget. The Reserves for which

we are able to budget and -which, I think, the House will be prepared to leave'

in our hands, will probably be so small that any unforeseen expenditure of this

kind must be met by an excess vote, and we propose that the Committee
should deal with the proposals for such excess or supplementary rates on

behalf of the House before they are laid before it.

There remains a third function. I should like it to be arranged that the^

Committee should, in the course of the year, deal with any schemes for fresh

expenditure which are put forward by the Departments. I would limit this

to the major schemes, schemes which will be sufficiently large to have any
influence on the Budget.

Those, then, are the functions which I prbpose for the Committee I must
at the same time indicate to the House that there must be some limitations.

Their functions will be, to use our own technical term, purely expenditure
functions. They will have to deal with schemes on their merits. It will not
be possible to apply the test of whether they are likely to lead to an excess of
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expenditure over revenue or to involve a deficit, nor should we be able to place

in the hands of the Committee any information as to how, should any deficit

occur, we would propose to supplement it. Then, again, the Committee will

of course recognise that in certain cases of expenditure the sanction of the

Secretary of State is necessary and that we are, not able ourselves to give the

last word on the subject. Further, I fear, there may be some difficulties owing

to the fact that we should ask this Committee to meet once or twice at least

during the summer ; it is clea: at all events, that it would not be able to do its

work purely during the legislative sessions. That is an inconvenience which
can only be overcome by the good will and the public spirit of the Committee
if the iiouse should see proper to appoint it,

I have attempted to outline the functions of the Committee, but I do not

intend that anything that I say now should be taken as a final definition of

them. I think, as time goes on, it will be found that the Committee can

take up a very much wider scope of work on behalf of the assembly than
I have laid down to-day. But tentative as my proposal is, I hope that the

Assembly will accept it. The fact is, Sir, that we want, if we can, to utilise

for our own advantage the brains of those Members of the Assembly who
have had knowledge of finance or administration We want to use their

experience on our own behalf. If the Assembly will give u,i the advantage
of that assistance nothing but good, I think, will result from it. This brings

me- to the final remark not altogether unconnected with M-hat I have just

said. I am afraid this morning I must have said something which my
Honourable friends opposite took.in a sense derogatory to the op'nion which
we on our side have formed of the good sense and ' the business capacity of

this House. I should like to say here that if inadvertently I said anything

which could be interpreted in that sense, I am sorry for it, but the intention

was certainly not mine. Far from it. What I wanted to point out to the

Assembly this morning, was this. I have sat in this room during Council

sessions, for, I think, about eight years, and may claim to have some experience

of previous Councils. I and many of my friends here have in the brief time

that we have been in this Assemblj'- formed the highest opinion of its busi-

ness qualities and its good sense, and my appeal to the House this morning
was simply this, not to do anything that would in any way diminish the high

opinion we had formed of its capacity.

Powers of the Finance Committee.

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyar : Sir, I should like the House to bear with

me for a few minutes if I again claim their attention on a question which

seems to me to involve very important constitutional principles. Let me
, first clear the ground by saying that I do not desire the House to go into

small petty details of the working of the administrative machine. That is

not a thing which it is possible for us to undertake. It is for the Government

to devise suitable schemes for the working of their machine, and for us to

criticize it in important matters.

But while I am perfectly aware of the impracticability of this House

taking upon itself the function of the Executive Government and going into
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matters of details, it is of the very greatest importance that all these schemes

should be put forward in detail for sanction ; and my reason is this : that the

very fact that they are obliged to come forward to this Assembly with details

Hill compel them to be careful. There is the light of publicity which will be

thrown upon all their proposals which will necessarily compel them to take

every possible care in the preparation ot their estimates. That is one object

which I have in view in insisting that all these proposals should be brought

forward before us. Another object is, that it will give us an opportunity of

criticinng any really important proposals which may seem to us to be open to

exception. There may be questions of reorgani .ation, there may be questions

of principle in it, and there may be large increases of salaries sanctioned, as to

which we may have no idea at all j but if they do come forward with all these

proposals at the time of the Budget, we shall have an opportunity of expressing

our opinion on such questions. These are the two objects which I have in

view in desiring that these schemes should be brought forward in detail. A
third reason perhaps is this, that it is a matter of constitutional principle

for us as custodians of the public purse, if I may use that expression, to be

jealous of our powers and to maintain them. Now, there are various solutions

which have been suggested ;, and I shall explain to the House the difficulty

I feel in accepting some of those solutions as satisfactory. For instance, it

Las been suggested that there is a Public Accounts Committee which in its

scrutiny of the Accounts will consider whether monies which have been voted

by this House have been properly applied or not. But the Public Accounts

Committee can go into the scrutiny of accounts only of the year which has

closed, after the event, and all that it can 'decide is whether- monies which

Lave been voted have been spent in a proper way and apphed to the objects for

which they were sanctioned. Where there is a -lump provision of this sort,

even supposing that it is explained as involving so much for reorganization,

so much for construction of works, and so on, it will be difficult for the Pubhc
Accounts Committee to say that so much should not have been paid on this

sub-head, or that so much increase should not have been granted to certain

members of the staff, or so much should not have been granted by way of travel-

ling allowances, and so on. They would be exceeding their powers if they did

it, and they would have no sufficient data if they went into criticisms of that

sort, where they had only a lump provision to consider. The Government

would thus h,ave a free hand in dealing with these lump provisions, unless

they gave us the full details ; and the Public Accounts Committee would not

be in a proper position to exercise any scrutiny over the expenditure if the

allotment was made in a vague and general form.

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey : May I crave your indulgence,

Sir, to speak again on this question and to put a concrete proposal before

the House ? It is this ; that in regard to all these lump provisions, we should

now explain as fully as possible what they are for, and that if passed by the

House, we should incur no expenditure under them until we have placed the

case before the Standing Finance Committee. That is to say, that if the

Standing Finance Committee agrees, we shall incur expenditure against them,
and if notj we shall hold the matter up until we have had an opportimity of
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taking tlie opinion of this House by Eesolution or otherwise. That wottld

be subject only to one stipulation, I think Government ought to make this

and I hope that this House will accept it. There are some cases of extreme

urgency. We frequently have cases in which we receive wires from Local

Governments and it must be remembered that these are largely establishments

employed by Local Governments on our behalf—stating that .imless we can

agree to a revision of pay the work of these establishments will come to an end.

I think it will be cheaper on the whole, and more economical if the House were

to give us power of emergent action in this behalf, because if you suddenly

bring to a stop the work of your customs establishment, for instance, you also

bring to an end the receipts of your customs revenue. I would only ask, then,

Sir, that the House should agree that we should have this power of

emergent action, and where we take this action Ave shall, of course, report

to the Standing Finance Committee that we have done so.

The motion as amended was adopted.
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22nd Fbbruary 1921.

Mr. S. P. O'Donnell : Sir, I rise to move the following Resolution

:

• This Assembly reoonuaends to the Governor General in Counoil that a Oolnmittee

of officials and non-offioials be appointed to examine the Press'and Registration of Books

Act, 1867, and the Indito Press Act, 1910, and report what modifications are required

'in the existing law,' .

'

As Honourable Members are aware, tlie principle of the responsibility

of the Executive Government to the Legislature has not been extended

to the Central Government. Though it has received statutory recognition

in the sphere of the Provinces, it has not been extended to the Government of

India. The responsibility of the Government of India is still to the Secretary

of State and the Parliament. .Nevertheless, the Act of 1919 has brought into

existence the Indian Legislature in which there is a large non-ofiicial majority,

and it follows as an inevitable corollary of that change that the policy

of the Government should be very largely influenced and guided by non-

oiEcial Indian opinion as expressed through the Legislature. Now, un-

doubtedly, there is a fairly general feeling amongst non-official Indians against-,

the retention by the Executive of th^ very wide power." which the Press

Act confers. How far that feeling is justified is a matter into which it is

quite unnecessary to enter. The fact remains that a very large body of Indian

non-ofScial opinion does consider that the Press Act imposes undesirable

restrictions on, the liberty of speech, and that, even if the enactment and
enforcement of the Press Act may have been justifiable in the past, its reten-

tion, at any rate in its present form, is inconsistent with the spirit of the new
era that we are now entering. The Government recogniie the existence

of that feeling. They are anxious, in everything that is possible, to mset

the legitimate demands of Indian opinion, and, accordingly, they have come to

the conclusion that the occasion is opportune for the examination of these

measures by a competent Committer whose conclusions may be expected to

carry weight with the assembly.

The Honourable Sir WiHiam Vincent : Sir, I make no apology 'for

intervening in this debate at the earliest possible moment. The subject is one

of very great importance and it is one with which I have been so intimately

connected for the last few years, that I should be failing in my duty to this

Assembly if I did not attempt an explanation of the policy and of the attitude

of the Government of India on this matter. *****
The position is this, that prior to 1835, all printing of books and papers

was subject to licence by the Governor General in Council, and these licences

were issued or refused entirely at the discretion of Government. In that

year an Act was passed. Act XI of 1835, which repealed the old Regulations

and merely required registration of the printer. There were one or two minor
requirements in addition. That Act was replaced in 1867 by the present Press

and Registratioa of Books Act and, save for an Act which was in force for
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one year during the year of the Mutiny in 1857, t think that there was no
further legislation directly afiectihg the Press until 1878, when, as many
Members are aware, the vernacular Press Act was passed. This was repealed

by Lord Ripon's Government in 1881 or 1882, 1 have forgotten which. From
that date till 1907, the Government made no attempt to interfere wi.h the

liberty of the Press ; there was, at any rate, no direct interference. In the

latter part of this period, however, a good deal of sedition was disseminated

through the Press and on the platform, but the Government attempted other

means of suppressing it. I need not refer in detail to the various measures.

The most important probably was the passing in 1898 of section 124-A of the

Penal Code in its present form—it had originally been enacted in 1870.; in

the same year, 1898, section 153-A of the Penal Code and section 108 of the

Criminal Procedure Code were introduced into these laws. There were a
certain number of prosecutions under these sections up to 1907, and I believe

they were generally successful, but nevertheless the dissemination of sedition

through the Press continued unchecked. I ought to say, however, that
this was strictly confined to certain organs of the Press and I do not wish
in any way here to be construed as maldng a general attack on the . Press,

because the conduct of the majority of the papers was proper and indeed,

in most cases, unimpeachable. But there were a certain finmber of papers
that did advocate and disseminate the most violent sedition. I have made
a collection of some of the proposals that used commonly to be advocated
and statements that were made. It was said. Government violated the law,

that it broke its promises, and in the more violent papers the weakness of the
English was remarked upon and their inability to maintain their present posi-

tion in the world. It was said that there would be no difficulty in driving

out the usurper, if all men jointly made an effort to do so ; that the-time was
nigh when this foul race would have nothing left to do but to abandon India

to the victorious Russians ; that tl),e Nana Sahib was about to invade India
with a Russian Army, and the English in India were compared to a deer
holding in its powers lion and a tiger. The doctrine against the violent

usurper was bitterly and sedulously preached and the" use of force openly ad-
vocated.

In view of this the Government undertook a more vigorous campaign
against these papers and prosecuted much more freely, and it was about
the same lime that the Government passed the Newspaper (Incitement to
Offences) Act in 1908. I have here again some statements taken out of the
letter of the Bengal Government in which they discussed the necessity for this

legislation. I will cite only one 'the demand of a hundred
heads for one head to avenge the murder, of the Motherland. ' I think also

some Honourable Members will remember that v/hen one of the criminals in

the bomb case at Muzaffarpore -vyas prosecuted, he admitted that he had
been incited to this course by the encouragement that he had received from
particular newpapers. It was in these circuriistances that the incitement to
Offences Act was passed. At that time we', or rather the Government of

Bengal, had prosecuted, a number of people. I was in Bengal at the time
though I had nothing to do with the prosecutions. What was the result '(

C34H1)
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As soon as an editor was prosecuted—tHe editor of a paper like the Yugantar,

as some gentlemen here may remember, or the Smdhya—the proceedings

were protracted for an indefinite time, the paper sold like hot cakes

while the case was pending—on some occasions many thousand copies being

sold at a rupee a copy — the c liter became a martyr and, finally, when

he was convicted, he usually got some short sentence, an appeal bfeing

made for mercy on account of his youth. On one occasion, no less than

five editors were put up, one after another, and convicted for disseminat-

ing sedition throughout the whole of Bengal. They were convicted and

fresh dummy editors took their places. It was in those circumstances that

the Government thought it was necessary to take measures to prevent

this dissemination of sedition. Nevertheless the evil continued. More subtle

methods were adopted of disseminating sedition and the Bengal Government

again, I- tlunk, approached the Government of India on the necessity of a

Press Law. I hope I am doing the Bengal Government no injustice id

saying they advocated this. Ultimately, after prolonged deliberation, ^tSie

Press Act was passed, and I need not enter now into the discussion of

the debates on that Bill. They have been discussed on pub-ic platforms

and in the press almost ad nauseam. Nor need I enter into any discussion

of the merits • and demerits of the Act. We believe,, of course, that it

has been administered with a reasonable tolerance and forbearance, and

that on the whole it has had a very beneficial effect. At the same time, we

are quite aware, that it has evoked severe public criticism. It is felt by

some that particularly in the hands of overzealous officers the Act may be

used unfairly, that is, officers may be so anxious for the good name of the

areas under their administration, that they may be induced to employ the

law to an extent that the circumstances do not justify. There is an idea

also that Government officers not acquainted with the difficulties of journalists,

do not realize what a serious matter the threat of proceedings under the Press

Act is. We know too that there is, rightly or wrongly, a general impression that

European papers—^papers owned by Europeans—have not suffered to the same

extent under the Act as Indian-owned papers. Generally, indeed, -there is

an idea that the Act is administered highhandedly and that its scope is un-

duly wide. We are quite alive to these cHticisms of the Act. At the same

time, during the war it was quite impossible for us to undertake any revision

of it, and many Members of this Assembly will remember, that in 1917, a

deputation visited His Excellency, and he declined at that juncture to

make any alteration in the Act. In the same year, however, in August of

that very year,—I had just come into office at the time,—-we consulted local

Governments as to the possibility of amending the Act, with particular refer-

ence to the wide scope of section 4. We had in our minds, at the time

I may say, the case of the Comrade, sl very well known case in which the

wording of the Act was criticized. We received various opinions from

local Governments, but owing to the dangerous situation created at the

time by the war, we thought it was inopportune to take action ; nor, indeed,

with the pre-occupations which filled our time at that moment, was it possible

for us to do so. The constitution of the Committee which will be appointed
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if this Assembly approves, will be entirely in accord.with one of the amend-
ments which I see down on Ust,—-that is, it wiU consist of at least two-

thirds of non-officials—rtien whom, I am quite sure, that this Assembly
will approve. We are very anxious that the views of the administration in this

matter should be examined by the Committee, that our difficulties should be
appreciated ' and that any steps that are necessary to prevent misuse of the

Act should be taken.

The motion was adopted.
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5. THE NANKANA SAHIB TRAGBDYj

24:TH Febstjaey 1921.

The Honourable SifWilliam Vincent :
~ Sir, at the outset I desire to

assure this Assembly of the very grave concern with which the Government

heard of these really terrible events and I should like to assure the relatives

of the unfortunate people who lost their lives, of our deep sympatihy with them

in their loss.

We are well aware too how deeply Sikh feeling has been moved by this

occurrence.

At the same time, if I may so say. Sir, I regard the present motion with

considerable apprehension from the point of view of creating an unsound

precedent. The administration of law and justice in the Province is, under

the new scheme of reforms, primarily a provincial matter. The subject under

discussion is really a matter for the local Police, the local Magistrates, and the

local Government. There is a full and adequate machinery in the Punjab

to deal with the question. There is a Governor in Council and he has ministers

to assist him in certain departments of his Government.—There is a large

representative Legislative Council before whom the whole of this question can,

andj I submit to this Assembly, should have been brought. We cannot in

the Government of India accept direct responsibility for the administration

of law and justice in the provinces by local Governments ; and I hope this

Assembly will not ask us to assum£ a responsibility of that kind ; it is quite

beyond our capacity. If the Home Member is to be called upon to explain

why. there has been a riot at' Tuticorin one day, up at Peshawar next day, or

on another occasion in Bombay, or at Muzaffarpur, the position of Government

would be an impossible one. I think" the Assembly will realize this.

At the same time I am very glad to give the Assembly all the information

that we have of this occurrence. The first news I actually received of this loss

of life was from a non-ofiicial source and I cannot guarantee whether it is,

correct or not. I give it for what it is worth. I received a telegram saying

that a serious riot had occurred at Nankana, that a large number of Sikh

pilgrims has been murdered by gunfire and the use of chavis and that the

Mahant and his assistants were responsible for these deaths. I was further

informed that the dead and dying were being burnt with petroleum.

I immediately had a telegram drafted for despatch to the local Govern-

ment of the Punjab to enquire into the matter. My main reason for doing

BO being the , knowledge that disorder in one part of India of a serious character

often reacts on another part and the fact that all events of such importance

have to be cabled to the Secretary of State. This is the telegram that we

sent. But before it was despatched and indeed about the'same*time that I

got the private wire, if my memory serves me correctly, I received a short

telegram from the Punjab Government on the subject which ran as follows :

'Serious fight has taken place at Nankana in Sheikhupura district between Mahant's

party and Sikh reformers. Large number believed wounded. One corpse reported burnt.

Deputy Commissioner has cabled for military assistance. 100 British and 100 Indian

troops leave Lahore this afternoon accompanied by Commissioner.

'
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The wire I sent ran as follows

:

'In view of Btatement in Tribune that 130 persons and according to one account 195
persons been killed and of private telegrams which have reached^ the Government of India

in which it is alleged that the dead and dying were burnt with petroleum, Government of

India would be glad to receive immediately by telegram full report of facts as far as

ascertained and they trust the Punjab Government wiU at once issue fullest communique
possible.

'

The reply which I received from the Punjab Government ran as follows :

'Your no. 477-Police. His Excellency with Members and Ministers proceeded to-day
to the spot. AH. information available published ift communiqudsUg 'Pveas-^vide to-day's

and to-morrow's issues of the Ciml and Miliiary Gazette. Deputy "Gcmnaissioner also sent

special information for publication in districts. Investigation on the spot proceeding with
all possible vigour. Further information will follow.

'

Three communiques have been issued, two of which the Honourable

Member read, I will read the third to the Assembly :

' His Excellency Sir Edward Maclagan, accompanied by Honourable Members of Council,

Sir John Maynard, and Sardar Sundar Singh Majithia and the Ministers, the

Honourable Mr. Eazl-i-Hussain and the Honourable Mr. Harkishan Lai, went to Nankana
Sahib on the afternaon of February 22nd to show his sympathy with the victims of

the outrage which was committed on the 20tb, and to see for himself that proper measures

were being taken to bring the offenders to justice. The new Commissioner of Lahore,

Mr. Langley, and Mr. King, Joint Chief Secretary, also accompanied His Excellency, who
was received by Sardar Sahib Mehtab Singh, Sardar Sundar Singh Eamgarhia, Sardar

Harbans Singh Attariwala and other Members of the Gurdwara Committee. His Ex-

cellency walked through ranks of Sikhs whif greeted him with cries of 'Sat Sri Akal' and

proceeded into the shrine enclosure, which was still in the same conditions as when the

Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Currie, arrived on the 20th.

There was a large crowd of Sikhs gathered in this enclosure who, although greatly

excited, were obedient to their leaders'and under their control so that, although there were

no police present, His Excellency and his party were able to move all over the shrine without

difficulty. His- Excellency talked with many of the people,,expressed his sympathy with

them and promised that no efforts would be spared to discover and punish the perpetra-

tors of the crime. He gave orders, before leaving, for more police to be sent to Nankana to

help in the investigation, including two Sikh police officers who are specially trusted by

the Sikh community. Sir Edward Maclagan then walked back to the special train

which retiirned to Lahore.'

I think that this is all the official information from the local Government

which the Government of India have on this matter. But it is quite sufficient

to show that the local Government are fully aware of the serious nature of this

occurrence and that everything possible has been done. His Excellency the

Governor has proceeded there himself with the Members of Council, troops

were sent immediately to restore order, order has been restored, and the troops

have now been withdrawn ; the poHce force has been strengthened and the

shrine placed in the hands of a committee, the names of whose members the

Honomrable Member himself read out. I submit to this Assembly that there

is nothing more which the local Government can do in this matter, and that it

would be improper for'us to attempt any interference. Further, I venture to

express the hope that nothing will be said in this Assembly which can possibly

prejudice the trial of those unfortunate men who may rightly or wrongly short-

ly be put on trial for their lives in connection with this occurrence. Let not this
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Assembly in any sense prejudge tMs aftair. Let it simply, if it conceives this to

be part of its duty—whicii I do not^—let it rest assured that every step has

been taken to restore and maintain the peace and to investigate the offences said

to have been committed and to ensure that those who are charged arid who are

believed to be guilty are brought before courts of justice. With that I trust

every Member of this Assembly will be satisfied.
,,

I do not know if Honourable Members wish me to say anything about this

shrine. Possibly some who may be interested may wish to hear something

about it. My information is not official ; it is merely what I have been able to

glean. Here'-agairi^^he position is this, that the administration of charitable

endowments is not a matter for the Government of India ; it is a matter for

the local Governments and they attach the greatest importance to being

allowed a free hand in this branch of the administration particularly in Madras

;

in fact the Government of India have received frequent applications from

local Governments that they should be allowed to do what thgy hked in this

matter.

This particular shrine, however, is a large shrine, which was, I believe,

originally situated on land of comparatively little yalue. Latterly, owing to

extension of the canal system in the locality, the value of the lands lying

adjacent to the shrine has increased very largely. This is not official informa-

tion, and Honourable Members will take it for what it is worth. If I am
MTTong, I hope somebody will correct me. But I am told that owing to irriga-

tion facilities the lands appertaining to the shrine has increased very greatly

in- value ; there is also now a fairly large town neStr the shrine the'site of which

is very largely held by the Mahant as part of the endowment of the shrine.

The average income of the shrine is now, I believe, almost five lakhs of rupees ; so

that the Mahant is a person of considerable power and authority. Now, there

has been for sometime past a good deal of feeling in the Punjab in regard

to these shrines. Many Sikhs seem to think that they are. mismanaged and

that the endowments are not properly applied and they have, therefore, taken

upon themselves,—it is " not for me to criticize their conduct;—to attempt

to take forcible possession of some of these shrines. I think that this may
probably have been the cause,—^I do not know,—but I think that it may have

been the cause of this particular affair, * * * *
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6. GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE BUDGET.

7th and 8th March 1S21,

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyar :—Sir, it is very unfortunate tliat the first

Budget of the Reform era should be what may be called an adversity Bud-
get. The two most conspicuous features- of the Budget which has been

introduced by the Finance Minister are the amazing growth of military ex-

penditure and the serious results of our exchange troubles ; and the Budget is

a record of the struggle which the Finance Minister has apparently made to

withstand the demands for expenditure. I am quite sure that he has put up. a

very brave fight against the demands made by the Military Member and by
his other colleagues. It is evident from the language of his speech, and also

from the fact. that he leaves it to His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief to

justify to the House the necessity for this increase in military expenditure.

I read between the lines and I feel that the Honourable the Finance Minister

himself is not altogether convinced of the propriety of tliis huge demand for

military expenditure.

The rate at which military expenditure has been growing in India really

takes one's breath away. We have been told that the post-war strength of the

army has been fixed at a level a little below that of its pre-war strength. As a

matter of fact, while there is a reduction in the fighting units generally, there

is an increase of something like 700 British officers in the Army ; there

is also a large increase in the number of the reserve forces. Now, let us

take it that the post-war strength is below the level of the pre-war strength.

One would expect that the expenditure which has to be incurred hereafter

would bear some reasonable relation to the pre-war expenditure, or would fall

below the level of expenditure which was maintained during the war. But
what are the facts ? I find that in the year 1913-14 the total military expendi-

ture was. £18 millions odd (I may leave out the ' odds ', where it is a question of

millions); in 1914-15 the expenditure was 21 millions odd ; in 1915-16 it was

23| millions ; in 1916-17 it was 26-J-
millions ; in 1917-18 it was 30 and odd

millions and in 1918-19, deducting the contribution on account of the war to

England, it came to 32 millions ; in 1919-20 the normal expenditure was esti-

mated at 41 -| millions, and in 1920-21 it was estimated at 40 millions. Now,

it was during the years 1917-18 and 1918-19 that the expenditure was at its.

highest ; but we find that the expenditure which is put down for the next year is

higher than the expenditure which was incurred during the period of the fiercest

struggle in the history of the war. Surely that is a state of things which calls

for some explanation. We are told that the cost of living has risen, that prices

have.risen and that the cost of accoutrements and munitions and everything

•has risen; but I do not know that they have risen something like 300 per cent.,

or over. 'While the total expenditure in 1913-14 was 18 millions odd, the

expendil^ire to be incurred hereafter is put down at 58 millions. That means

more than 300 per cent, of the pre-war expenditure. Let us again compare

our expenditure on the military services, either without total expenditure or

with the ratio of the military expenditure to the total expenditure in the
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United Kingdom. Compared with our total expenditure, our military expendi-

ture comes to more than half. Let us take the figures of the United King--

dom. I find that for the year 1920-21 the total expenditure for the whole

of the United Kingdom according to the Budget was 1,184 millions, while

the expenditure on the Army, Air Force and Navy, all put together, was

estimated only at 230 millions odd^ which comes to about a fifth of the total

expenditure. England can well afford to bear such a large amount as 230

millions ; and even if it were more than one-fifth of her total expenditure

England can well afford to bear it. But even there we have heard complaints

of the heaviness of the military expenditure, and promises have been made by

ministers to follow a policy of Severe retrenchment. Now, let us take the

figures of some of the "colonies—as a matter of fact the colonies do not generally

maintain a large standing Army ; and I am well aware that the conditions

of the colonies and the conditions of India are not similar, and it would not

be fair to instituije a comparison between the needs and requirements of India

and the needs and requirements of the colonies. Still it is not without interest

to know how much the self-governing dominions spend upon their military

services. I find that in Canada while the total budget estimate for 1919-20

was 72 million dollars, the expenditure on the militia and defence was only -4

millions and odd ; similarly in the case of South Africa while the budget esti-

mate of the'total expenditure for 1919-20 was 23 millions odd, the budget

estimate for defence was £1,575,000. However, I shall not pursue this com-

parisou with other countries, because I am well aware that the conditions

are not similar. It is, however, clear that our expenditure has bean really

growing by leaps and bounds, and I am not at all sure that the 58 millions

referred to by the Honourable Mr. Hailey is the last word upon the subjects

of the demands of the military department. Provision has been made in the

present budget for a sum of 129 lakhsto carry out a part of the Esher Com-

mittee's recommendations. "What the total cost of carrying out these recom-

mendations will come to we do not know-; nor has the Esher Committee

enlightened the public on this subject. They think evidently it is not a matter

of serious concern, especially when Imperial interests are at stake. They say

it is impossible to frame even an approximate estimate of the cost of carrying

out all their recommendations. The military expenditure, therefore, in the

years to come will grow probably at even a more rapid pace than it has

hitherto grown. Now, what are the remedies to be applied, and what is the

position we are to take up to-day ?

Sir Godfrey Fell : Sir, I should like .to take this opportunity of making

a statement, on behalf of the Government of India, regarding the scale of our'

military expenditure, which has come in for a good deal of criticism in the

course of this debate. I think that it would indeed be a matter for surprise,

and perhaps for condemnation, if this Assembly had not shown a direct and

practical interest in a matter which so closely affefits the.security, the prosperity

and the finances of this country. I have frequently heard complamts that

those who desire to study this subject have great difficulty in obtaining correct

figures regarding military expenditure. Indeed, this difficulty has been clearly

shown in the course of the debate, for even so careful and competent a critic
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of military afEairs as my Honojrable friend, Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyar, was led

yesterday into serious mistake in attempting to compare the figures for 1913-

14 witli those proposed for 1921-22. Owing to not making allowance for

the fact that the figures of Home expenditure for 1921-22 are converted

on a 2s. to the rupee basis, whereas those for 1913-14 were on the basis

of Is. 4:d to the rupee, he assured the Assembly that the expenditure has

grown from about £18 million to about £58. million, or by more than three

times. The actual facts are that the expenditure, taken on the same basi,a of

exchange, has risen in that period from 26 11 crores to 58 20 crores.

Then, again, I noticed that Dr. Gour yesterday made a reference—a some-

what vague reference—to the fact that our military expenditure before the war

was ' about ten to fifteen million- pounds a year '. Well, that is rather a wild

way of stating figures—ten to fifteen million pounds a year. However, I sym-

pathize with his difficulty. Probably he is not aware, that in the ten years i'.h-

mediately preceding the war, the military expenditure varied between a mini-

mum of £19 1 million and a maximum of £20 • 1 ^million. It is because of these

difficulties that I have prepared the memorandum, a copy of which will be

found on the benches of Members to-day. In this memorandum I have

attempted to compare, under clearly defined heads, the military expenditure in

1913-14 with that proposed for 1921-22. The reason why I selected 1913-

14 is that that was the last complete financial year before the outbreak of the
' great war. It is perfectly valueless, for our purposes, to attempt to examine

our scale of expenditure during the years of the great war. I hope that all

Members of this Assembly who~jare interested in this question will study this

memorandum, and I take this opportunity of saying that if there are any

points about which any Member of this Assembly desires further^formation,

I shall be glad to give it.

Now, Sir, the salient fact which emerges from this memorandum is, that,

whereas the military expenditure before the war was somewhere about 19 or 20

millions a year, t is proposed to make provision in next year's Budget for

62 '20 crores. Of this, however, only 58-20 crores of-rupees represents normal

expenditure ; the balance of 4 crores is on account of the temporary occupa-

tion of Waziristan and of provision for certain measures relating to demobiliza-

tion. I propose this morning not to deal with detailed figures, because I think

that the Members of the Assembly will find it easier to study them from the

memorandum. I will confine myself, with the Assembly's permission, only

to the broad issues of the question.

Nov/, the fitrst point that I should like to make is this. The first duty of any

civilized Government is national defence. No Government can afford to neglect

that duty. If it does, it wil be accused, and rightly accused, of jeopardising

the vital interests of its people. National defence depends upon the exis-

tence of an army, an efficient and contented army, sufiicient to meet the obli-

gations which it is called upon to perform. Now, those obligations vary

from country to country and from time to time. In India we are singularly

unfortunately situated from a geographical point of view. We have a very

lone land frontier, and some 500 miles of that frontier, and the north-west

C34HD
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is inhabited by turbulent and predatory tribes^ to whom the rich districts of

British India afford a constant and irresistible temptation. I need hardly

remind this Assembly that behind them again there are other potential dangers,

against which it is the duty of Government to protect the people. In the

next place Government is bound to maintain, scattered throughout the count-

try, a certain number of troops for the maintenance of internal peace and

security. If any Honourable Member in this Assembly doubts the necessity

for these troops I would ask him to.read the telegrams, from the neighbour-

hood of Lahore, which appeared in this morning's papers. Now, the strength

of the force required to carry-out these dual purposes, namely, the protection

of India against external aggression and the maintenance of internal peace

and security, is a matter in which the Government of India must be guided

to a very large extent, by the advice of its responsible military advisers. It is

qilite impossible for Government to adopt the simple expedient, which I have

heard suggested and which indeed, I think, formed the subject-matter of

a Resolution which was down on the agenda paper for last Saturday, namely, of

fixing the strength of the army according to a fixed percentage of the revenue.

I think that from what I have said and from what I am going to say to the

Assembly, the impossibility of this must be patent to everyone here ; and

it is not necessary for me further to dilate upon this point. Now, the ques-

tion of the strength of the armed forces required for the protection of India has

been the subject of the most careful examination since the war, first of all,

by the late Commander-in-Chief, and, since his arrival in India by His

Excellency the present Comlnander-in-Chief., I should like to take this

opportunity of mentioning that I heard, in the course of the debate yesterday,

a great many expressions of heartfelt sympathy with the Honourable the

Finance Member for the great difficulty he had experienced in resisting the

insatiable demands of his Colleague, the Commander-in-Chief. I had

hoped to hear some expression of sympathy with His Excellency the Command-
er-in-Chief in his difficulties in obtaiaing the funds he wants from the Govern-

ment of India. I would remind you that His Excellency the Commander-in-

Chief, who is one of the foremost soldiers in the Empire, came out to this country

in December last, to find that the strength of the arnied forces required for

the protection of India had quite recently been fixed by the Government of

India. He was so much impressed, however, with the financial difficulties

under which the Government of India were labouring, that he made a very

great effort to reduce that strength still further, and he has succeeded in doing

so. That is to say, he has assented to a strength of troops in India very consi-

derably lower than the minimum which his predecessor had considered

safe. I would also remind the Assembly that His Excellency the Com-
mander-in-Chief is in no way responsible for the very unfortunate financial

predicament in which the Government of India find themselves at the present

time. He has come out here, only to be met by demands for sweeping retrench-

ments, which he has done his best to meet., "Well, the Commander-in-Chief
having examined the question, the Government of India then proceeded to

examine it themselves, and have come to the conclusion that it would be dan-

gerous, at the present time, to rely for the security of India upon an army
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smaller than that for which provision has been made in the Budget for 1921-

22. At the same time, as the Honourable the Finance Member assured the

Assembly in his speech the other day, it is the intention of His Majesty's Go-

vernment, who share with the Government of India the responsibility for the

security of India, to have this question examined by a sub-committee of the

Committee of Imperial defence, and before that is done the question will again

be reviewed by a sub-committee of the Executive Council, who will have the

power to examine unofficial witnesses. I think that I have said enough to prove

to the Assembly that the Governmment of India have done and are doing all

in their power to keep military expenditure down to the minimum possible.

If they have not been able to reduce it further in 1921-22 I can assure

Honorable Members, that it is not for want of trying. I would also like to

remind the Assembly that the present is not an opportune time for India

to be weak in a military sense. Wherever we look round the world we find

wars and rumours of war. The Middle East, the condition of which cannot

fail to react on India, is in a state of turmoil. I' see no signs at present of its

settliiig down. I may also remind the Assembly of another insidious menace

to the safety of India, and of every other civilized country—the menace which

has arisen from the disruption of the Russian Empire and the estabbshment of

Bolshevik rule.

I turn now to another question. Given that an army of this strength is

necessary, is that any too costly ? Well, I think that that question can best

be answered by a study of the memorandum. The main causes which have

led to the very serious increase in expenditure since 1913-14 are briefly as

follows : In the first place, the pay of personnel has been increased. ' The pay
of the ofiicers and men of the British service has been increased, in conformity

with what has been done by His Majesty's Government. We have to pay
the rates which they have fixed. The Government of India have enhanc-

ed the rates of pay of the British officers of the Indian Army, of the Indian

officers and other ranks, and of the followers. Does anyone in this Assembly
maintain that any of these classes are overpaid ^o-day ? I think that he
would be a bold man who would say so. It must be remembered that the

morale of an army depends very largely upon its contentment, and a discon-

tented army is a serious danger.

The next main cause which has led to increased expenditure relates to

accommodation. » The war has led to a very general demand for greater comfort

and more amenities of life. If any one in this Assembly doubts the necessity for

further expenditure on accommodation, I would ask him to take an early

opportunity of paying a visit to a pre-war British barrack of the old type, or one

of the old type of British family quarters ; or, better still, one of the unrecon-

structed sets of lines of Indian troops. Or he might visit one of the pre-war

hospitals for Indian troops, which has not yet been reconstructed. I think

that he will admit that public opinion would force the Government of India to

improve this accommodation, even if they were not themselves wholeheartedly

disposed towards this measure. The necessity for improved accommoda-
tion is of couj-se reflected in the larger expenditure on military works, on the

provision of electric lights aiid fans, better water-supply, aiid so forth'.
.'" The
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next item is one which I need only just mention, and that is the great rise

in the cost of fopd-stuffs, clothing, engineering stores and ordnance stores and

of the thousand and one other articles which are required for the maintenance

of the army. The next item is the necessity for improving the training

of the army. I will not dilate upon this point, because the matter is fully

explained in the memorandum which Honourable Members have before

them. The next matter is the necessity for providing administrative- staffs.

We cannot afJord to go back to the system, which prevailed to a large extent

before the war, under which we had to rely, on mobilization, on- improvised

staffs to accompany the troops in the field. The Government of. India hold

strongly that they owe it to their soldiers, when fighting for their country and

the Empire, to give them all the advantage which scientific leading and

good staff-work can afiord. It would be inhuman and criminal to deny them

these advantages.

The last main cause of increased expenditure is the evolution of new types

of weapons, which has been the result of the war. Instances of these are

tanks, armoured cars and aeroplanes. Here, again, the Government of India

hold that they owe it to their soldiers to give them the advantages that these

new appliances afford.

I have attempted to indicate very briefly the reasons why military expendi-

ture has gone up so much. I was interested, in listening to the debate yester-

day, to hear various proposals for reducing military expenditure. Some of

those proposals merit, and will receive the most serious consideration at the

hands of the Government of India. There was one-suggestion, however, which

I think deserves rather more than a passing mention. In the very first speech

which was delivered at the opening of this debate yesterday, my Honourable

friend, Mr. Majumdar, said—I have got down his exact words—he said :
' Get

rid of your army and save India !

' This is a very simple solution of the problem.

If it has not been for the fact that my Honourable friend prefaced his remarks

to this Assembly by begging it to take him seriously 1 should have thought it

merely one of those sallies of humour to which he is accustomed to treat us,

when not engaged on the apparently congenial task of castigating younger

Members of this Assembly with Whose views he does not happen to agree.

I said a little earlier in my speech that it is impossible to fix the amount
of military expenditure merely by a percentage of revenues, but I do not'

wish to pretend that percentages do not afford a useful guide to the solution

of these difficult problems. I have here a chart, showing the percentage of net

military expenditure from the year 1884-85 to 1912-13—the net percentage

of military expenditure to total expenditure, Imperial and Provincial. Now,
Sir, I have noticed once or twice that Honourable Members, in dealing with
this subject, have spoken of the peraentage of our military expenditure to our
Central Eevenues. That surely, is a most unfair method of comparison,
because in this country, as the Assembly is well aware, many beads of e.pendi-
ture which would, ordinarily, in any other coiintry be debited to the Central
Government are distributed over the provinces ; and, therefore, in order to
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ascertain the proportion of our military expenditure to our national expendi-

ture, we must take the Imperial and the Provincial expenditure together.

I think that the Assembly may be interested to hear something about the

percentage of military expenditure during the years I have referred to. In

1884-85 the percentage was slightly over 52. It fell slightly next year, but

rose again the following year to nearly 55 per cent. It then fell rapidly, but

did not actually fall below 50 per cent, during 1893-94. In 1894-95

it touched a iigure slightly over 46 per cent. It then rose again, and by
1896-97 it was over 50 per cent., and never fell below that till 1903-04

and then only by a fraction. In 1904-05 it rose to over 53 per cent.

Then there came a steady and gradual fall to 43 per cent., which was attained

in 1912-13, the year before the war broke out ; and I may observe that at

the outbreak of the great war the Indian Army was not completely equipped

for war. These figures have been adjusted by deducting the outlay on war
or other similar operations. In the 29 years to which I am referring, the

percentage of net military expenditure to net total expenditure varied between

over 54 per cent., and 43 per cent., and during the greater part of that time it

was not below 50 per cent. Honourable Members will remember that in reply

td a question in the Assembly fhe other day the H onourable the Finance Mem-
ber stated that the corresponding 'figure for the current year was 33| per cent.,

I have not yet been able to work out the precise figiire of percentage for 1921-

22 because the Budget has not yet been passed. But, I am assured by
a very high authority on the subject, that the figure for next year will be

32 • 3 per cent. I hope that the Assembly will appreciate the fact, that while

for 30 years before the war it was between 43 and 54 per cent., next year it

will be about 32 '3 per cent., I do not wish, of course, to argue that military

expenditure should rise pari passu with other expenditure. Military expendi-

ture is a form of insurance. In private life, a man may decide to insure his

property for rather less than its full value ; that is to say, he may be willing

to take a certain amount of risk himself. In matters of national defence,

you must pay the full premium. An army which is not capable of carrying

out its obligations is worse than useless, it is a mere extravagance. An army
must be able to defeat the enemy, if it is worth maintaining at all.

Now, there is one other point I should like to mention in this connection,

and that is this. There is an Island Empire in the Far East, an Empire
bound to our Empire by ties of friendship and of alliance. In 1914 the expen-

diture of that Empire on defence was 120 million yen. In 1920, its expendi-

ture on defence was 394 million yen, which is over £49 millions of our money
and 53 •4' per cent., of the total Budget for the year. The population of that

country is 77 millions. The population of India is 350 millions. In the past

six years its expenditure on defence has risen by more than 200 per cent.,

whereas ours has risen by about 100 per cent.

I have a feeling —I hope I may be mistaken—that there may be some
in this Assembly who regard our proposals for military expenditure with

hostility because military expenditure is excluded from the direct vote of this

Assembly. Speaking not on behalf of Government yi any way, but speaking

solely for myself—I think I was described to-day as a ' semi-military apolo-

gist '—as one on whom has fallen the task, or part of the task, of explaining
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military expenditure to this Assembly,—I can only say that I wish from the

bottom of my heart that this 'Assembly had the direct power of voting or

refusing to vote the money required for national defence. That responsibility,

at present, rests upon the Government of India,. It is a responsibility which
they dare not shirk. I feel certain that, if it were shared hj this Assembly,
it would realize that it is its first duty to make adequate provision for national

defence. It would then find itself in the position in which the Government of

India find themselves to-day, and that is this, that though there is very much
to regnet about this .high scale of military expenditure, there is nothing to

be ashamed of and nothing to apologize for.

One word more, Sir, and I have done. I think I need hardly assute this

Assembly that the Government of India are quite as anxious as any "Honour-
able Member of this Assembly can be to reduce the miHtary expenditure.
They have explored every avenue which might lead to that result. They have
hot relaxed, and they will never relax, their eiforts in this direction. But the
time has not yet come when we can beat our swords into plough shares. When
that golden age does dawn, if it ever dawns, it will be possible to make great
reductions in military expenditure, and to devote the money thus saved to

reductions in taxation or to the furtherance of beneficent projects for the
good of the people. But until that- day does dawn, it would be sheer folly,

it would be criminal madness, to refuse to make adequate provision for the

defence of this country.

His Excellency the Commander-in Chief • During the course of this

debate, almost all Honourable Members who have addressed the House have
laid stress upon the size of the Military Budget, and have referred to the in-

crease of our military expenditure in 1920-21 as compared with ihat previous

to the war. Most of the points raised by Honourable Members have already

been dealt with by Sir Godfrey Fell in the speech, that you have just listened to,

but, in view of the challenge that has been made to me personally from various

quarters of the House, I desire to refer to the most important points seriatim.

The Honourable Member made three proposals for the reduction of our
mihtary expenditure. The first was the creation of a Territorial Army, and
I am quite prepared to admit, that when the Territorial Army reaches the
standard of efficiency which, I hope, it may before many years are past,

I should be ready to contemplate a proportionate reduction in those troops
which have already been allotted to internal security, but, at the present
moment, the Territorial Force is in its infancy, and, though I am -prepared
to give it every possible encouragement, I am doubtful whether for some years
to come it will reach the degree of efficiency which would justify us in looking on
it as of potential military value. Secondly, by Indianizing the Army, I am not
quite sure what he exactly meant by this, but I take it he referred to the
reduction of the number of British troops and the increase of the number
of Indian troops. If this is his point, I am prepared to admit, that when
conditions m India become normal, I should not object to the revision of this
proportion. He may have intended to refer to the replacement of a certain
ifumber of British officers by Indian officers, and, though I am desirous of
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giving every facility for young Indian cadets to be trained and to win the King's

commission, I would point out that this- shows no economj', for the Indian

officer with a King's commission costs practically the same as the British officer

of similar standing. 'Thirdly, he proposed asking the Home Governnment
to contribute to the Indian Army on the understanding that this Army was
maintained partly for Imperial purposes. To this suggestion I must strongly

demur.

The Indian Army is maintained for the protection of the frontiers of

India and to ensure internal peace. It is not maintained for Imperial pur-

poses, and every Indian soldier that has served abroad in any country during

the Great War has been paid for by the Imperial Government. Furthermore,

in view of the fact that the shores of India during the Great War were immune
from hostile attack, and of the benefits that thus accrued to India as a direct

result of the British Navy, and in view, further, that the contribution which
India pays towards the British Navy has never exceeded the annual sum of

£100,000, any demand by India for an Imperial contribution to the Aimj
would, in my opinion, be quite unjustifiable.

The Honourable Member further pressed for more commissions being

given to Indians. I am most anxious £o help Indians to win commissions in

every possible way. The whole question is one of education, and I am in

hopes that, at no. distant date, it will be possible to provide educational

facilities not only for the Civil Service in India, but also for the sons of those

Indian officers who have served so well and so gallantly during the late war,

but who cannot afford to educate their sons up to the required standard We
are willing to give every facility for Indians to obtain commissions provided

that they fulfil the necessary requirements and rise to the proper educational

standard. I am taking steps as soon as funds can be provided, for the estab-

lishment of schoojs which will enable the proper class of young Indian gentlemen

to compete in the examination for Sandhurst.

The Honourable Member considered that the combatant forces were in

excess of India's needs, and that is why so many troops were sent to

•Mesopotamia. Such a deduction is not justified. The Budget under consider-

ation provides solely for India's own defence and contains no provision what-

ever for Indian troops serving overseas. The whole of the troops who have
been employed, and are being employed, in Persia, Mesopotamia,*Palestine,

Egypt, and the Black Sea, are paid for out of imperial funds, and no charge

whatever is made for this against the Indian Exchequer.

Dr. Gidney asked for some guarantee that future military expenditure

would be curtailed. I am unable to give him this guarantee, unless he will

assure me that the North-West Frontier problem will not break out again and
force on us further warlike operations. If our agreement with Afghanistan is

satisfactory, if the Treaty of Sevres is revised on lines satisfactory to us and
to the Turks, if the Bolshevik menace disappears, if the internal situation in

India' quiets down, and if non-co-operation agitators ' cease to lead astray the

ignorant and gullible masses, then I shall not only be prepared for, but will

Welcome reductions in our military strength and expenditure. But until these
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things happen, I should not be doing my duty to India, as its Commander-
in-Chief, ii I did not stand firm and express my definite and considered opinion.

, I have some experience in these matters, and I tell this House quite frankly

that the further reduction of the Army at the present time below what is

provided for in the Budget is to run grave and serious risk.

I speak to you as one who has had far more experience of the horrors,

the miseries and the tragedies of war than any Member of this House. No
one with these unforgettable recollections present in his mind would run risks

of their repetition here in India.

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey (on rising to speak was greeted

with applause) : I take that manifestation, Sir, as a sign of relief that a long

debate is drawing to its final stage. Now, Sir, I have in my hand so many notes

of what has been said to-day, notes which refer to so wide a range of subjects,

that I am sure that my Honourable friends here wiU not accuse me either of

lack of attention or of discourtesy if I must perforce omit to notice many of

the criticisms which have been delivered in the course of this debate. * *

There is a fourth and perhaps the most prolific class of criticism with

which I do not propose to deal, namely, that relating to military expenditure.

Sir Devaprasad Sarbadhicari asked me why I had left it to His Ex:cellency

the Commander-in-Chief to justify military expenditure. 'I ask the House

whether it was not proper that I should do so. When we have with us

a soldier of his reputation, of his administrative ability, aad, if I may add, also

of his value to the nation, was it not proper that I should leave it to him to

justify the expenditure which we have decided to put in our Budget for the

Indian army in the coming year ? The Executive Council of India is, at all

events when it "comes to face the rest of the world, a united body. Many
questions arise for discussion within it, and when these questions happen to

involve fresh expenditure, they are seldom not passed by without considerable

debate ; sometimes, our debates even go to a length in which our sense of duty

to our views overtakes the dictates of amiability. But, Sir, when these ques-

tions have been discussed, re-discussed and decided, then the decision is that.

of the Government of India as a whole. I think that some Honourable

Members here suggested—at least they seemed to me to suggest—that the

claims of military expenditure have been so great that I was unable myself

to defend them. Now, Sir, I have refrained from defending them, not because

I could not, or would not do so, but exactly for the reason I have/given. It is the

constitutional procedure at Home, and it should, I think, be the constitutional

procedure here that each head of expenditure should be defended, not by the

Finance Member, but by the head of the Department 'which that expenditure

concerns. If that practice is correct, military expenditure isould have no

abler, no more responsible exponent, than His Excellency the Commander-in-

Chief.

Now, having cleared away these preliminaries I come to one criticism of

which we have heard a great deal in the course of this debate, and which

I must answer. I venture, when I- addressed this House! on March the 1st
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to refer to the increased responsibili-feies of this Coun&il in regard to the Budget,

I pointed out that Government no longer had the undivided responsibility

for it. The statement has been criticizad by more than one Member ; it has

been asserted that the responsibilities of this House really come only to this,

that it is asked to provide taxation, while it has been denied the power to

vote on the great bulk of the expenditure proposed to it. We have had put

to us various calculations as to the proportion which votable boars to non-

votable expenditure, Mr. Eangach-ariar told us there were only say 24 crores

of what he termed ' touchable ' expenditure, Mr, Joshi said there was only

one-fourth ; I think that was also repeated by Colonel Gidney. Now, Sir,

I have had an exact calculation made by my friend Mr. Aiyyar -and I think

the House would be very well advised, when it desires an exact statement of

facts and figures, to do what we always do in our Department arid that is im-

plicitly to trust Mr. Aiyyar. His calculation -is, that the votable expenditure

charged to revenue is just over 94 crores, and that charged to capital is 18

crores, total 113 crores, Non-voted expenditure charged to revenue is 1015

crorep, and charged to capital about 6 lakhs, making a total of just over 105

croros. The Law has been framed not by us, but by Parliament ; and these

ifigurcs will, I think, dispose sufficiently of the charge that the House is allowed

no sufficient voice in the expenditure of the Central revenues of India. Now,
Sir, as to the second point. One very common charge against our Budget
proposals is that, though we put it forward as a Budget of economy, it is

really a Budgiit of extravaganci. Mr. Venkatap-athiraju even went so far as

feo use a term which has been used a good deal in England, but of which I am
proud to say we have hoard less in India ; he accused us of squander-mania.

Frequent references were mado in the course of the debate to the now d.-tpart-

mcnts we have addjd, to the constant new officials we have appointed, and
that in a year of deficit.' Now, Sir, what^ncw dupaitmento have we addod ?

Arrangements are being mado for the constitiition of the Industries Dc^pait-

ment und jr my Honourable f L'i( nl Sir Thomas Holland. Does the House desire

that we should not proceed with the proposals of the Industries Commission ?

I may point out that that department when constituted will be sm.aller in size

than the temporary Board of Industries and Munitions of which it will take

the place; .* * * * * * * **
Then, we havt been further told,—I do not want to dilate upon the

point, Sir, since Mr. O'Donncll hasalready dealt with it—we have been told (I

think, by Mr. Eangachariar in particular), that we showed no signs of firmness,

no spirit of economy, in the large increases we have given to our establish-

ments. Mr. Eangachariar traced the whole of our miserable downfall to the
concessions given to the superior services. Now, let me repeat again to the
House the figures which go to form, those increases. The Imperial services

bave received 1 crore and 10 lakhs ; the Provincial seryices ^ crore, and
-subordinate services. Imperial 4|- crores and Provincial 6 crores. Now, I

ask again, with Mr. O'Donnell, does anybody seriously pretend that these

large increases to the subordinate establishment were due to the greed of

our Imperial services ? I remember the debates in the Imperial Council
.on the subject of the Post and. Telegraph services. I recall how we wei«

C34HD
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told that we were deliberately starving these unfortunate men. The

Honourable Member says : ' You should have been firm from the first,' and

his speech almost carried an implication that those who organised industrial

labour or took up the cause of our subordinates (shall I say Mr. Baptista and

Mr. Wadia ?) were in a species of conspiracy with the bloated bureaucrat for

raising wages all round. I advise any one who argues like this to try similar

firmness in his own domestic circle or in his own factory, and then see the

result ; we tried to be firm on one or two occasions in connection with our own
subordinate services and we were forced to give way, and I doubt not that a

similar experiment elsewhere would have the same result. Finally, on this

particular point, I merely wish to repeat what I said in answer to a qiiestion this •

morning. I take no great credit for it in any way, but I do quote it as evidence

of the spirit with which we drew up this budget, viz., that although departments

had already cut down their demands as low as possible, they were still further

reduced by my department by another 3| crores. As for the future, Sir, we
have been aslced whether we intend to, have a Retrenchment Committee.

Well, Sir, we have the Standing Finance Committee of the House : and I would

suggest that, before the House appoints another Committee or asks for the

appointment of an outside body, that committee should first see what it can

do fn the way of retrenchment. There are all our figures before it i we are

willing to meet it as often as it cares to sit and supply it with the fullest infer*

mation ; and I should honestly welcome a report from it regarding the

possibilities of present retrenchment. Meanwhile, Sir, we have to prepare a

budget. We have been offered many solutions of our difficulties. In regard

to the Army,, for instance, we have had proposed to us the wholesale substitution

of Indian, officers for British officers (thoughjndeed their pay is the same), and

the substitution. of a territorial force forthe regulars engaged forinternal defence.

But L must come back to this" point, that we must have a definite budget for

the present year. What we require here and now,. Sir, is n6t visions but pro-

visions of funds ; and I have to ask the House what provision it will make.

Now, Sir, as regards the larger question of exchange which has been so

much debated in the course of this discussion. Many critics have not accepted

my claim, that our own exchange pohcy has not been responsible for the

present trade depression,, for the present excess of imports, for the present

defect in exports. Mr. Jamnadas in particular,—and T think he found

support from Mr. Shahani and am certain that be did from Mr. Shabbuddiu
—told us that our artificial rate of exchange has hampered export. Well, Sir,

this is a matter of opinion. But in order that the House may form a correct

opinion, I would like it to remember that before the Currency Conimittee

reported the rate of exchange was already 2s. 4c?. and that when silver subse-

quently rose, exchange must almost inevritably have risen in any case. The
responsibility thus cannot be entirely ours. There was a high rate at the time
that we adopted our policy, and that would inevitably have been-followed by
even a higher rate even if that policy had not been adopted. Mr. Jamnadas
told us also that our anticipations that the balance of trade would remain in our
favour was shared by no one ; he told us indeed that we were fully warned to
the contrary. He told us in particular, that Mr. Dalai had so warned us»
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"Well, Sir, I took tlie trouble after hearing his speech to look up the Minority

Report again, and I should be very grateful to him if he were to point out the

passage in question, for it has escaped my search. I believe there was a general

opinion in India that we were in for a trade boom which would last for a good

twelve months ; if warnings were delivered* to us at the time regarding the

evanescent nature of the prosperity which we saw before us, then they were so

few and rare that, I am afraid, they escaped not only our attention, but that of

most other people. Now what are the real facts regarding what some Honour-

able Members here have called the exchange muddle I Mr. S'Chamnad

went further and applied an expression of which we heard a good deal some time

ago, namely, ' organised loot.' Well, Sir, if Mr. S'Chamnad wishes to use that

expression again, I would strongly advise him to look up the ans\^er I gav6

to a question which an Honourable Member put me two or three days ago,

and read carefully through the names of the gentlemen who hastened to

profit by this ' organised loot.' I see. Sir, my Honourable friends from

Bombay appreciate the meaning of my allusion ! But the question I hav&

set myself and propose to answer now is this ; what has been the effect of

what has been called the exchange muddle, on the budget of this year ? I am
not talking of its effect on our sterling resources, nor of its effect on our com^

mitments for the future. I ask what has been its effect on the budgel? of

the present year, because it is the present year's budget on which We are now'

debating and with,which we have to deal. 'A great deal of prejudice has been

created throughout .the country,—I am not going to charge any particular

Member of this House with this—but a great deal of prejudice has been created

h^ statements that we have lost a vast number of crores by selling our Reverse

Council Bills, and have a large deficit in consequence. Well, I want to put

that to the test, ^ow much additional taxation have We been obliged to

propose now on account of what some of our friends described as our mistakes

in regard to selling Reverse Councils ? Let me take the items. You have

5^ crores of loss on exchange. That of course is not due in any way to our

Reverse Councils policy. That merely represents the actual cost that we
anticipate we shall have to meet in sending money Home. We may, as Mr.

Spence says, have under-estimated the cost, but the cost will not be in any

direct way due to what we did last year. Then you have 2| crores increase

in interest charges owing to the larger issue of Treasury Bills to the Paper

Currency Reserves, and 3 crores loss owing to the earmarking of interest on

Paper Currency Reserve investments to the discharge of our Treasury Bills

issued to the Paper Currency. Now little, I will not say none, but very little

of that can be attributed to our selling of Reverse -Council Bills. This loss

is due mainly to our carrying out the Currency Committee's recommendations

in another matter, that is, the substitution of Indian Treasury Bills for British

Treasury Bills and the earmarking of the interest to the reduction of created

securities. The only portion of next year's deterioration which can be attri-

buted to the Reverse Council Bills poUcy is the interest on that portion of the

issue of Indian Treasury Bills to the Paper Currency Reserve which exceeds

the deficiency in the reserve due to the re-valuation. That, I submit, is an

accurate statement of the case. Well, Sir, that loss may come to about 75

lakhs a year at most, perhaps a little less.
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Therefore, I would aslc Honottrable Members here and their friends outside,

when they hear people talk of the way in which Government has thrown

erores of rupees into the sea, and adding the implication that because we have

thrown these millions of rupees into the sea, we must have to tax the country

iieavily for it,—i£ they hear such insinuations, I beg that they will sbarap them

as iacorrect.

So far I have been dealing largely with questions of controversy, and

points of difference arising out of the acceptance of the Curreney Committee's

policy and our manner of trying to make that policy effective. The vital

question to many Members however is rather this ; what has been the effect

of that policy after all on the mercantile community 1 Wliat can we do to

help the importers in the difficulties in which they are now involved ? I think

that the mercantile community, whose views were expressed by Mr. Price,

found perhaps at the sarre time their fullest exponent in Mr.. Manmohandas.

Ramji. Mr. Ramji strongly deprecated the use of a certain expression which

occurred in the speech which I made on the 1st of March. He said that I had

attacked Indian commercial morality. Kow, Sir, I have never attacked

Indian commercial moralty, and nothing that I said on that occasion could

justify the assertion that I had done so. What I did say was, that commercial

morality in my opinion would forbid wholesale repudiation- I added that if

there were wholesale repudiation it would, affect India's international credit.

I hold to both those statements and it is not necessary for Mr. Eamji to

remind us that the credit of India's merchants stands as high as that of any

merchants in the world. I will not admit that I attacked or meant to attack

the morale of India's merchants ; for I am well aware of the high morality

that prevails in the best commercial circles in this country, and should not

seek to disparage it.

Need I say that if we coidd soe p.ny remedy, if we could see any solution

in any action that we oursolvcs coi.ldt;.ko, we should do our best to adopt it ?

It is only because wo have nc't oursolvos scon any immediate solution for the

present tT.do dnprcB?ion in any action that Gr.vernme;:t could take,that we
have dj(.i''( d ihat for the prescjit wo must remain inactive. I admit that it is

not a happy conolusii>n or ono wluch we can welcome. But Mr. Price put

beliore us d .'finite and copcrete proposals. He does not boliove in any system

of iutomational credit. He believes, however, that we could restore the

position by removing the restiiotions on the export of food-grains. Now,
Sir, the H tise is already aware from debates that have ta.keti place in the

Council, that the rostrictitins on the export of rice at all events are little more
tlian nominal. As regards the restriction on the export of wheat, I would
remind the House that in a communiqr e issued by us we announced that we
would allow not more than 450,000 tons to go out before the 31st of March,
and therefore we have felt oursolvos bound to maintain that restriction up to
that date. If the Honourable Member can do anything to convince the urban
interest that restriv.'tions on the export of food-grains are a bad thing to India
let me tell him that he would Lave a supporter in the Finance Department. For
the restriction is not a financial one at alJ, Sir ; it was imposed purely for admin-
istrative purposes. Then, Sir, he would re-introduce the tax on silver. I only.
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want the House to realize that strong as was Mr. Price's condDmnation of

the evil effect of the free import of silver in weakening our oxchango, its actual

effect on the balance of trade is not so groat as the warmth of his cond jmna-
tion would lead one to suppose. - In the month of January, the import was
valued at only 78 lakhs of rupees. I cannot bolicvo that 78 lakhs of rupees

would have any permanent or pronounced effect on the balance of trade.

If the import goes on, however, it is clear that it might have a very real effect

on the balance of trade ; and 1 should then have to go down to Bombay, which
has always been a very strong advocate for tbo free import of silver, and
which resents our touching in any way the precious metalf,—I should have to

go down to Bombay and ask them whether they thought it was advisable to,

le-intrcd'ice the tax on silver. Then, finally, it is suggested that we should

remove the export duty on hides and tea. That is a proposal vdiich has found
an answering echo, Sir, from Mr. Spence and Mr. Pickford. I sluiP say little

about that export duty here, because other occasions will arise in the course of

the budget debates. I would only remind the House here that it would cause

a gap of about a crore ar.d a half of rupees. It may be true, as Mr. Pickford

says, that we are undnly optimistic in hoping to get that revenue this year from
hides and tea ; but the immediate point for me is t'lat something up to a crore

and a half of rupees would disappear from the budget and would have to bo
made up somehow.

Now, Sir, I come to another important question, also a question, which

has been a great deal commented on by men highly qualified to speak on the

subject in this House, I mean our provision for railways iji the coming year.

Sir Frank Carter, no aoubt, voiced the universal opinion of the Presidency

towns, when he said that our proposals are entirely inad.-auate to meet the

pressing demands for Capital expenditure on railways. That is certainly the

view which has been largely held in the Press. It is the view which has

b6en pressed upon us by the Chambers of Commerce. I do not, T may say,

agree with all Sir Frank Carter's figures. He has told us that wo had never

acted up to the recommendation oj the Madc.^ Committee that we should

spend 12| millions a year. But in 1913-14 "our budget was 12| millions,

followed by an appropriation in 1918-19 of 17| millions and in 1919-20 of 21

million pounds. He hoped that we would not reduce that small prpvision of 15

millions which is put in the budget. I see no reason why we should do so ; if

the House accepts the provision, nothing short of a national calamity should

make it necessary to remove it. As wo ourselves recognize, it is not a mag-
ii'.ficent provision for railways ; but I must again put to the House the difficulty

of raising fresh sums of capital money on a large scale unless we are prepared

to pay exorbitant rates for it. I must again put to it, as I had to put to it in

the course of th« debate on Mr. Eangachariar's motion the other day, the effect

which such a measure would have on our 3 and 3| per cent, securities and

therefore, on the immediate credit of the Government in its loan market.

For the present, therefore, I can see no chance that we should be able to

increase that sum of 15 million pounds.

I have been dealing with loans. That brings me to another suggestion

put forward to-day, a suggestion which I hope has made the blood curdle of
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every sound and orthodox thinker in this Assembly. It is the proposal that

instead of trying to make our accounts square this year either by reducing our

expenditure or by increasing our revenue we should meet our immediate

obligations by a loan. I have already given to the House the reas'ons why

I think we should not raise even for productive purposes a larger loan than

that which I have placed in the Budget, and those reasons, of course, apply

with even greater force" against any extension of our loan programme, in

order to meet recurring expenditure. If, as a matter of fact, we were not

successful in extending our loan, then we should be obliged to supplement the

deficit by Treasury Bills, in other words, by adding to our floating debt, and if

We could not raise Treasury Bills, we should have to resort to printing un-

backed currency notes. I had ventured to hope, that on March 1st I had

put forward the arguments against any such unsound and unhealthy way out

of our diffiijulties with sufficient force and emphasis to prevent such sugges-

tions being repeated. May I ask Mr. Sircar and Mr. Shahani what, if we
attempt to meet our difiiculties by loan now, are we going to do next

year ? You may make some retrenchment ; but that cannot meet the whole

case : and if you are going year after year to meet deficits by loan, you are -

adopting a course which you would not follow in your own domestic .finance,

nor in your private business fin^ance. I maintain that you are-not justified in

urging Government, responsible as it is for the general finance of this vast

country and all that this implies, to adopt a course Which you would rightly

consider unsound in your private concerns.

Now, Sir, I have spoken at some length, because I have been anx'ous to

meet the point: that have been raised by many Honourable Members. But the

House is entitled to stop me with a definite question. It is entitled to say,

' You have heard what we had to say on th^ subject of your proposed expendi-

ture and the arguments we have used against your proposed taxation ; what

are you now going to do ? Are you going to reduce your military budge* ?

Are you going to cut down military and civil expenditure sufficiently to make

it unnecessary to proceed with your scheme for increased taxaion, or at all

events, to reduce considerably your scheme for increased taxation V I appre-

ciate fully the fact that many items of our proposed taxation have been opposed

in the d-aba.te in this House. I appreciate that our proposals in regard to the

surtax, so far as it embraces firewood, fodder and fuel, are not in favour. I

realize that our proposals in regard to postage have met with strong criticism.

There is, on the other hand, except in details Uttle opposition towards" the

proposed increase in tariffs. I do not think that the House can ask that

I should give an immediate answer to-day on the question of-what immediate
action we shall take. We have, in the first place, to await the results of the

numerous amendments of which we have received notice in regard to the

demands for grants ; that is to say, we want to get through the ' supply ' stage

first of all, and see how far our proposals for expenditure will stand the votes

of the Assembly. It is only when we have finished with demands for grants,

that we can be in a position to make an announcement to the House as to the
effect of these votes on our proposals for taxation. That, Sir, is my answei
to that immediate question.
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7. DEBATE ON REPRESSIVE MEASURES AND THE NON-CO-
OPERATION MOVEMENT.

23ed March 1921.

Dr. Nand Lai : Witli the permission of the Chair, I move the Resolu"

tion which runs as follows :

—

' That this Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council that the Gov-
ernment should adhere to the declaration of its policy made in October and November
last and ask the local Governments to stop all repressive measures now being used aU
over India.'

Sir, I think there is a great truth in the contents of this Resolution. I

believe all Members of this Assembly can recall to their minds the contents of

the most brilliant and hopeful declaration made by the Government. I think

I need not reiterate the contents, because that will mean a waste of time.

All of us have got very faithful memories, and we can take assistance from that

Divine gift. Now, the whole country was greatly delighted at hearing the

most sincere and genuine dec'arations and the whole country anticipated

that all repressive measures would be a matter of history now and that we
should never see them in future. But the unfortunate thing is, that it is not

a matter of history, and that we are compelled to see repressive measures

put into execution somewhere or other. Therefore the strong element of

discontent, which unfortunately happened to exist some time back, revives,

to our disappointment. We, the representatives of this country, do feel it and

we therefore urge upon the Government that they should kindly adhere to

those declarations. I am sorry to say that on some occasions Government

have failed, for reasons best known to themselves, to adhere to that policy.

Government might have got very plausible and perhaps convincing reasons

according to their own lights. The view of the country is this, that the Govern-

ment had no justification for embarking upon a policy of repressive measures
;

instead of putting an end to them, Government is, in some cases, seriously

adopting repressive measures. Therefore the country has deeply felt the

posit'on and we here are placing the message of the country before this

House.

The repressive measures, which have been adoped, as I have submitted

already, sometimes here or there, had no justification. Can we ask the Gov-

ernment what was the reason for the introduction of repressive measures ?

No doubt in the Punjab and in some other quarters undesirable .'ncidetits

did occur. Taking them into consideration and rememberiug some other

events which took place in other parts of the country, the country, taking the

view of the majority of the people, submits very respectfully that the Govern-

ment was wrong. If Government had adhered to the policy which was declar-

ed, they would have been respected much more. With these few remarks I

put forward this submission before the House in the hope that the Honourable

Members of this Assembly will heartily support this motion.

Sir William Vincent : I welcome the debate to-day because it will

enable me not only to place before this Assembly an appreciation of the poli-

tical situation at the moment; and to explain what oxir po'icy has been, to-

gether with the motives which imderlie it, but also to secure, I hope, the views

of this Assembly and suggestions of the Honourable Members as to this policy
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and the changes, if any, which we ought to make in it. The moment 's parti-

cularly opportune for such a debate because the question will come up for

discussion before the Executive Council in a few days. I may say that we perio-

dically re-examine the situation and review our policy in the Executive Council

and what is said in this Assembly to-day will be placed before the Council for

their consideration at an early date, and while I am speaking on the question

of policy, may I say _ it s ba'feed on one great underlying principle and that our one

object is to promote the progress of this country towards responsible govern-

ment and at the same time to preserve public tranquillity ? Those are the

two objects which we, have in v'ew. The situation is one full of complexity

as anyone who considers the facts even for a short time will realize. I know
of no historical instance of such a great change in the government as we now
have inaugurated in this country, being efxected peaceably even, in a homo-
geneous country, and in this country there are great additional difficulties,

some permanent and some of a temporary character. There are,for instance,

complexities caused by d fferences of race, religion, by the very character of the

government, and by the vast distances by which different parts of India are

divided. To those, at this moment, rriust be added temporary difficulties of a

very serious kind, economic, religious, and financia.l, and I may say quite frankly

political difficulties also. Now, all these difficulties have been exploited by

the non-co-operation jjarty to the utmost limit. There is no doubt of this. In

their efforts to paralyse Government—that is the declared object wh'ch they
'

have in view—and in their efforts to achieve that object, there is no source

of discontent which they have not used. Whenever they find discord bet-

ween employer and employee, there some agent, some emissary, of the non-

co-operation party proceeds at once foster.'ng discontent—promoting ill-feeing.

Where there is racial ll-'"eeling, as at- times there has been*in my own province

and other provinces, there again these missionar'es hurry on their evileriaad

further to stimulate ill-feeling, and disorder. Where there are quarrels between

landlord and tenant—have we not seen this in the United Provinces—there

again proceed these emissaries of evil to propagate unrest and stir up disorder

;

the ultimate object being, we are told, to paralyze the Government and to

secure immediate self-government of this country. Many of these adherents

of the party do not hesitate even to say that they seek a severance of India

from the British Empire. Now a movement of this kind cannot but be extremely

dangerous and full of evil potentialities. It is purely destructive and, so far

as I have been able to ascertain, contains no element of constructive abihty.

Self-government, as I have often said before, connotes the power of self-pro-

tection, and a country which cannot protect itself is not prepared for imme-
diate and complete self-government. Even if you were to have that most

impossible of all things, a peaceful revolution and in the twinkling of an eye

the whole character of the government was changed and this present administra-

tion was paralyzed in the manner which Mr. Gandhi boasted he wiU achieVe in

a few months; what does this Assembly think would be the result ? Would
it not beruin and anarchy, chaos and disorder, the destruction of every vested
.interest and everything else that is valuable in the land 1

Nevertheless, v/hile we are fully aware of the evil potentialities of this

-movement, the Government has hitherto restricted the measures against it to
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tte narrowest limits compatible with the maintenance of the public peacev

They have always hoped, and they still hope, that the sanity of the people of

this country will turn them away from a scheme that can but result in disaster.

They have had every confidence that the efforts of sane and moderate poli-

ticians -vfould have a great influence on public opinion. This is the view put
forward in the Eesolution of the 6th of November last, to which one of the

speakers referred, and I desire to take this ^opportunity of acknowledging
gratefully the many efforts thftt have been made by sound and loyal citizens

of this country to combat and counteract the mischievous propaganda of the-

non-co-operation, party. I do not know if I shall be doing wrong in naming
two persons, who have been particularly active in this direction, but I may
be excused for saying that I believe that Mrs. Besant and Mr.. Sastri have
earned the thanlcs of all good citizens in this country by their courage and
patriotism, and when this Assembly finds the Government benches compli-

menting Mrs. Besant it may take it that the compliment is really well

deserved.

Well, Mr. Gandhi's present; position really is this : He has failed to a

great extent with the educated classes ; his efforts, in so far as the boycott of

these Councils is concerned, have, as the presence of Honourable Members
here shows, been a failure ; the number of titles surrendered has been very

small, and, so far as I havQ heard, very few lawyers have given up the fees;

which they earn by their practice in the courts. It is true that the movement
was a temporary success among immature students«but even that success waiss

effervescent and is, I thinlc, now passi:^ away for most of the youngmen are,,

under ietter influence, returning to their schools, and colleges. Well, seeing

that he was unsuccessful in these directions, Mr. Gandhi—or his lieutenants;

I am bound to say more than he—have turned feom- the educated classes

and tried to secure success for their movement by- creating unrest among tae-

.masses; and therein lie great potentalities of danger and'mischief. We have

ftt present much economic unrest prevalent, much political unrest, partly

local, partly caused by world-wide causes, and these it is possible for any
evil-minded man now to use foi evU purposes-. It is easy to arouse ill-feeling

and passions at a juncture- lilfe the present and that, I fear, i^ the course which

many of these non-'CO-.operators are pursuing.

Now, m such a situation, there were three policies open to Government.,

We could have gone, in for a general policy of repression, but we were very

unwilling to adopt this course,, though we have been pressed to undertake it by?

a certain section of opinion. .Such a policy leads nowhere : it is not con.-

sistent with the spirit of the Eeforms ;: it would have served merely to increase,

bitterness and racial feeling ; it would have impeded the social and political

progress of this country ; it is inconsistent with the greater liberty of speech

and action which these Keformed Councils would demand from the Govern-

Bient ; it would have necessarily involved an invasion of private rights which

are highly cherished by all the people ; it would have alienated support from

Government, would have strengthened the very people we wanted to Weaken;

-and would, I beh?ve, materially have -weakened the moderate party and
precipitated disorder. Those are the reasons why we did. n.ot take that lin.^

' OJAna
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It miglit have been possible to suppress this thing at an eirly stage with

comparatively little bloodshed but, even if it had been done, I maintain that

the efEeot would not have been lasting, and I do not believe any Government

relying on repression alone could have lasted for more than say, three or five

years. .
'

Now, I say this in answer to the charges that have been brought against

Government outside this Chamber, and I am afraid outside this country, that

we have acted unwisely in not using every weapon in our armoury, including

Ruch emergencj'- measures as the Defence of India Act and Regulation III m
1818 to intern anybody who said or did anything to support this movement,

and I have tried to explain to this Assembly—and I hope I shall have the

support of Honourable Members in this matter—-the reasons why the Govern-

ment did not adopt that policy—a poHcy which is also not consistent with

the trend of modern European opinion. There is another reason why we

were averse to a campaign of general repression. We know that men's minds

are profoundly disturbed, partly by religious and partly by political causes

;

and in such circumstances, it is better for Government t.o bear with discon-

tents, to do what they can to remove them and exercise the greatest patience

and tolerance in dealing with men whose minds have been tried very sorely

in various ways.

The second course would have been to come forward and concede in full

the Extremists' demands. Well, I pointed out recently that I believe that

such a course is not consistent with our duty t6wards His Majesty's Govern-

ment. It would, I believe, and I have always said so, connote the withdrawal

of .the protection which is afforded to this country by its inclusion in the

British Empire. That is a position that is in my opinion unassailable. Fur-

ther, I believe, that any abandonment of our responsibilities in this country

at this-juncture would immediately lead to anarchy and chaos: indeed, there,

are so many moral and material objections to such a course that it would be

impossible to particularize them in the time available. No one, I think, can

visualize the destruction of sixty years' work since this country came under

the direct control of the Crown without a pang of sorrow. Great Britain has

undertaken a great trust in this country, and, relying on that, capital has been

invested ; Indians and Europeans alike have dwelt in security : are all vested

interests, all law and order, and all prosperity to be sacrificed to the demands

of a party which, so far as I am aware, is destitute of all constructive pohcy ?

That is a policy which it would be impossible to defend, and it would. be a

breach of trust of the grossest kind, incompatible with our duty to His Majesty's

Government, incompatible with the statute by virtue of which we administer

this country, and incompatible with our duty to India itself. Further, I do

not think it is what tho best elements of the people of this country for a momfent

desire. Sir, the third possible course was to take up the Une that we have

taken ; that is, to prosecute those guilty of disorder or" incitements likely to

lead to disorder, and at the same time where there are grievances among the

people, agrarian grievances, labour grievances, or anything else, to do our best

to see that they are remedied ; where^legitimate demands are made upon ua
by this Asseml h to remove political grievances we are also doing our best to
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m,et thera
;
and it was in response to a demand of tHs-kind that we appointed

a commi.teo recently on repressive legislation
; and the same motive of courseprompted me m the actionj took regarding the Press Act. Indoed, through-

oat this session the Government of India has always been guided by a de."ro
to meet this Assembly as far as possible, to do what they cin to accede to its

II '

rn . T ^.*^«^PP«^*
r^^^"

^^^y thought they were entitled todo so. Tnat IS the spirit in which I have attempted speaking on behalf ofgovernment, to approach this subject ; and I am glad to take Ihis opportun-
ity of saying that I have received the greatest consideration from thisAssembly throaghout this session, consideration for which I cannot expressmyself too gratefully to Members of this Assombly now and here.

I do not deny that the position before Government is one that causes verygrave anxiety. I do not want to exaggerate the dangers, but it would Eequally unwise to mznunize them. We have these powerful forces workin<.on masses of uneducated people, exercising in the case of Mr. Gandhi an influ-ence which 13 of an extraordinary character. We have this inflammable
material and unrest already caused by these economic causes. In such con-
ditions I cannot say, and no man could say, when or where it will result in
disordar or to what extent. But on this I am clear, there is one thing we mustdo that is, to suppress disorder where it docs occur and to prevent it when pos-
sible by punishing those who mcite others to violence; and it is on this point
that I seek the support of this Assembly. There is a dangerous spirit of law.
.lessness abroad; you have only to read what happens in various parts of thecountry to-see this for yourselves. Honourable Members must have read for
instance, of the account of what happened in Eai Bareilly the other day Horo
is the official account :

—

^

.A t
W

"l'?^
agitators exploitmg the legitimate grievances of the tenantry have work-ed them up to attempts to talie the law into their own hands. The oaminal classes haveseized the opportunity and commenced looting. It has been necessary ofirt and thZhas been regrettable loss of life. Of the extent of the lawlessness there can be no quesHonwhatever

;
nor can. there be any question that the agitators attempted to give a poSobjective to the disorder It was preached that the British raj Ls comfng to an eS

^/;i..r.b ir^'Mtf ^^°''^^'. '^r '^'"^ °'''"^^^°" ' ^"d one Maulvi was^induced ttdeclare that he would be King of Salona on the advent of the Gandhi raj:

That, Sir, is the spirit in which these people work. The mobs are of course
mcit3d to these forms of disorder largoly by professional agitators. If we are
to prevent serious outbreaks of viplence in various parts of thecountry it is
essential that we should be allowed to proceed at least under the ordinary
law of the land agamst those who are guilty of misconduct in promoting such
acts of lawlessnes.

' °

T.1 \}^^l^ ^ ^r^*
^"^^ '^^ *"^^ ^^°"* repressive measures from some Honour-

- able Members, but I heard very few instances cited of the use of any measures
oth jr than those which we are entitled to use under the ordinary law of the land

J^
Government prosecuted evil-doers wherever it could, although it is very

difficult to prosecute m many cases owing to the unwillingness of witnesses to
give evidence and to intimidation. Further lengthy prosecutions must involve
delayaudinthamselvesarean advertisement and cause unrest and excitement
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The Government of India, have always advocated prosecutions under the

ordinary law of the land rather than any executive action in the form of in»

ternments and the like. Our policy is now challenged by the Honourable

Member on the ground that it is unduly harsh and oppressive. May I read to

"the Assembly the last instructions that we have given to local Governments ?

I cannot read the whole letter because there is necessarily confidential

information in it. I will read a portion.

" For the present therefore the Government of India would prefer to rely on measures

such as :

—

(1) keeping the closest possible watch on attempts by the non-co-operators to

spread disaffection among the rural masses and the labouring classes in the

big towns or industrial centres ;

(2) the initiation and early enactment of remedial legislation Wherever as in the

matter of Tenancy Law in some provinces such legislation is required

;

(3) counter-propaganda as for example, by giving the widest possible publicity

to the intention of the Government to introduce remedial measures ;

(4) the vigorous prosecution under the ordinary law of all persons who are guilty

of making seditious speeches and of inciting to violence and against whom
eVidepee is available.

The Government of India have already urged this measure to which they attach- the

utmost importance on local-Governments and they must again express their regret that

so far such prosecutions have been instituted only in a small number of cases. The Gov-

ernment of India have refrained, for reasons that have been fully explained to local

Governments, from prosecuting the leaders on the general charge of advocaitina non-co-

Dperation."

If I may pause here for a minute I may say there has been-, so far as I a,'m

aware, no proseoutiDii at all of any man merely for advocating or joining

in this principle of non-violent non-co-operation. We have left sack men

alone, rightly or wrongly.

Mr. K. C. Neogy : May I know the date of that letter ?

The Honourable Sir William Vincent.

" But they must again impress on local Governments that this fact constitutes SO

laason for refraining from prosecuting the others,

' (5) the enforcement in general of respect for the law. Cases have come to the notice

of the Government of India in which large crowds have been allowed to indulge with

impunity in demonstrations of an ob-idously unlawful character. Incidents of this kind

cannot bat tend to weaken the respect for law and order amongst the masses of the

people."

We then go on to recommend prosecutions in such cases under section 143

of the Indian Penal Code. The date of the letter is the 28th of January

1921.

Now, I appeal to Members of this Assembly to say whether there is any-

thing in that letter for which Government can be held to blame as adopting

repressive measures, and I make this appeal with confidence. It is quite true,

that Mr. Gandhi himself is an idealist and a visionary, and he does advocate
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\>T professes to advocate—I hope lie does so genuinely—abstention from all

violence and I repeat here that no man who advocates peaceful non-co-opera-

tion, that is to say, who merely abstains from co-operating with Government
or who does not use any violent means, has ever yet been prosecuted. Can
ally Honourable Member say, however, that the co-adjutors and lieutenants

of Mr. Gandhi act on the same peaceful principles whether they are actuated

even b^ the same motives 1 Has that ever been seriously believed by any
non-official who has been in contact with some of Mr. Gandhi's lieutenants

recently ? Let us take the case of two prominent Muhammadans who identify

themselves with the ca'='e of Mr. Gandhi. Has it not been freely bruited

abroad, rightly or wrongly, that they conceive the idea of a Mussulman empire

in this country ? Has it not even been said that they intend to effect this

with the aid of foreign enemies ? Has it not been said that they contemn

plate an invasion of this country by a foreign power within a couple of month

»

which invasion Muhammadans inside this country are to aid ? If there is

nothing in all those rumours why was there this anxiety recently to prevent

friendly negotiations being arranged between the 4-mir of Afghanistan and the

British Government ? Was it not rather a curious attitude to take up ?

Are there not again among the non-co-operation party other persons with

a distinct tendency to Bolshevfsm and others who secretly and indeed often

overtly encourage and incite the masses to violence and disorder? Are not

calumny—extending even to men whose names have long been honoured

by Indians in this country—^intimidation and social boycott the weapons to

which adherents of this movement have not scrupled to resort ? Are there

aot men among them who openly isay that they are endeavouring to seduce

our soldiers and police from their duty and allegiance ? Are there not those

who deliberately promote such discord between employer and employee and
between landlord and tenant as can only end in serious disorder ? And in such
circumstances, *is it not essential that the Government should be allowed to

take such action as is necessary to preserve the public tranquillity ? Is dis-

order to be allowed to spread until it is impossible to check ? Are we to stand

aside and allow these incitements to disorder to continue and the disorder it-

self to go on unchecked merely because we are accused of using repressive

measures ? These are questions which Members of this Assembly have to

answer, bearing in mind their responsibilities as representatives of the people

of India and I maintain that it is essential that the Government should retain

and exercise these powers, that the instructions which I have read out to this

Assembly now are perfectly fair, and that there is nothing in them that any
loyal or reasonable citizen can quarrel with.

Now let us proceed to consider the manner in which these principles have

been applied. It is true that there have been more prosecutions lately tha.,n

before-. What is the reason ? The reason has been" simply this, that the

forces of disorder have gained strength and we have found it necessary to do
what we can to counteract them. I read just now to the Assembly what
happened in Rai Bareilly. We have had much the same thing in Bihar—hat
looting. We have had the same sort of disorder in other provinces—deliberate

jittempts made by men, often in a religious garb, to promote and incite the
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masses to disorder, leading unfortunatej ignorant people to commit violent
crime. Every one at this moment knows again the dangerous state of affairs

in the Punjab. Dr. Nand Lai himself quite frankly admitted it and every
one is aware of the critical state of affairs created by Sikh unrest in that
province.

Now let us see how far the action of the local Governments was cHalleng-
ed in the places where we might expect it to be challenged, that is, in the local
Councils. I will take the case of the United Provinces, first of all. There
was a debate in the United Provinces Council about the measures taken to
suppress disorders at Rai Bareilly and if there had been any unduly drastic
action, is it not certain that the local Council would at once have censured the-
Government fpr their action ? The fact that Members in the United Pro-
vinces Council did not regard the action of the local Government as unfair
and repressive is conclusively proved by the result of that debate in which the
critics of Government were positively flattened out. They could not' secure
any support from the United Provinces Council and the action of Government
was not only defended, but successfully defended and approved by the Council.-

Now let me take the case of Madras where, action was taken at^ainst a
gentleman of the name of Yakub Hasan. I believe, he has a Turkish wife

• He was prosecuted under the ordinary lawrf)f the land and the action of the
local authorities was discussed in the local Council. There are a number of
lawyers in the Madras Council and I believe a fair number of Madrasi Brali-
mins—and they would never let unduly harsh measures go unchallenged.
The debate on the occasion was on a motion for adjournment and so no actual
question was put to the House, but I am assured that the whole trend of the
debate was on the side of the Government. Further, Honourable Members
who know the truth about this gentleman and the danger of allowing excite-
ment in the Mopla country will, I tliink; bear me out in the view that the"
Madras Government was entirely justified in its action.

Let us take the case of Bihaf. The non-co-operation movement has been
actively promoted there recently and some Member of the local Council took
exception to the policy of Government in suppressing certain illegal activity
and moved a Resolution on the subject in the local Council. This was no"t
pressed to a division but was withdrawn. Now we know perfectly well what
that means. It means that the Council was satisfied that there was really
no cause for complaint. Of course there are sometimes other reasons for
withdrawing a Resolution, but ordinarily when a Resolution is debated and
OTthdrawn, the reasonable inference is that which I have stated Similarly
in the Punjab, I believe, T am right in saying that they had a debate on the
tjuestion of the application of the Seditious Meetings Act J think Ra'ia
Narendra Nath put up the motion. What happened there ^ Nothins Ithink the Resolution was either withdrawn or rejected. Now M^hat do all
these thmgs show ? They show that in the opinion of the locaJ r„uncils the
application of the principles which T have advocated has been iustified I
Ivave read out the principles to this Assen;bly and I believe they will accPr^J-
ttem too. And may I here refer again to Delhi where action hai been takm
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to suppress certain assemblies and prosecute evil-doers for persistent intimi-

dation and shameful acts of violence ; where not only the living bnt even the

dead are not spared from insult and indignities, are we not justified in talking

action 1 The conduct is typical of the terrorism and intimidation that is

practised in certain parts of Northern India and I am sure this Assembly will

support the action of Government in prosecuting evil-doers in such cases and
in taking measure to suppress illegal associations created to intimidate peace-

ful citizens and promote sedition and disorder.

I have now explained what the position is and what our policy is. We
are prepared to go as far as we can meet legitimate demands, to strengthen

moderate opinion in this country, to make the Eeforms a reality, to make
these legislative bodies great bodies in the reformed Government, to removff

genuine grievances wherever they occur, to go out of our way even at a

sacrifice of efficiency as far as we can to meet- demands of educated opinion ;

at the same time where we have proof of incitements to disorders either direct

or indirect to punish the offenders.

I want to ask if this Assembly which has accepted its share in grave res-

ponsibility vis-d-vis the Government so well throughout tids session, will

JBOt support us in this policy also.

Mr. Eardley Norton : Sir, may I ask the Honourable Member before

he sits down, whether there is any truth in the allegation made here to-day

that men have been prosecuted for merely preaching temperance ?

The Honourable Sir William Vincent : Certainly not, and I can at

once prove this, if I may read the telegram I have here. There is a prosecu-

tion connected with excise sale in the Central Provinces and for that reason

I did not like to refer to it. But I can assure the Honourable Member that

the Government have never neither now or in past years taken any action

against anyone who simply advocated the cause of temperance. It was only

when there was deliberate intimidation used that persons have been prosecuted

As the matter is subjudice, I hope I am not committing contempt of court if

I read the telegram.
^

The Honourable the President : If the ease is sub judicc, you had

better not read it.

The Honourable Dr. T. B. Sapru : Sir, after the very lucid and ex-

haustive speech of my Honourable Colleague, Sir William Vincent, I do not

think I should be justified in taking the time of the House unnecessarily in

explaining the policy of the Government. So far as that policy is concerned,

if I may be permitted to sum it up, it can be summed up in one word. The

mere fact that a person happens to belong to the non-co-operation movement

or that he is carrying on non-co-operation propaganda is not enough to bring

him within the purview of the law. But when he transgresses a certain

limit, when he appeals to popular passion and incites people to violence, he

cannot under any system of law or political morality claim exemption for

, himself. That was the keynote of the Eesolution which wa^ issued by the
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Government in November last and I venture to think, that if you examino

dispassionately each single case that has arisen since November last, you will

find that the Government has scrupulously adhered to that principle. It ia

possible, that whenever any prosecution, has been started, either under one

section of the Penal Code or under another section of th.e Pemal Code, you

may hold that the conviction is wrong, but that is notv the (jttestioni before

the House. The question is, whether in regard to any importaat matter which

is to be found in that Resolution the Government has made a departure. Ob
that point, my Honourable Colleague, Sir William Vincent, has given what is,

I venture to submit, an effective answer, and I hope tbat the House will

accept it. Now, with regard to the amendment which has been moved thfs

afternoon, by my Honourable friend, Mr., Rangackariar, I am suxe, it has been

moved in a spirit of friendliness, and I, believe that nothing is further from

the intention of my Honourable friend, Mr. Rangachariar,^ thao^ that hia

amendment should have the effect of embarrassing the Government. But I

also hope, that when I point out to him certain inherent defects in tha^t,

amendment, he will see that there is a good deal in the view which I am going

to put before the House. Now, in the first place, I wil just invite the atten-

tion of' the House; to, the, term^ of the-. Resolution which stood originally in the

name of Mr. Jatkar and which has been moved this afternoon by my friend*

Dr., Nand Lai. It,says :

' This Assembly recommends to the Govemoi General ki Council that the Govenv

ment should adhere to the declaration of its policy made in October and November last and

ask the local Governments to stop all repressive measures now being used aU over India.*'

'

Now, if you analyse the terms of this Resoltition, and I will beg you to,

analyse them rather closely because that will prevent you from going astray";,

if I may be permitted to say- so,— it really comes to this : in the first place,,

tKe Government of India are asked to declare that they are adhra-ing to the

policy enunciated by them in October and November last, and, in the second

place, it asks, the Government of India to request local Governmrents- or to ask

the local Governments to stop all repressive measures without any exception

which are now being- used all over India.' So, if one bear the terms of this

Resolution in mind, the field of discission becomes very narrow. Now, I do not

think that it would be very germane to the terms of this Resolution to discuss

extraordinary acts to which, except in two instances to which reference was

made by Sir William Vincent, recourse has not been had during the last two

months, I believe what was passing in the minds of Mr. Jatkar when he

framed his Resolution, and what I must assume passed also- in the mind dl.

Dr. Nand Lai when he stood god-father to it, was the prosecutions which are,

bein? started under section 144 of the Criminal Prpcedure Code in various

parts of the country. Now, here, I will beg you to remember that you have

passed a Resolution in this Assembly asking this Gavernment to appoint a

committee for the consideration of all repressive legislation and I would respect'

fully remind the House that among the various acts or laws, that you have

Inferred to, certainly section 144 is not one. Now, what I would say is>

\yhether the provisions of section 144 have been applied correctly or incorrectly

to, a particular case is a different question, but the question reaRy is,, whether
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when you fiad that a particular individual is transgressing the limit or when

he is acting or is about to act in a manner prejudicial to public safety the^

Government is to stand asid* and to stand as if it was helpless, or whether it

is not its duty to prevent any one of these disastrous consequences which it is

easy to imagine.

I venture to think that there can be only one answer, and that has been

given to-day by almost every speaker who has preceded me this afternoon.

Now. I come to the amendment which has beenmoved bymyhonourable

friend Mr. Rangachariar. His objection is not to the application of_ the

ordinary law of the land whenever it may be necessary, but his objection is

that the appUcation of the ordinary law should be subject to two important

conditions. * * * *

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar : No, no. You have misunderstopd me.

Extraordinary law I said-

The Honourable Dr . T. B. Sapru : I thought my learned friend looked

upon section 144 * * *

Rao Bahadur Rangachariar: Certainly not. Section 144 has been

the law of the land for ever so long.

' The Honourable Dr. T. B. Sapru : So far as my argument is concerned

it remains unaffected by that distmction which has been pointed out to me

TakTfor instance, the extraordinary law of the land. I wil only venture to

point out to the House that there are certam special Acts passed by the

Cslature which can be extended to the provinces only with the previous

sanction of the Government of India, so that my learned friend need have no

ZrehLions with regard to that particular matter. Agam it is qmte obvious

S if the terms of the amendment which has been moved by my Honourable

friend Mr. Rangachariar are accepted in the manner m which it has been

mov^. I ve2r! to submit it really casts a reflection upon the local Govern^

mentV It- is a severe censure upon the local Governments, who are better

3>le to examine the local situation and to take action
-^^^^^.^^J,

g^!^«

emergency may arise. But the Government of India, when it is asked to

eSend any special 4ct, carefully examines the position and asks itself whether

a caihas been made out for the extension of that particular Act Therefore

I tWnk that so far as this part of the amendment of my Honourable fnend is

concerned, it is misconceived.

^
I will now briefly deal with the second part of the amendment and that la

that Xch relates to consultation with the Ministers. I shall venture to

pointlut that Law aqd Justice in the provinces are reserved subjects, and con-

Stionally it would be absolutely wrong to impose the condition that no

action should be taken under any extraordinary Act by the Governor m Council

Unless he had th, concurrence of the Ministers who had nothing to do with Law

and Justice. In actual practice, you will find m certain provmces that the

Snistersare generally consulted by -the Governor, and I can say that, no

Governor has placed more confidence in his own Ministers than the Governor

of the province from which I have the honour to come. Therefore, while it

CiiHD
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may be, and while probably it happens, that in actual administration the

JjrovernoT, as a matter of precaution or prudence, takes into consultation inform-

ally his Ministers, I think you would be imposing an absolutely unconstitu-

tional condition upon the exercise of his powers by the Governor in Council to

ask him to first obtain the consent of the Ministers. Therefore. I will ask you
on these grounds not to accept the amendment which has been moved by niy

Honourable friend Mr. Eangachariar.

I have -only one word more to say and then I shall resume axy seat.

Probably it has been assumed in the course of the discussion that most of the

prosecutions that have been started have been started light-heartedly. The
best answer that I can give is, in the words of Mr. Gandhi himself which I

came across in his own paper this morning. Honourable Mjmbers may no
doubt be aware that a distinguished Member of the Legislative Council,—I refer

to Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya,—has the misfortune of differing from

Mr. Gandhi in regard to the non-co-operation movement. I need not remind

the House of the recent happenings at Benares, -but it is sufficient for me to

say that a man of his personality deserves certainly better treatment, and ye<i

the treatment he has received you will gather from the paragraph that I am
going to read to you. I will give you the view which Mr. Gandhi himse'llhas

^aken of the Benares prosecutions in his Young India. These are the words

used

:

' The attack on Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviyaji is symptomatic of the temper of tha

people. If any man in India should be free from insult iji is Panditji. His services to the

Punjab are still fresh in our memory. After all, his labour alone ha? brought into bein^

that great University in Benares. His patriotism is second to no one's. He is gentfe to a

fault. It is India's misfortune, not his fault, that he does not see his wajr clear to risk

the temporary giving up of his idol (that is, the Benares University). That he should hava
been insulted in the manner reported is a matter of deep sorrow. If the Sanskrit student*

or the so-called Sanyasis chose to block the passage of the students, Pamditji certainly had
the right— it was his duty— to intervene and secure a free passage for qo-operating

students. In my opinion the police were perfectly justified in prosecuting the ringleaders

or those whom they believed to be such. That those arrested were roughly handled'

I can well believe. But we may not expect gentleness from the police even,when we hava

attained Swaraj. I am, therefore, unable to extend any sympathy to those whq i^o mani'>

festly discredited a cause which they ignorantly claimed to represent.'

When intolerance of this character spreads over the land, can you really,

expect the people to behave otherwise than these people did, and Qan you,

expect any other judgment than that which has been given by Mr. Gandhi

himself ? The whole.point to my mind is this. I say to those wh'o are not,

responsible for the movement .' You have sown the wind, and you capnot

tefuse to reap the whirlwind.'

Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas : My Honourable friend Dr. Sapm haa

anticipated me in quoting the pa,ssage from Young India, but there is one

sentence particularly in that paragraph written by Mr. Gandhi whibh he would

apply to Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, and which, with due deference,

i would apply to Mr. Gandhi himself. He says, speaking about the beloved

Panditji

:

\ ' It is India's misfortune and not his fault that he should hot give up his temporary

idol and not join the non-co-operation movement,'
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I should say the same thing about Mr. Gandhi

:

' It is India's misfortune and not his fault that he should not give up his idol of non-
co-operation, and not join this movement of making the reforms a success.

Mr. President, I rise to oppose the Eesolution moved by my friend

Dr. Nand Lai. It has been pointed out, and I entirely agree, that it would
not be right for us as responsible Members of this Assembly to tie down the

hands of Government to a policy which it may be necessary for them to change

any day in view of the circumstances that are to-day existing in the country.

One does not know what developments will take place in the movement of

non-co-operation. We see clear signs of outbursts of violence here and there.

It may not be at certain places in a very acute form, but there are clear indica-

tions that the spirit of intolerance is growing far and wide among those who call

themselves non-co-operationists, and for the purposes of preserving law and
order and giving peace to the people of this country it may be necessary foi?

the Government to resort to the law of the land in order to -deal with those

who are inciting the people to crime.

Mr. Gandhi himself has justified the action of the police against those

who treated Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya in that manner. This morning

I was reading in the Leader a letter written by a gentleman called Krisnarji

in Allahabad, and in that letter I read a piece of news which made me very

angry. Last year, or the year before last, when I heard of^the treatment

accorded to the revered Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya in the Council by
Government officials, I confess I could not help feehng angry with those who
had thus insulted a man who stands as an example of self-sacrifice and love of

country in India, but I assure you. Sir, that when I read this morning of the

inmlt that had been hurled at Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya by those who
pose as leaders of the country to-day and who have succeeded in driving out of

the Indian National Congress leader after leader to the detriment of the cause

that is dear to us all, that insults have been hurled by those which go far beyond

the insult that even in imagination the officials could have ever hurled at Pandit

Madan Mohan Malaviya, my anger against the officials entirely disappeared.

This is"what one of the leaders of'the non-co-operation movement says about

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya. He said at a public meeting that he wished

that Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya had been dead rather than that he should

not join this movement. I ask you. Sir, whether these so-called non-co-

Operators and their leaders have not transgressed all the limits of propriety

in trying to make their movement successful. It is likely that they may
escape the result, the penalty, for these crimes, as I may call them, but those

whom they incite to crimewill, I think, not be able to escape being victims of

the action of those who incite them. Sir, if in this country any one had ven-

tured to insult a man of the type of Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya in the

presence of some of us who hold him as an example of patriotism and self-

sacrifice for the country, I think it would not have been possible for some of

us to keep in our'minds the principle of ahimsa which Mr. Gandhi is, in season,

and out of season, preaching. We would probably have taken the law into

QUI own hands and justifiably so ; and, at this moment, in the country when
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insults are being hurled at those who have grown grey in the service of the

motherland in this manner, when, under the gui^e of staunch nationalism and

patriotism, men with questionable aims come out and create a following in the

country, then, I think, it becomes the duty not only of the Government but of

all who consider themselves peaceful and law-abiding citizens to come out and

join hands and say emphatically that this movement shall be put down. Sir,

the Honourable the Home Member has told us that no person is going to be

prosecuted only because he belongs to the non-co-operation movement and that

is, I think, a very great saifeguard that is provided against resort to repression.

The Honourable the Home^Member has also informed us that some of those who
call themselves followers of Mr. Gandhi, far from, sharing the high ideals of

Mr. Gandhi and his views about non-violence, are known to be 'carrying on

negotiations with foreigners with a view to make it possible that a foreign

aggression should come to this country. I say, Sir, that if this is the" state

oi affairs, then it is high time that, instead of being afraid of unpopularity,

instead of facing the situation as it stands to-day, we should refuse to allow

ourselves to be carried away by a sense of false fear of the people, and refuse

to act against their interests by acceding to a Resolution like the one that

my Honourable friend Dr. Nand Lai has moved. Sir, I assure you that there

is not a single Member of this Assembly who, in whatever he does in this

Assembly and outside it, is not stirred with a feeling of patriotism and of

staunch nationalism. I am sure that there is not one.Member of the Assembly

who does not look upon the country as the sole object of his services and who
would do anything that is against the interests of the country. I may say that

there is no Member of this Assembly whose sole object in coming to this

Assembly is not to serve to the best of his ability ]^he interests of his country.

I am sure that there is no Member of the Assembly who does not hold this

country dearer than, I may say, life itself : and, if that is so, then I think it

becomes the paramount duty of every Member, when a situation of this*

character arises, to come forward, even at the risk of displeasing the people,
'

and tell them, as Charles Bradlaugh told them in old times—and there was

hardly a man who Was more popular than Charles Bradlaugh :

' I love you ; I shall work for you ; I live for you ; I am prepared to die for you ; but

when you go wrong, I shall have the courage to 8ay,«top, you are wrong, you shall not

do this.'

Sir, I oppose the Resolution.

The Honourable Sir William Vincent :—Sif, I want to say a word with
reference to this amendment of Mr. Rangachariar, because it is very important

from my point of view and from the point of view of Government that where

there is so little difference of opinion, there should not be apparent to the out-

side public a division over the matter such as he has put forward. I beheve
that the policy of the Government of India, as I enunciated it to-day, has the

almost unqualified support of this Assembly (hear, hear), and it would,
therefore, be lamentable if any impression was created outside by the accept-

ance of such an amendment as he has proposed that this was not the case.

Gn the other hand, it has been pointed out to me hy Sir P. S. Sivaswamy
Aiyer that the Resolution is sO worded that it is difficult for most to oppose
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it. It implies ttat repressive measures have been adopted, and are approved,
and the term ' repressive measures ' ordinarily means measures under some
extraordinary legislation. On the other hand, when I looked at Mr. Ranga-
chariar's amendment, when I read it with the original motion—if Honourable
Members will just take the Resolution in their hands for one moment they will

follow me-rl find it runs :

' * * * * * and to prevent the adoption by local Governments of
measures other than under the ordinary law of the land except in some emergency, and
when extraoridinary measures are to be resorted to they should be undertaken only with the
concurrence of the respective Ministers and of the Government of India.'

Well, the first point I want to make on this amendment is—does this

Assembly wish to weaken the hands of the local Governments ? Because

that will undoubtedly be the effect of accepting this amendment. The sugges-

tion will be ' that local Governments have been issuing repressive measures

improperly and we are preventing them.' I do not think that Mr. Ranga-
chariar or any one else wants that impression to be created. Local Govern-

inents have been suffering from all this disorder and it is essential to check it.

One accusation indeed brought against' us, as said by Sardar Bajjan Singh,,

wais that the local Governments are unreasonably'backward in prosecuting

when they ought to ; and a great many people take that view. If in such cir-

cumstances you are going to tell the local Governments that they have been,

too hard and that we are going to prevent them from 'prosecuting hereafter,

without the concurrence of the Ministers, they will say ' Well, here is the

Government of India,-here is the Legislative Assembly letting us down again

;

we have struggled hard against this movement; first you asked us to take certain

action and then you will not support us.' Another point is, that there are

certain Acts which the local Government can do—certain powers which they

have and certain jduties they are bound to perform for the maintenance of law

and order ; in some cases they have, under the law, to come to the Government

of India for sanction to use certain legislation. For instance, if a local

Government wants to put Regulation III of 1818 into force it has to come to

the Government of India. If it wants to put the Seditious Meetings Act into

operation, it has to come to us. But, on matters within their powers as

given by the la .v, neither the Government of India nor this Assembly nor

any one else can control the local Government. Take the local Government

of Bombay for instance. I should not like to have to tell them ' You should

abstain from this or that act although' it is within your statutory powers.'

No local Government will stand it. They would say ' This is a reflection cast

upon us ; within our powers given to us by the law we are going to act as we
think best.' Now, let us take the question of consulting the Ministers.

Ministers are responsible for transferred subjects, and Members are responsi-

ble for the reserved subjects ; the Assembly knows that ; and that is the

constitutional position under the Government of India Act, and you cannot

alter that by any Resolution of this Assembly ; and I hope that this Assembly

will not ask the Government of India deliberately to break what is the law

oi the land. That is a plain proposition ; and there is nobody, if I may say
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BO, wlio. knows it better than my Honourable friend the Mover of the amend'
meut, because a more acute lawyer there has not been iu this Council for some
time.

However, I appreciate his difficulty and I suggest that we might, if it

ineets the Members of the House, close the debate on these lines : and accept an
amendment in the following words, which I have drafted, I may say, in consul-

tation with my friend Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer. It runs as follows :
' That the

Government should adhere to its policy as announced to the Assembly to-day

and as far as possible to avoid recourse to any proceedings under exceptional

legislation in dealing with the non-co-operation movement ; that is, . they should

prosecute under the ordinary law where they can, but should not have recourse

to exceptional legislation save in exceptional circumstances.' I believe that

will meet everybody. It will avoid any appearance of censure—I say appear-

ance, because I do not think any one really meant to censure the local Govern-

ments—and it will not weaken the local Governments.

I have only two more points to make. I have just mentioned that there

are some people who think that the local Governments do not prosecute

enough. Now this is a very difficult question. I am myself all in favour o|

prosecuting more people finder the ordinary law; but the difficulty is, that

witnesses will not come forward ; they are intimidated and are therefore unwil-

ling to give evidence, and prosecutions take a long time and create a good deal

of excitement. Again, I get reports of a dozen speeches from the C. I. D,

If we were to prosecute on these reports Members of this Assembly would

at once say ' Good heavens ! Look at the policy of the Home Member. Wa^
there ever such a piece of wickedness ?' At the same time there is no other

agency to secure correct reports and in these circumstances it is often extra-,

ordinarily difficult to prosecute.

.

The only other point to which I wish to refer is the allegation that I

have changed my attitiide since last year. I gather that the Honourable

Member thinks that the change is for the better. The best reason I can give

for this, if it is correct, is that I am a servant of His Majesty the King-Emperor,

and of His Majesty's Government, and it is our duty to make every efEort

to carry out the policy of His Majesty's Government to make these Reforms

a success by co-operating with this Assembly. And it is the proud privilege

o,f the Indian Civil Service to which I have the honour to belong to join in the

effort to make the Reformed Goverimients the most successful that this country

has ever seen.

The Honourable the President : The question is, that the following

Resolution be adopted ;

' That this Assembly reoonlniends to the Governor-General in Council that Government
should adhere to its policy as announned to the Assembly to-day and should, as far as

possible, avoid recourse to any proceedings under exceptional legislation in dealing with the

non-co-operation movement.'

The Resolution was adopted.
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8. DEBATE ON REPEAL OF REPRESSIVE LEGISLATION.

14th Febeuaey 1921.

The Honourable Mr. V, S. Sastri : Sir, the Resolution which I am
about to move is in these words :

—

" This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council that a committee bo
appointed at an early date to examine the repressive laws now on the Statute-book'aad
report whether all or any of them should be repealed 'and in oases where repeal is not
desirable, whether the laws in question should be amended and, if so, how."

It would be incongruous with the popular liberty which we are confidently
hoping that the new Councils will inaugurate ; it will be incongruous with that
principle if the repressive laws at present on the Statute-book continued there
in their present form. What these laws are I will barely mention later on.

But for the present I must answer the question which must occur to many
of you. Is thi i the time for any body to ask that repressive laws be abandon-
ed or modified ? With a due sense of responsibility, I answer the question

in the affirmative. There is trouble, there is intense unrest. At any moment
the forces of disorder may exhibit themselves in undesirable forms. It is

not unnatural if the custodians of peace and order feel some hesitation as

to the wisdom of striking off all the. fetters on individual freedom and liberty

that are now in their possession. Still considering how this unrest derives a grea^

part of its nourishment from the very existence of these repressive measures
from the denial at various points in the life of a people, of that individual free-

dom which we regard as essential to full citizenship, considering how the unrest is

mainly caused by the feeling that there are too many of these restrictions on our

citizenship, I think I shall not be guilty of forcing the pace of reform if I ask that

we begin the work of conciliation by striking of! some of these fetters and* by
weakening the force of others. . For, after all, if sedition is to be adequately

dealt with, it must be, as a great man has said, by the removal of the matter

of sedition. If that is our work, am I right in suggesting to the Council the

procedure of the appointment of a committee for the purpose ? The suggestion

will be made later on that perhaps the wiser course will be for ourselves to

strike off these fetters at once. I do not deny that there is much to be said

for that course. But upon the whole, taking all things together, I am not satis-

fied that every one of these fetters can be struck off immediately. Perhaps

one or two of these will still have to be preserved in a modified form on the

Statute-book. I cannot be dogmatic on a subject of which I am very ignorant.

Nevertheless I do wish to state as my conviction that upon the whole the

committee procedure that I am now recommending is the best way of approach-

ing the problem. W^ shall not lose much time by adopting that course.

Anyhow, even if the alternative suggestion that is going to be made to the

Council be adopted, I take it that it will not be before the next session of our

Council that the effectuating measures can be carried out. My suggestion does

not involve any further delay than that. If the committee which I propose

should be appointed and instructed to report in good time so that at our next

session the necessary legislation, repealing and amending may be under-

taken, everything that we wish would be got.

C34HD
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I must now ask the Councirs patience if I refer, as I cannot help referring,

to the broader aspect of these questions. As I said before, this is one of the

first steps we necessarily must take in the great work of conciliation, in the

great work of placing the Eeforms on a proper basis. I was not struck by

any part of His Royal Highness' speech, great as it was, so much as by the

passage in which he summed up in simple but pregnant words the experience

of humanity in its struggle for freedom. The words are worth quoting, and

I will make no apology to the Council for doing so :—

" Political freedom has often been won by revolution, by tumult, by civil war, at the

price of peace and public safety. How rarely has it been the free gift of one people to

another in response-to a growing wish for greater liberty and to a growing evidence of fitness

for its enjoyment ?
"

I caimot conceive of a more suitable answer to those, European and Indian,

who are so sceptical as to the final issue of the great work on which the Govern-

ment of India has now entered than that passage. It gives us hope. It shows

tis at one glance the immense scope of the British Constitution, within the arms

of which it is possible, by methods altogether peaceful and constitutional,

to proceed from a condition of political dependence to a condition of absolute

equality with Great Britain herself in the work of Empire. Often it has been

doubted, and it has been thrown at the face of political agitators
—

' Are you

going to beat the record of humanity 1 Whbre is the people that has won its

liberty except by bloodshed 1 ' That may or may not be, but we, England

and India togeti-er, have resolved, if only we understand the genius of the Con-

stitution of Great Britain, to achieve this unique feat in political growth.

We will achieve freedom, and the whole of it, by entirely peaceful nleans. Let
that be the resolution of each one of us in proceeding with the work that open^

to-day. Difficulties there must be : let us together overcome them. Mis-

understandings there must be : let us together clear them up. But revolution

and tumult, and civil war there need not be if history can teach and mankind
can learn. That, Sir, is non-violent co-operation. Not non-co-operation,

which may begin in non-violence and in professions of non-violence, but

through the imperfections and weaknesses of the material on which it works,

cannot but end in violence and bloodshed. To this work of co-operation I

invite the Government to-day by means of this Resolution. Let us, with His
Royal Highness' words still ringing in' our ears, on this first business-day of the

first Council, make this compact of high-hearted comradeship.

One word more. In giving such liberties as may seem suitable, in takiag

such steps as may seem advisable, let there be no reservations to the extent

that you wish to go. Go ahead bravely and not haltingly. It is the most
essential condition of success in this great work. But u^e no buts ; let there not
be a superabundance of ifs. So working, we certainly will do what no other
people in the world has doneTj-achieve full constitutional liberty within the
British Empire by entirely peaceful and constitutional methods.

The Honourable Sir William Vincent : Sir, I may' say at once that
there will be no opposition from the Government to this Resolution, subject to
minor reservations ; which I do not think will be of a character, save possibly

in one respect, to cause any apprehension to the Honourable Mover* I think
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one of the speakers here to-day rather twitted the Government with having
rejected or opposed a Resolution which was moved last year by the Honourable
Mr. Patel, on the same subject, but the reason, for this is not far to seek. The
Resolution at that time did not receive any support from non-official members.
Eight members only voted for-it, and there was therefore every reason why Gov-
ernment should not, in opposition to the wishes even of the non-official

members, undertake an inquiry such as is now contemplated. If, however, the

present Resolution is carried—^and it is obvious to me from the support which it

has received from various shades of opinion that it will be carried—^then a com-
mittee wUl be appointed by Government without delay to examine this subject.

The view of Government on this question, and indeed on other points, is to a

great extent in accordance with the principles advocated by the Honourable
Mover and for this reason Government also gave an early date for this discus-

sion. The Government are anxious to act in the fuUest'degree up to the spirit

of the reforms. They recognise that there Las been a change in the administra-

tion, and they are desirous to allow this Legislature—both Chambers of the

Legislature—to exercise their legitimate influence upon the Government, subj ect

always, as necessary, to our responsibility to Parliament. An impression

has been sedulously disseminated by certain enemies of the Government—and
indeed in my judgment enemies of the welfare of this country—that the reforms

are not a reality ; that Government intend to refuse to allow these new Legisla-

tures to exercise their proper influence. The motive underlying this suggestion

is to promote disaffection to Government and to His Majesty, and al'so to

discredit this great work of the reformed Government.

On the other hand it is the desire and the duty of Government by their

dealings in this Council to giv* practical evidence that the suggestion is not

true, to prove that those who make that assertion have no basis for it. We
desire to promote the co-operation of the Legislatures in two ways. First of

all, by securing their support and assistance for our administrative work, and,

secondly, by co-operation on our part in going, as far as we possibly can, to

meet them in their legitimate desires.

It is in that spirit that the Government approach this Resolution. Govern-

ment are aware that there ia a great deal of feeling about these laws. Many
believe that the principles'on which they are based are unsound ; others think

that they are applied without reasonable consideration.

On the other hand, the Government think that it would be to the advant-

age of all if they could have an opportunity of explaining to a committee

their difficulties, showing their reasons for the use of the Acts and the manner
in which they have been applied, and they hope to be able to conAance an

impartial body that many of the accusations made against them are based on

incorrect evidence. For this reason we are quite prepared to appoint a com-

mittee (and this statement, I think, will meet the question raised in some of the

amendments) with a majority of two-thirds of non-officiatmen of unimpeachable

authority and experience whose names and judgment will carry the greatest

weight and who, we hope, will realise their responsibilities not only to the

Council and to the public, but also to the Government. I cannot of course
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toromiSe that th6 repdrt of this COnlnlittee will be accepted by Government, and
indeed I have liot been asked to do so, nor would such a request be reasonable.

But I can give this undertaking that it vs^ll carry the greatest weight with the

Crovernment when it is deceived. Nor can I pi'onlise in the naeantime that the

Government will necessarily refrain, during the pendency Of the deliberations of

this committee, from using the measures Which it is within their power to use at

pi?esent. SonoTirable Members are aware of the dangers of the situation with

Which we are now faded. Conditons are at least aa dangerous as, if not more
dangerotts thaa, when many of these Acts were passed, and we must retain

iibearty to use the weapons we have. At the same time, I believe that it will

be generally admitted that we have employed these measures as sparingly,

as possible in the last few months, and though I cannot undertake to say

that we will not employ them dufing the pendency of the deliberations of this

.

Committee, yet I am quite pfepafed to Say that we will only employ them in

the last reSort and when we are forced to do so. I know of Course that there is a

'certain Section of the press Which delights in saying ' repression is rampant, and
talkiiig of repression in excelsis ' and attacking the Government on false allega-

tions of drastic repression, btit the facts are well known. Every member of

this Council must be aware that the Government has Used the weapons which
it has with extreme restraint and moderation. Thefe are indeed times when
1 think the extremist press takes this line because it seeks to provoke us to use

tepfeSsive meaSilifes mofe fteely in order to make Government unpopular, to

creat'e difficulties for inoderate politicians, and to enable themselves to pOse as

martyrs, 'fhe real facts are the other way, and we have been feproached some-
times, not altogether without reason, for not using these laWs sufficiently in the

interests of the public peace. Be- that as it may, in the present situation when
lintoward developments may at any time take place, it is impossible for me to

give any undertaking that the Government Will not use these measures during

the time that the committee is sitting.

1 said just now that the Government would not object to this Resolution
object to certain reservations. In the time of the old Council, I should have
said the Govefnment would accept it. I deliberately abstain from, that
language now, because it is on this Council that the responsibility will lie.

The Government has no pOwer or desire to carry vote one way or the other.

On the members of this Coancil will rest the responsibility for the motion
having regard to +he Welfare of the country. They must consider the crisis with
which the administration is faced and judge for themselves as to whether this

•committee should be appointed or not. If they do decide. in the affirmative,

then Goveifrnment vidll accept the Resolution.

The minor reservations of which I spoke are as follows :—When a Govern-
ment accepts a Resolution of this kind they must know the specific scope of
the recommendation and state what their views on this point are. 1 cite below
the Regulations and Acts which the Government intend to include, in the
termsoffefetence of the committee if appointed : Regulation 111 of 1818 and
the analogous and ancillary legislative Act XI of 1857, XIV of 1908, which
is one of the Acts referred to, I think, by the Honourable Mt. Sastri ; Act X
«oS 1911 ; Afct IV of 1915, and my dd friend. Act XI of 191&.
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On the Press Act, I propose to move in tlie Legislative Assembly a separate
Resolution for the appointment of a committee, and so I will not deal with
that subject here. There is, however, a difference in the position as regards
that Act,- in that we have examined the subject and received a number of

Valuable opinions on the policy we should adopt, and we are prepared to go
ahead as quickly as possible, Waereas in the case of the other Acts, it will he
Becessary for us, in the first place, to consult local Governments on various

points.

Taking up the laws included in the list I have given, I do not want to

discuss the reasons which led to the enactment of the Regulations in the early

days of the last century, but I ought to say that in recent years Regulation
III was never used up to 1898 when two persons only were interned under it.

In 1908 and 1909, nine persons were put up and they were released in Feb->

ruary 1910. It is interesting to see that the employment of the Regulation
then had the support of such a determined democrat as' Lord Morley, who,
while indicating his dislike of repressive measures, declared that he would
not hesitate to use any weapon in his armoury if, in his view, the situation

demanded it. He was, however, definitely opposed to the general employment
of the law or indeed to using it at al^ave in an emergency, and I only mention
this to show that it was not merely sUn-dried bureaucrats who thought thai

the use of this measure was justified. After that, the Regulation was not used

a,t all till 1915, and from 1915 to 1918, 1 think 145 persons were put up altogether,

from the moment that they were interned, however, efforts were made
to reform them and to release them at the earliest possible opportunity when
they were willing to give undertakings that they would not offend again. I am
;glad to say that at the amnesty a very large number were released, and subse-

quently on the inauguration of the reforms, the last of the persons interned in

Bengai under the Regulations was released. I have no time to go in detail

into the reasons which led the Government to intern these men at the time,

Honojirable Members will, however, remember that the case of each individual

person was carefully inquired into by two judicial officers on various occasions,

•'and in every case I think but one, the action of the Government was justified.

So that it cannot be said, I think, that we employed the Regulations rashly or

lextensivdy. It must also be remembered that at the time we were engaged in

the greatest war in the world, that the men interned were revolutionaries, many
'of them in direct conspiracy with the King's enemies in America and elsewhere,

and that it was absolutely necessary, in the interests of the Empire, to take

(drastic action against them. It was not a time When the Government could

afford to take any risks.

I do not know that I need go into the details of the other Acts to which

Teference has been made, but I should like to make some attempt to disabuse

Honoiirable Members' minds of the idea that these Acts were passed without

'due consideration. For instance, I turn to the Seditious Meetings Act. It is

interesting to know that when that Act was cosisdlidated, it met with little or

no opposition from the non-official memfews of the then Council. I have

(here a quotation Jrom Mr. Gokhale, who -said tlat, from the standpoint of

^evemm«nt, we could not have introduced a milder measure, the more
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objectionable features of the Act of 1907 having been removed, and if, whea
need arises the Act is applied with reasonable care and caution, it is not likely

to produce any serious hardship. I defy anyotie here to say that the Govern-

ment have, since the Act ol 1911 was passed, applied it either rigorously or

unjustly. As a matter of fact, from 1911 it was not applied at all till 1919 or

1920.

The Act of 1908 was another Act to which the Honourable Mover referred.

The first part of that Act has not been used since 1911, and I quite agree

that it would be a fit subject for investigation. The second part has only been

used once since 1911, according to my information, and that was for restrain-

ing certain gangs of young ruffians, here in Delhi, associations created for

illegal activities and used to terrorise peaceful citizens in the exercise of their

lawful rights, when this action was necessary to protect the civil life of Delhi

from the grossest form of hooliganism. Anyone who was in Delhi, or has

taken the trouble to ascertain what happened in Delhi a few months ago,

will, I think, support me in this statement. The activities of associations, be

they Samitis or Volunteer Associations, or anything else, have, however, never

been checked in any way so long as they were confined to social service or

legitimate political work. ^
The Resolution was carried unanimously.
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9. DEBATE ON THE EXPORT OF RICE.

16th February 1921.

The Honourable Mr. Maricair : I beg to move the Resolution that

stands in my name :

' This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council that the restrictions

imposed on the export of rice from India to Ceylon and the Straits Settlements be removed
forthwith.'

In doing so, I wish to make a few observations. This is a matter that

afEects a large number of British Indian subjects who are domiciled in the

Colonies of Ceylon and the Straits Settlements. They have been habituated

to eating boiled rice grown in India and which was allowed to be shipped to

these Colonies freely. Since the restriction imposed by Government on the

shipment of rice for the last two years Indians in these Colonies have undergone

a great deal of suffering by eating Burma rice and_other inferior kinds of rice.

As a matter of fact they have had a great deal of difficulty in getting a sufficient

quantity even of this inferior rice. Several of them have starved and died.

Well, Sir, they have experienced enough of troubles for the last two years

when the Government imposed such restriction on the shipment of rice on
account of failure of crops in India. Now that normal conditions prevail and
a surplus of grain is available, I do not see any reason why there should be any
restriction of shipment at all. I may mention for the information of the

Honourable Members of this Council that the Government of India have
recently removed the restriction on importation of rice from Burma, and mer-
chants have consigned a large quantity of rice to all ports throughout India,

and I may ada that a large stock of that rice is lying undisposedIn all the ports.

This clearly shows that India has a larger and surplus quantity than is required

for its own consumption I am not unmindftil of the fact that the Govern-

ment of India have recently issued a Press Communique to allow shipment of

15,000 tons of rice to Ceylon from the Ports of Negapatam, Tuticorin and

Dhanushkodi during the quarter ending 31st March 1921. The shipment of

rice and the selection of shippers were left with the Ceylon Government, and

that Government have not done anything in the matter until the beginning of

February and I may say that no shipment whatever has yet been made as the

Government of Ceylon have only recently issued permits. I may further men-
tion, for the information of the. Honourable Members of this Council, that the

Government of India have taken the responsibility of importing rice from Burma
and selling it in foreign countries for a high price. I do not know whether the

Governmeiit of India or any local Government are justified in thus interfering

with the trade of the country which is open to all merchants. This is the

position so far as Ceylon is concerned.

Now I shall go into the question of Indian subjects domiciled in the Straits

Settlements and the Federated Malay States. The situaiion here is so grave

that no concession whatever has been allowed in this part of the country. I

have been getting several representations from the people of this coimtry with

a view to help them in supplying them with the boiled rice they have been

usually getting from India. My endeavours in this direction with the local
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Goyemmeiit have proved a failure. Now, Sir, I have been given an opportunity

to represent the grievances of the commercial public before this Council. It

is all well and good for Government to restrict exportation of rice out of India

when India itself is wanting rice for it3 own consumption. I do not see any
reason why any restrictions should be imposed when India has a surplus to

spare. To prove my statements, I beg to be permitted to read the two tele-

grams I received from the President, Import' Grain Merchants' Association,

Karachi, and rice "merchants and zamindars of Sind and a letter received from,

the Rice Merchants of Calcutta. The telegram from the President, Import

Grain Merchants' Association, reads thus :

—

' My Association most humbly pray for immediate abolition of restrictions on export

of rice to Ceylon, Zanzibar, East Africa and all other Persian Gulf Ports in view of normal

conditio.is prevailing and prices fallen all round. The present allotment system hqis hit

hard on poor farmers, oultivators, zemindars and stockholders ; gince our Deputation at

Simla last August, old rice heavy stocks lying undisposed and decaying ; pray very careful

con?ideration of all matters and absolute freedom of rice export as Sind suffering very

hea /ily.'

The Honourable Members of this Council are well aware that the Govern-

ment of India have created the offices of Director of Civil Supplies in all the

important provinces, and I have had the honour of being one of the members
of the Committee in Madras. When the question regarding the relaxation of

restriction on export of rice was brou.ght to the notice of the Committee last

year, it was I who opposed the proposition as it was not the proper time for us

to take such action when the import of Burma rice was not allowed, freely.

Now, Sir, as the import of Burma rice is allowed freely and that a large

stock is available in India, I took the liberty of bringing this Resolution before

this Council appealing on behalf of several thousands of Indian subjects under

His Majesty's Indian Government domiciled in those Colonies.. Perhaps

it may be said that there are no representations made by any foreign Govern-

ments as was done by the Ceylon Government/ I may say that the foreign

Governments are not so much:interested in Indian.subjects as we are. Finally

I may mention that if the Government still insist upon the retention of the

restriction, it will not only be a great hardship to the Indian people domiciled

in those parts, but it will also be a serious loss to the various classes of people

in India. It will be a loss to the cultivators ; it will be a loss to the labourers ;

it will be a loss to the mill-owners who have invested milUons of rupees in

erecting the rice-mills in various parts of India. It will be a loss to the boat-

owners ; it will be a loss to the ship-o,^vners ; and on the whole it will be a loss to

the commercial public. Why should th 3 Government be the cause of all these

losses ? Why should the Government stand in the way of people having their

own free trade 1 As a matter of fact the Government in their Communique
issued in the year 1918 established Ship-Building Committees in ^11 the Pro-

vincial Governments. I had the honour of being one of the members of the

Committee in Madras. The Committee induced in various ways private

persons to build more ships and accordingly a large number of saihng ships

was built by merchants relying upon the Government's support. At this

stage the Director of Civil Supplies came in the way by issuing an order that

no rice should be brought by saihng ships from Burma to India except by
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steamers. This order of prohibition has caused a great commotion among the

merchants and ship owners and put them to a serious loss. I may say in one

word that all these losses are due to the creation of the offices of the Directoi

of Civil Supplies and his orders prohibiting the export and import of rice.^^etc.

Under those circumstances, it is high time, Sir, that the Goyernment should

remove these obstacles and allow India to take up its own free trade. "With

these few remarks I commend my Eesolution for the acceptance of the Govern-

ment.

The Honourable Mr. B. N. Sarma : I may assure the Honourable Member
who has moved l^his Resolution that the Government of India are perfestly

at one with him that the true interests of the country would be_ served

by rcbasing and relaxing all restrictions on free trade with regard to

foodstuffs at the earliest posiible date. We realise much more than anybody
els3 can realise, that if we continue these restrictions upon exports

indefinitely there would be a danger that the margin which at present is

already very narrow and very small—the margin of production over

consumption in India may be still further narrowed by driving agriculturists

to grow crops—productive commercial crops, instead of food crops. We know
that. We rjalise also that no Government machinery can ever- advance the

interests of the country by tinkering with trade. We reahse also that the

country is losing a large amount of mobihsed capital which might have come
into it if only India and Burma wore in a position to export to foreign countries

foodstuffs in the same manner a.s they were able to do before the war. Well, I

may assure Honourable Members and the outside pubhe that, if the Government

have not been able to relax restrictions in the manner desired by the

Honourable Mover, it is because they have felt it to be their duty to protect

the consumer as well as the manufacturer ; that it v/ould be wise to be cautious

at the present moment, and not to release restrictions which have worked com-

paratively well during the last two years, until they know exactly thf.t the

foodstuffs position is much better than they apprehend it is hkely to be during

tlie next few months.

There is a good deal of misconception outside that the Government are free

traders for tbe benefit of other countries, which certainly is not the case, that a

policy of restrictions on exports is a wise pohcy and that, therefore, the Gov-

ernment ought to be supported to the fullest extent possible if they should

conserve stocks,in India for the benefit of the consumer. I know that there is

that feehng, but it is not because we consult that feehng that we have been

compelled to resort to these restrictions, but because the information at our

disposal, which we hope may prove incorrect but which, we have no reason to

beheve to be incorrect, shows that the food position is not what it has been

depicted to be by the Honourable Mr. Maricair. The whole of his speech and

the speech of the Honourable Mover of the amendment proceed upon the

assumption that India has enough for hers.elf and to spare for foreign countries,

that there are huge stocks here awaiting export and that, therefore, it is mean-

ingless to continue restriction which might have been for the benefit of the

consumer and the general public at a time when there was scarcity, when therd

was famine
********

C34HD
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The Honourable Mr. Maricair rose to a point of order.

Th3 Honourable the President : The Honourable Member must con-

fine himself to a personal explanation. Is it a personal explariation ?

Ths Honourable Mr. Maricair : Yes ; I refer only to the districts

south of Madras. I confine myself to the southern districts of Madras.

The Honourable Mr. B. N. Sarma : I shall deal with that; I am glad to

be l;old that the Honourable Member does not include in his general optimistic

survey the whole of India. These proposals proceed upon the assumption that

there is enough food in the coimtry, and that therefore, ther^ is no reason for

any anxiety whatsoever, and that these restrictions §ire meaningless. On the

other hand, Honourable Members will find from a reference to the forecast

reports which have been published from time to time that the picture is by no
means so rosy. Prior to 1918-19 the Government of India did follow a policv

that famine or no famine, there should be no restriction upon trade. In 1918

19, the Government, owing to abnormal conditions outside India, vrere obliged

to intervene and placed restrictions upon the free export of foodstuffs including

rice, and the event proved that they were wise and that they did not take that

step hghtly or too soon owing to the v/orld conditions outside and the unfortu-

nate period of acute distress which prevailed all over India in 1918-19. In

1 919-20, the Government of India tried their level best to see as to whether they

could revert to the condition prior to 19*18, and slowly and gradually removed

restriction after restriction, until, the only restriction that is now placed upon

free trade is that India should be permitted to export certain quantities to

countries which have bean relying upon her and to the extent which has been

permitted in the past, that Burma should be permitted to expoii to India as

well as to ou'-side coiintries her surplus, with this proviso that Burma should

conserve for India, if she should need it one million and one hundred thousand

tons and with this further proviso that the Government would interveie and

impose restrictions if, unfortunately, it should prove .that the prices rise much

hicfher than at a fixed definite level, but that the Government were not other-

wise goiucj to interfere with the trade and indeed would not interfere with it

further except subject to the conditions announced in the Press Communique

issued on the subject.

You will naturally ask me why these .restrictions either ? The answer is

simple. In 1920 notwithstanding a very good crop in 1919-20, and the prohi-

bition of exports except to a limited extent India imported 800,000 or a million

tons from Burma. We inquired as to whether the conservation of foodstnlTs

which was our immediate object was accomplished. We had no satisfactory

answer on that point from the Local Govemmeilt, and the fact that imports

from Burma were necessary throughout the whole of last year to the extent

I have mentioned made us hesitate as to whether our policy of conserving

foodstuffs for the benefit of this country has been fulfilled in the manner we
desired. Well, assuming that there was no conservation of stocks with another

good season we might still have reverted to our established pohcy of not interfer-

ing with trade. But what has happened 1 Unfortunately for the country the

monsoon stopped at a very early date. Sereral Provinces have reported tous
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acute distress ; scarcity and famine have been declared in some. We asked

the local Governments to give us" reports as what, according to their esti-

mate, was likely to be the outturn of the rice crop during the year 1920-21.

I do not wish to be an alarmist and I sincerely trust that the forecast made
errors on the side of being extremely conservative. But on the position as it

was put to us, there was no alternative but to apprehend that the outturn of

foodstuffs and of rice during 1920-21 may be far from sufficient for the needs of

the people during the coming year. The average for the five years ending with

1917-18 was roughly '27-6 million tons. In 1919-20, we had a good crop, as

I told you, and it was 30 million tons ; and pur forecasts for 1920-21 do not

exceed 24 9 million tons. ^ That will show that far from there being any
surplus in the country for export, if this should unfortunately prove to be a

correct estimate, we shall be far short of the necessary supplies for the country.

That was the reason why we had to conserve the Burma stock for the sake of

India. We found that on an average in a bad year India imported from Burma
more than a million tons. Therefore we felt that it would be wise not to exceed

that limit, but to conserve that 1,100,000 tons for the benefit of India and to

permit Burma, which always produces-a surplus, to export to any country it

likes one million tons. Well, Sir, that is our justification for continuing the

embargo on the export of rice from 'India, if Vv^e preventBurma from selling

her rice to any country she pleases because we fear that the stocks in India are

not super-abundant and may not be sufficient and the more so if unfortunately

we should have another bad year, whali justification is there for the Government

to permit India to export to foreign' countries for the benefit of her manufac-

turers or farmers 'i There is absolutely none, and consequently we were driven to

the conclusion that if we conserved the rice stocks from Burma for the benefit of

India, there was no justification for India to export her stocks, if any, to outside

countries freely. But we did make an exception in the case of those countries

which had an Indian population, and we have not prohibited the usual

quantities which have been rationed in the past to those countries. We
did more. The Ceylon Government represented to us that if they were com-

pelled to buy only from Burma there might be various difficulties- and that

they should be permitted to buy ifrom Madras also. The Madras Government

also were an:\ious to help Tanjore merchants and manufacturers and rice-

millers, and have represented to us that with safety some stocks might be

allowed to go from Southern India.

I hope what I have said is suf&cient for the purpose of convincing Honour-

able Members of this Council that there is not much difference between the

Mover and ourselves on the general question of principle. We will only be too

?;Iad if we can withdraw ourselves from the position which we were obliged to

ake up for the benefit of the consumer here in the past and to whicli we are

obliged to adhere at the present moment. There is no question of the office of

the Director of Civil Supplies controlling movements, as heretofore or any more

of these restrictions, because we have removed completely all internal restric-

tions. It is no use referring to aiwient history. The present case has been

very well put from the point of view of the Tanjore Mirasdar. But we have

to remember that even the Tanjore Mirasdars may find some market for their
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stocks in tho areas which seem to te devastated by famine, the Ceded district;,

Hyderabad and other places. If they cahnot find a market-and if they make
a representation, we shall see what can be done, but Government are not in a
position unfortunately for the reasons I have given to help the Honourable
Member by agreeing to his suggestions at the .present moment.

The Honourable Mr. Kale : Sir, from the speeches we have heard up
to now, I am afraid, that Honourable Members have been placed in a very
awkward situation. We have had various views put before us in regard to the

condition of the cultivators, merchants and other classes of the community.
On the one side we are told that the price of rice is goingdown and"tha.t millions

are suffering. On the other side, are we told that'cultivators look with horror

upon the idea of the ren^ioval of restrictions on the export of rice. We know
that figures have been placed before us by the Honourable Member in.charge

of the Revenue Department. The accuracy of those figures has, however, been
doubted on the other side. If there are such differences with regard to the vital

question of the conservation of the food supply of the country, I do not know
what is the conclusion at which the Members of this Council axe expected to

arrive.

Many conflicting things are said about the cultivator ; when prices are

high, it is the poor cultivator who suffers. He also suffers under low prices.

In regard to Southern India, I have read the newspapers from that part of

the country and I find that much of the agitation in favour of removing the

restrictions on export of rice is agitation led by merchants. It is a middle-

man's agitation and it is very difficult to understand how the high prices of

foodstuffs and the profits of trade wiU go into the pockets of the poor producers.

We know under what conditions ryots sell their produce and what the advan-

tage of dear rice will be, and we know that it will not go into the poeket of the'

helpless cultivator. Most of the advantage is taken away by th& middlemen.

In the Madras Presidency itself I"have seen that there is a controversy going

on in the newspapers on this subject, and the consumer's point of view has

been placed before the reacjers of some of them. And, therefore, if the res^

ponsible Department of the Government tells us that there is the danger of a.

shortage of foodstuffs in the coming months, I think every effort must be ma^e
' to provide safeguards against such a contingency. During the last few years,

on account of. the increase in prices, so many evils have crept into the country.

There has been much discontent and unrest in the country, we have been told,

on account of the rise in prices. Are we not going to consjerve our food

supplies as far as we can ? On the other side agitators have been telling us

that the Government has been deliberately encouraging export of foodstuffs,

that the property of the country, and the prevailing discontent are all due tp

the policy of the Government. In these circumstances, I do not think that the

Government will be well advised in removing the restrictions at the present

moment. If,, however, Government really finds that Indians" in Ceylon and
other places do want a reasonable supply of rice, I hope it will take immediate
steps to provide that supply. But subject to this, I do. not think that at this

stage it win be wise on the part of the Government to remove all restrictions,

aad therefore I do not see my way to support the Eesolutioiu
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The Honourable Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy : Sir, I am entirely in

agreement with what has fallen from the Honourable Mr. Sarma that this

embargo on rice should be maintained till the conditions obtaining in the

country improve and we are distinctly in a better position. Speaking for my
province, I must point out that we had for the last two seasons very poor
harvests. The province is suffering on account of th& scarcity, of the last

rainfall, and the result has been that not only the price of rice has gone up
considerably in the whole of the Central Provinces and Berar, but in some
parts of the province it is almost impossible to obtain the ordinary require-

ments of rice. In view of these circumstances, it is only necessary and proper

that this embargo on rice should be maintained. Some of my Honourable
friends have spoken about the principle, and have pointed out that it is a wrong
policy of Government to interfere with liberty of the. people and to maintain a
control over foodstuffs. So far as bare principle is concerned, we are all agreed.

All of us are of opinion that at the earliest possible opportunity the control of

all foodstuffs should be promptly abolished by Government, but we have also

to look to the exigencies of the case," and, so far as the present situation is

concerned, I think no case has been made out for the export of rice. Charity

always begins at home. Let us first look after our own internal affairs, let us

provide sufficient food for the population of India, before we think of allowing

foodstuffs to go out of the country. I am there in. entire agreement with what
has fallen from my Honourable friend Dr. Jha. One or two remarks were

made by the Honourable Sirdar Jogendra Singh about our losing the markets

of the world and our agriculturists being placed in an awkward predicament

by the control System. I have not been able to follow his argument. I do

not see how we can lose the foreign markets once we have got our surplus stocks.

If there is a demand in other countries there will always be a market for our

Indian rice or for Burma rice. As soon as we are in a position to supply rice

our old markets will be regtpred to us. I do not. therefore think that for the

mere fact that for a temporary period we have to lose our foreign markets, we
should carry on the trade with such foreign markets at a sacrifice of Indian

interests. I can appreciate that point of view, and I am sure Council will agree

that the position taken up by my Honourable friend is altogether unmaintain-

able. I agree with my friend Mr. Kale when he stated that tliis agitation is

carried on by the merchant felasses and the middlemen who benefit by these

exports. It is this, class of people who make large profits, who profiteer When

there is scarcity of crops, and who are directly benefited by the removal of this

embargo. It is this class which sets up agitation, and I am of opinion that so

far as the interests of India are concerned till we are assured of a proper surplus,

every possible attempt should be made to conserve our resources and to stop

the export. My friend the Sirdar has also mentioned something about the

forecasts which are presented for pubUo information from time to time, and

he has challenged the position taken by the Honourable Mr. Sarma. He has

rightly stated that these forecasts are always not trustworthy. But Govern-

ment has to go upon some principle. They have to go on some basis of calcu-

lation, and the present system, which has been adopted, seems to be the only

method by which some sort of approximate figures could be arrived, at. My
friend has also challenged the statement that there are no stocks in thecountry*
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But he has not pointed out where the surplus stock is or from what part of

India the surplus stocks could be obtained. In view of these circumstances,

I am of opinion that the attitude taken by the Honourable the Revenue

Member on behalf of Governm-ent is correct, apd as long as Government feels

that the interests o!; India will suffer and her large population will not ha^e

ample foodstuffs for their maintenince, the present policy of Government

should be vigorously continued. I, therefore, hope that the Council will not

accept the Eesolution as well as the amendment.

The Resolution was by leave withdrawn.
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10. DEBATE GN THE KHIIAFAT MOVEMENT.

21sT February 1921.

The Hon'bleMr. Bhurgri:—Tke relations of my community with the Cov-
erntnent of this country are too well known to be reviewed here. If there was
a community more friendly to Government than any other, it was the commu-
nity to which I have the honour to belong. There were days when my com-
munity beheved, and rightly believed, that England was the only friend of

the only Muslim Empire in Europe ai;d consequently of their faith, Islam.

The glorious stand of England by the side of the Sultan of Turkey against

Russia enraptured the Mussalmans of India and convinced them of the true

friendship of England towards their Khalif. It made their hearts beat

Tvith profound gratitude. The right of the Sultan of Turkey to be rightful

Khalifa of Sunni Muslim world and custodian of their holy places was not in

dispute then, as it is being disputed by some now. The Mussalmans of that

period believed, as the Mussalmans of to-day believe, that their rightful Khalifa

was and is the Sultan of Turkey. The fact of their praying for their Sultan,

and recital of his name as their Khalif in prayers is conclusive proof that

the claim of the Sultan of Turkey is not a new one. Nor is it concocted now
to su't the exigencies of the present political situation. As a matter of fact,

this belief of Mussalmans was indirectly recognised by Lord Beaconsfield, the

Goverament of India and Sir Richard Temple by blessing the mass meeting

of Mussalmans held in Calcutta at the time of the outbreak of Russo-Turkish

War in 1876. In fact from that time onward almost every Englishman

in this country persisted in declaring himself and his nation as the only true

friend of our Khalifa and our faith. And therefore they argued that the

Mussalmans of India should not participate in any national movem.ent which
.

they thought was against British interests. It was in vain that a few national-

ist Mussalmans tried to interest their community in their home affairs more

than the affairs of other countries. But the blandishments of our English

friends for a long v/hile succeeded in keeping the community away. When

the Great war broke out Mussalmans of India stood to a man for Britain.

The unfortunate participation of Turkey in the War on the other side, though

painful to Mussalmans, did not make any difference in their attitude towards

the British Government. The Mussalman soldiers went on fighting in

different theatres of War, and even fought against Turkey herself, relying

fully on the assurances given that it was not a religious war. Then came

Peace The hearts of the. Mussalmans of India stood still and expectant to

see how their old friend, England, would redeem the promises given on her

loehalf and treat the only Muslim Empire in Europe. 1 would not take up the

time of the Council by going through the pledges given by the Prime Minister

of England. They are too well known. Suffice it to say that the subsequent

attitude of the British Government towards Turkey in the question of Thrace
"

and Asia Minor, which according to Mr. Lloyd George himself were predomi-

nantly Turkish in race, and her proposed acceptance of mandate for Arab

Provinces impaired the trust of the Mussalmans of India in England's good

faith towards them.

What I was 'referring to, Sir, was what they, namely Mussalmans of

India, expected England to do for them. What they expected England to
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do was at least to let Turkey have the rich and renowned lands in Asia Minor

and Thrace which were predominaiitly Turkish in race and grant full auto-

nomy to Arab Provinces by setting up Arab Government there. They did not

ask that those provinces should be- put under Turkey Or anybody else's

control. They pleaded for a full autonomy of these provinces without any
control by any non-Muslim power. That there should be no non-Muslim

Control over these provinces is a matter of faith with them, and is based on
the last will and inj unction of the Holy Prophet. They also asked that the holy

places of Mecca and Medina should be placed under the suzerainty, however

nominal, of their Khalif. The Council will see that the demands put forward

by Mussalmans as described above are not at all unreasonable. Whatever
may have been the decision of the Peace Conference it was an irony of fate

to see England, who has a greater number of Mussalmans as her subjects than

any other power in the world, adopting a hostile attitude towards the Khalifa

of Islam and the religious sentiments of Mussalmans while France and Italy

showed themselves friendly to Turkish interests. This is the cause of arousing

the bitter feeUngs of Muslims .which are more intense to-day than they had
ever been before. . The intensity of the feeling can be gauged only by those

who have attended some of the Khilafat Conferences. I think I have said

enough about the unsympathetic and hostile attitude of the Cabinet in England
towards the sentiments and demands of the Mussalmans of India. I

will now turn to the Government of India and the part they have been playing

in this matter. I will be failing in my duty if at the outset I did not express

my appreciation of the powerful efforts of Lord Chelm-sford's Government,
the Secretary of State for India and some of the Provincial Governors in the

direction of pressing upon the attention of the British Cabinet the strong

views held by my community on the subject. If my community has not

acknowledged theje eSorts adequately, it is not because they were unwilling

to acknowledge them, but because the Government of this country have not

taken them into their full confidence. The Government of India is too much
given to wear a Purda, and I do hope that to-d§iy at least they will discard

it and come out with a full and frank statement of what they have done in the

past and what they propose to do in the future. I see from criticisms iii

the Public Press that they are sending a deputation to England to represent

the Mussalman views before the coming Peace Conference. So far as the

despatch of a deputation is concerned, it^is a move in the right direction as

indicating a laudable anxiety on their part to have the views of the Indian
Muslims brought home to the Peace Conference. But I cannot help entering

niy protest against the procedure of Government taking upon itself the selec-

tion of the personnel of that deputation. This procedure is open to more
objections than one. In the first place, it is wrong in principle and creates

a dangerous precedent . It is the Muslims of India themselves who should
have been left to choose their own representatives. But if the time neces-

sary for doing this was not available, an alternative could l^ave been resorted,

to by asking: the Muslim representatives on the Councils now present in Delhi
to choose them. In the next place, the Khilafat problem being a purely
Sunni problem the composition of the deputation should have been in main
Sunni, I am bound to say, howeverj thatpersonally I have every confidence
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in my friends His Highnsss the Aga Kban and Mr. Hussan Imam and Mr.

Chotani. But the Khilafat question being a Sunni problem it will be more
satisfactory to the public if the Government were to send one or two Suani

Muslims on the deputation. Further more, I am strongly of opin'on that the

presence of an eminent Maulvi on the deputation is essential to present th^

religious aspect of the case. I was pressing the Home Member for the last

few days to add the name of Maulana Abdul Bari. I would have still pressed

him for the same with all the force at my command, but for the reason that

Maulana Abdul Bari himself does not consent to go I would still press the

Government to have one Maulvi on the deputation, and I would suggest the

name of Maulvi Saddruddin of Woking Mosque to be added to the l.st.

The Hon'ble Sir William Vincent : Sir, the Government of India

believe that the Muslims of India have had ample opportunity 9f knowing

what efforts have been made on their ' behalf in this matter. Abundant
evidence has been published of the genuine sympathy of the Secretary of

Scate and the Government of India with them on this question. They have

been repeatedly assured that full representation of their views was as much
a matter of concern to us as to themselves. This point was brought out,

if I may say so, very clearly in the speech of His Excellency the Viceroy

when he received a Muhammadan deputation in this City of Delhi last year.

The address of the deputation and His Excellency's reply were published

widely. I should, however, like to read to the Council some extracts from

that reply.. His Excellency said : ' At this juncture I desire again to assure

the Muhammadans of India that no effort has been spared, no stone left

unturned, to place before those with whom the decision will rest, the plea

of Indian MusHms for the most favourable possible treatment of Turkey.'

A little later I find the following statement :
' Not only have the Government

of India placed the views of Muslim India with strong emphasis before His

Majesty 's Government, but our delegates voiced those views before the Peace

Conference, and that nothing might be left undone to lend weight to their

evidence, it was reinforced by three Muslims of distinction who had been

specially delegated to attend the Peace Conference with them. I should like'

also to draw your attention to a recent utterance of the Secretary of State

cabled to India a few days ago, when he said that whatever decision the AUies

arrived at, India might rest assured that the views of India were being voiced

by India's representatives at all the deliberations in Paris and London. His

Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner, Lord Sinha, His Highness the Aga Khaa
and he himself had emphasised the wishes and earnest pleas of the Indian

Muhammadans with regard to the importance to them and therefore to

Imperial interests of the Turkish terms of peace.

Another passage runs ' Shortly after the armistice I represented to the

Secretary of State that feeling in India was most disturbed over the question

of the Turkish peace terms and particularly with regard to the Holy places

in the Hedjaz and the future of Constantinople, and steps were taken to

ensure that the views of Muslim India should be fully placed before the Confer-

ence by the representatives of India. The Indian delegation, as you know,

C34HD
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was composed of the Secretary of State, the Maharaja of Bikaner, and Lord
Sinha^ and I can assure you that they pressed the case for the favourable treat-

inont of Turkey with an earnestness of purpose and force of argiunent which

could not be surpassed* They had before them the memorial, dated the 1st

January 1919, which was signed by prominent Muhammadans resident in

Europe including, among others. His Highness the Agha Khan, the Honourable

Mr. Ameer Ali, Sir Abbas Ali Baig and Mr. Yusuf Ali and they made full

use of all the arguments which were adduced by these distinguished gentle-

men for the lenient treatment of Turkey and the consideration of the senti-

ments of Indian MusUms * * * The delegation received a hearing from
the Peace Conference, and as a result of the representations of my Government
and the efforts of the Secretary of State it was accompanied on this occasion

fcy three prominent Indian Muslims—His Highness the Aga Khan, Sahibzada

Aftab Ahmad Khan and Mr. Yusuf Ali. ^ In thts same month my Govern-

ment again cabled to the Secretary of State urging upon him the importance,

in any settlement of the Turkish peace terms, of considering the effect of this

upon Muhammadan opinion in India. I may add that ever since the armistice,

I have been unceasingly in private communication with the Secretary of

State, and have never failed to urge upon him, though this was hardly

necessary as his views coincide so closely with my own, that Muslim feeling

in India must be taken into most serious account in coming to a final decision.

'

The whole of that speech contains a fairly complete exposition of what had
been done by the Government up to that date, and I believe I am right

—

I have not the Speech before me at this moment—in saying that His

Excellency the Viceroy in a recent speech at Sylhet, which received wide

publicity, again explained the efforts that he had made on behalf of Indian

Muslims. I say, therefore, that this accusation of secrecy or this suggestion

—

I v^ill not say accusation—that we have not given sufEcient publicity to our

efforts is hardly warranted by the facts, though if we have been guilty in this

respect I can only express my deep regret for it. After receipt of that depu-

tation we gave, as Honourable Members are aware, -every facility to a dele-

gation of Indian Muslims to proceed to Europe. It was Well known throughout
' India that they had gone and that we had done this. All their efforts were

widely published, in fact they themselves took the opportunity, very properly,

of advertising their activities as widely as possible.
.
Further, we have never

ceased making representations to the Secretary of State on this matter. We
have literally bombarded him from time to time with communications by
telegram. There is no aspect of this case, foreign or domestic, that we have not

placed before him, and I do- not believe that, if the Honourable Member- had

been in the Government of India himself, that he could have done more to

put the views of Ind an Muslim opinion before the Secretary of State and His

Majesty's Government. We know very well what Muslim feeling on this

matter is. We know how deeply it has been exercised. Indeed we believe

that in some respects it has been more sincerely moved than Muslim opinion

in other parts of the world. Whatever was the origin of this movement,

whether it was in its incept'on religious or not, there is no doubt whatever

that now it is a movement of a deeply religious character which touches the

feeling of nearly all good Muhammadans. We are well aware too of the general
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feelings of Indians on this subject. They feel, rightly or wrongly—I think
rightly but that is a personal opinion —that Indian troops, including Indian
Muslim troops in particular, having done so much for the Empire in the war
with Turkey, are entitled, and that Indian opinion is entitled, therefore, to
receive special consideration in this matter, and that the greatest regard
should be paid to Indian Muslim opinion. They know also that Muslim.
India a'ways regarded Great Britain as a friend of Islam, and they hoped that
when the foe v/as beaten, and the war over, Great Britain and the AlHes would
deal with her generously and liberally. That was, I believe, the feeling

of all Indian Muslims ; that feeling has been communicated to His Majesty's
-Government. We know also the- strain to which loyal Indian Mussalmans
have been put by the Turkish peace terms. None of these points, I ask

the Members of this Council to believe me, have been overlooked by us.

The question has been a matter of constant anxiety and concern to us and
to His Excellency personally. In answer to a question the other day, I said

that we had sent, I think, ten or eleven communications to the Secretary' of

State on this subject within the last few months. Finally, when we heard

a few days ago of this Inter-Allied Conference which is going to take place

in London, before even we got any official information on the object, we at

once took steps— with the sanction of His Excellency the Viceroy of course

—

to secure once again the representation of non-official Indian Moslem opinion

at that meeting. I inquired from one or two local Governments as to

suitable persons who might wish toundertake the duty. We had no tim.9

to do more and His Highness the Aga Khan, Mr. Hassan Imam and Mr.

Chotani have gone to England on this mission. Mr. Chotani is, I am informed,

taking with him Dr. Ansari and it may be possible later to include him as one of

the delegates^ but this is a matter on which we must be allowed to consult

His Excellency and the Secretary of State. The objection is now made
that two of the delegates are Shias. I have always been told, however, that

Shias and Sunnis felt alike on this matter, and for that reason we sent a

mixed deputation. Mr. Chotani is also a gentlemen who, I understand, has

always headed the Khilafat movement in Bombay. He is an orthodox Sunni

of the most rigid character according to my information, and I believe it is

correct. As for Mr. Hassan Imam, I know of no more able advocate of the

Muhammadan cause than himself. Whether he is a Shia or a Sunni, he is

certainly not a Government man or a person who always sides with Govern-

ment.' He is a personal friend of mine, but I suppose there is no man from

whom I have from time to time differed more in politics though I have every

respect for his ability.

We tried to get these gentlemen off from Bombay on the 11th, That

was .the earliest date we could arrange, and we made every efiort to get them
passsages as we knew that the Conference was meeting to-day. They were,

however, imable to get off by the Uth, but sailed by the mail of the 19th, and

we have telegraphed to the Secretary of State urging upon him that it ia

most important that no final decision should be reached by this Conference

until these non-official representatives of Muslim opinion have had as oppor-

tunity of placing their views before them. More than this we casjjot d^).
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Whether we shall be successful or not in securing this we do not itnow. The
Honourable Mover suggested the addition of another gentlemen to this

deputation—Maulana Abdul Bari. I may say that for various reasons the

deputation of that gentlemen was not possible. Another gentleman whom
I had thought of approaching was Maulyi Suleiman Shah of Phulwari, a

great Mussalman leader in my own part of the country ; but the final con-

clusion we came to was that if the people who left on the 19th were not cer-

tain of arriving in time, there was very little use in sending another delegate

on a wild-goose chase a week later ; and I think the Council will support us

in that conclusion. If, however, there is any other method that Honourable

Members can- suggest by which we can secure more adequate represen-

tation for their views, the Government of India will be glad to adopt it,

for on the question of securing the fullest representation of their views, we
are entirely at one with them. ******

TJie motion was by leave withdrawn.
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The Honourable Maung Po Eye : Sir, I bog to move the Resolutioit

thr.t stands in my name.

' That this Council recommends to the Governor-General in Council : —
(a) to urge the Home Government to settle the Reform Scheme of Burma as

early as possible ;

(6) to communicate with the Home Government expressing the hope that if the
Burma Eeform Scheme is committed for examination to a Joint Committee
of both Houses of Parliament, arrangements may be made.to allow some
Members of this Council and the Legislative Assembly to be examined
and attend before that' Committee ;

(c) to revise the Electoral Rules of both the Council of State and the liegislative

Assembly concerning Burma in .the matter of qualification of electors'

and in the preparation of the Electoral Rolls.'

Sir, the people of Burma were content and happy before the declaration

ol His Majesty's Government of the 20th August, 1917 ; there wf,s no agita-

tion of any kind, and none of the penal laws on sedition, like the Press Act,

or other Acts of a similar nature could touch the Burmese people ; even the

present agitation is entirely confined to the local causes of dissatisfaction and
restlessness as already explained and has nothing in common with the propa-

ganda of non-co-operation, etc., of India proper.

The restlessness now is to a great extent due to anxiety to have the

advantages of Reform suitable to them without further delay. I can assure

this Honourable Council that the idea of the Burmese people is pure and
simply pro-Burman ; it has not the slightest tinge of anything anti-British.

They arc much perturbed when such a grave and vital matter as the Reforms
has not Jbeen thoroughly gone into with the co-operation of their own
people, before if reaches the final stage and delay has become serious.

It must not be forgotten tl at their country is the most important and the

most flourishing among those in the peninsula of Further India and that it

once was a Burmese Empire.

With regard to the second portion of my Resolution, I beg to point out

that there is a shght inconsistency with the first portion^ where I have moved
that the Burma Reforms Scheme may be settled as early as possible. In this

second portion I am asking for attendance and the giving of evidence by son e

Members of this Council and the Legislative Assembly before the Joint Select

Committee of the Houses of ParHament when the Burma Reforms Bill has

to be examined. This process would very hkely cause further delay in the

passing of the Bill.

My object is, Sir, that, if there is no chance of the Bill being passed in the

forthcoming Sessions of the Houses of ParHament, there would be sufficient

time for arrangements to be made as asked for.
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I first attempted to ask for the participation of some Members of this

Council and the Legislative Assembly with the Joint Select Committee,

believing that the Home Government and the Houses of ParUament would

conce(ie this privilege on account of the policy of His Majesty's Imperial

Government in admitting representatives of India to the War Council, the

Peace Conference and the League of Nations ; and further because the present

claim has no international aspect,and is entirely within the province of His

Majesty's Government to grant, but I am advised to alter my motion from

a proposal of participation to that of attendance and giving evidence, as,

if not altered, my motion would be unprecedented and against the consti*

tutional practice of the Houses of Parliament. I should like to learn very

much what is the view of the Houses of Parhament in the matter but it is

not to be so, for fear that this portion of my Resolution may not be accepted

on the technical ground.

I adhere to my claim that Burma should get real responsible government

^as moved by one of the Members of the Burma Council, Dr. N. N. Parekh,

a highly respected Parsi gentleman) with no principle of dyarchy but with a

bi-cameral Legislature and a Cabinet.

I have already pointed out that the people of Burma have not had a full

opportunity of representation, and in consequence they are dissatisfied.

It weighs hea.vily with them when they notice that even the indigenous

races of the mandatory overseas countries ceded to Allied powers under the

Versailles Treaty enjoy the right of self-determination as pohtical liberty,

whereas the people of Burma have been denied the right to represent the

cause of their country fully and completely in a scheme which vitally affects

them.

The Young Men's Buddhist Association in Burma have undertaken to

send delegates to England twice already in connection with the Reforms

Scheme and how far their representation is likely to have effect cannot be

gauged at present, A certain^ member in the House of Common^recently

made a damaging lemark that the delegates are not representatives of the

people of Burma, which is regrettable and should not remain unchallenged

as, if that is to be accepted in that light, whatever the Burmese people may
represent direct to the Home Government will be set down as of Httle or

no value. I must assert emphatically that the Young Men's Buddhist

Association do represent a large section of Burmese people in Burma and are

influential and in a position to represent fully such matters.

The last communication of the Secretary of State for India to the dele-

gates was that they should leave a written representation to be' used when
the Reforms Bill is considered. A very poor consolation indeed to the

people who have raised funds by public subscription to pay the cost of a

delegation to England from Burma,

The Home Government could, I imagine, have seen fit with a little con-

sideration to announce when the delegates should come up again before the

Joint Select Committee, and at Government expense if possible. *****
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I ask for Home Eule and real responsible government.

Jndia asked for Home Rule and real responsible government but secured

a statute—the Government of India Act of 1919;—this Honourable Council

knows perfectly well what satisfaetion it has given and I need not reiterate it^

Now the chance of Burma is still open to make a request as India has done.

If Burma can put forward weighty reasons with the help of the Government
of India and the Chambers of Legislature, which are espousing democratic

principles wholeheartedly, I crave the indulgence of all concerned that

Burma be given her opportunity,

I do not want to take up the time of this Honourable Council by going

deeply into facts and figures which require a great deal of time^ and I would

be content with a very short summary of the condition of our country,

Burma.

In comparing it with other provinces it stands out conspicuously as

haAdng the largest area, with the largest economical products, such as rice,

mineral oils and the world-famed timber, teak. The coal mines recently

discovered and other mines such as gold, silver, tin, wolfram, ruby, have

promise of greater and further developments. Cotton, rubber and sugar are

steadily increasing in output. Trade and commerce are making strides by

leaps and bounds.

In short, Burma is replete with natural wealth above and under ground,

with climatic advantages and a never-failing monsoon. She has the very

brif^htest prospects of future developments in agriculture, industry and com-

merce. She deserved to be called the youngest province.

Her indigenous population, of 10 millions, has the highest standard of

literacy, in comparison with the other provinces ; in the most densely populat-

ed parts, such as the Delta and the Central Basin, every second adult male

you meet, in whatever walks of life it may be, can read and write and

females are as free and independent as among any nation in the world.

The population, which has a homogeneous religion, Buddhism, with no

caste distinctions, are united' and peaceful.

The equality of condition, of natural civil rights and civil liberty between

man and man, between man and woman, without overlordship of one class,

caste or creed by another, universal social equality and the non-interference

of religious thoughts in matters of State are the ideals to be reckoned on

for the endowment of the right of the Suffrage in a democratic form of

government. The Burmese people stand at the front line of all commumties

in the Indian Empire in these respects.
*****

Burma's populace is ready to embrace the reformed laws of democracy,

liberty and freedom, which Britons love and cherish.

'

It is alleged that Burma has not an educated class of her own people to

take an efl&cient part in the administration. This is a most gratuitous insult

to human intelligence. It is Hot the few highly educated and mteUectual

classes that make up a democratic form of government m a country.
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The general fitness of the large majority of the populace to exercise the

righ-t of political liberty is the foundation of that form of government.

Burma has that fertile soil ready and it only remains for the proposed
form of government to be planted and fostered.

'

The Marquess of Crewe, in the course of remarks on the Government of

India Bill, said " that the possibility of responsible government in any
country hinges, not on the existence of a limited mimber of competent and
eloquent statesmen and politicians, but upon the existence of a solid and
reasonable well-informed electorate." Sir, that is the main point that Burma
proposes to urge before the Select Committee of the Houses of Parliament.

I think I have said enough to convince this Honourable Council that

mother India has now a very fair daughter, the youngest of her provinces,

ready to be wedded ; and the mother's whole heart and that of the other

provinces, the elder sisters' whole hearts, should support her. She should be

given at least a sporting chance of securing the real Home Rule consort she

has deserved ***** * * * * * * *

Since I have had the honour of sitting in this Honourable Counsil I have
watched keenly and carefully every deliberation on many weighty subjects

by the Government, and by Honourable Members, nominated and elected,

and I find at every moment the depiction written large in bold letters that'

the real swaraj for India is being established steadily and surely on its

foundations and it is only a matter of time for its full realisation. I am very
proud of, and deeply grateful for, the opportunity given to me to have my say
for my country, and I am very much encouraged to cry out loudly in this

Honourable Council—'' Home Rule for Burma " and "Bdrin% hi Jai."

The Honourable Sir J¥illiam Vlnaent :
****** i have hitherto

been speaking more of the observations made by the Honourable Mover thai
the actual substance of his.Resolution, because I want to disabuse Honourable
Members of this Council of the complaint made against the Goverimient of India

which appears to me tO have been unfairly pressed. On the substance of his

Resolution, apart from the specific proposals for reforms which the Honourable
Mover has put forward in his speech, I think the Government of India can
go very far to meet him. The first request he makes is that we should urge

the Home Government to settle the Reforms Scheme for Burma at the
earliest possible moment. Well, we hear that the Bill relating to this subject

will be introduced in Parliament this month. Details, of course, will have to

be worked out after the Bill is passed. The Bill will, I suppose, be referred;

also to a Committee in all probability. I have no information on this point,

but following precedent I suppose it will be referred to a Commitee as was
the case when the Government of India Bill was under consideration. The
Secretary of State is as anxious as we are to put this scheme throu^^h as

quickly as possible, but the Honourable Member cannot have it both ways.,

If he wants this thing very carefully examined and details worked out,

such a procedure is hardly compatible with extreme expedition, unless the
general principles only are enunciated in the Bill in the manner su^wested

by him and details left to be worked out afterwards. This seems to my
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mind quite a feasible proposition. There is, however, no reason to remind
the Secretary of State of the necessity for expedition, for if I am right in
what I have said, he is fully aware of this fact and is taking all*steps possible.

However, I shall be very glad to- forward to him a copy of the proceedings
of this debate, which indeed, if I may say so, has been very instructive to

many of us. Well, if a Committee is appointed—I have no knowledge on
this point and I have no possible; right to give any guarantee or undertaking
of any sort that this course will be adopted—but if a Joint Committee is

appointed, the Members will decide for themselves whether or not they wish
to examine witnesses ; and if the Honourable Member, wishes me to do so,

I shall be only too glad to forward the proceedings of this Council Home to

the Secretary of State in order that the Joint Committee—if one is appointed
—may be apprised of the Honourable Mover "^s desire. I myself, speaking
personally, am very doubtful whether witnesses from this Council or the

Legislative Assembly, save possibly two Honourable Members, would be of

very great assistance. It seems to me that if witnesses are to be examined
it would be far better to select them from among the difEerent communities
in Burma, and I think that probably Honourable Members of this .Cbuncil

will agree with me in that matter. '

The whole question of these Btffma' reforms has quite recently been
investigated in the local Council in Burma, and I should like to read, if I may,
to Honourable Members a resume of that debate, because it is of great import-

ance. The meeting was attended, I am told, by all- non-ofScial memhers
numbering 16. The following Resolution was moved by Maung Chit Pe
after incorporation of the amendment proposed by another gentkman whose
name I will not attempt to give r—

' That this Council recommends to the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma to urge the
Secretary of State for India that the measure of reform to be granted to Burma by the
British Parliament should be at least the same as that of the major Provinces of India
leaving matters relating to franchise and the division of subjects into transferred and
reserved for full discussion by representatives of the people before final decision.

'

Dr. Parekh, a Parsi, moved the following amendment :

—

' That this Council does not approve for- Burma of the Dyarchy introduced into

India but recommends (a) that a system of self-government analogous to that ot self-

governing colonies with a bicameral legislature and a Cabinet responsible thereto be
introduced, and (b) that as a necessary preliminary formulation of such a system the
Province should be separated from the rest of the Indian Empire except as regards

Imperil.1 inatters such as foreign relation^H^rltiy and NaKy, aiid the like.

'

Another gentleman moved a further amendment:

—

' That this Council recommends to th« Lieutenant-Governor of Burma tha-t a
Representation be made through the constituted authorities tathe Secreatary of State for

India that no scheme of reform for Burma be introduced into Parliament until ample
time for its consideration and criticisms has been afforded to various nationalities who
reside in Burma.'

Mr. Parekh 's amendment was defeated by a very large majority. The
original Resolution was passed, 13 voting for and 2 against it. Dr. Parekh
then moved an amendment about female suffrage, which does not concern

us. * * * *
, As a result of the Secretary of State's

C3iHD
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announcement in 1920, it is no longer possible to differentiate Butma very

materially from Indian Provinces. The debate Was preceded by a state-

ment by tlie Lieutenant-Governor recapitulating tlie steps t^ken by the Gov-

ernment making it quite clear' that Government did not seek to influenicft

the decision of Parliament in any way.

That indicates to me that it is very probable that the decision aa the

Reforms Scheme for Burma will follow the lines of the major ProviacJes in

India ; and I thinl?, having regard to the circumstances, that sach an advance

ought' to meet all reasonable requirements. But this again is not a matter

for the Government of India to decide ; it is a matter in which the Joint

Committee will have their say. If, howeVer, an opporttmity is given to the

members of the Burmese community and those interested in the count?)''

to visit England to give evidence before the Joint Comniittee before the

decision is reached, then I am inclined to agree with the Honourable Member
that they would be in a position to present their case more forcibly than is

possible in any document. But this again is a matter for the Joint Com-
mittee to decide.

There is only one other matter to which I need rrfer before I pass on to

the third point in the Eesolution, namely, the question of separatton of Burmas,
from the Indian Empire. If Honourable Members will read the Eesolution
before them, they will see that that issue does not directly arise in the present
debate, and I hope that no atteampt wiH be made to discuss and examine
hei;e a question of such great importance on a side issue and without any
material for a proper investigation, of the subject. It seems to metha.t any
attempt to offer any opinion on this subject at this juncture would be both
unwise and premature.

The third point in the Resolution relates to the revision of the electoral

rules of both the Council of State and the Legislative Assembly. The'

Reforms rules were prepared in a great hurry, and I have been informed
that there are defects and omissions in them. I believe also that the system,

of registration is not entirely satisfactory. The informatics- that I have
recaved on this point—I have only received it unofScially—is corcSrmedS

by what the Honourable Member has said to-day. He has suggested that the
European electorate can, if they Hke, exercise a preponderating influence
over -the gmeral constituency of Burma and secure the return of European
representatives. I am bappy to see that that has not been the practical
result during the last election, in that we have in this Council, if I may say
so, one of the most capable Burman representatives that I remember in the
course of ten years' experience in this Council. The Government are quite
willing, however, to bring this question of inadequate registration and of
defects in the rules to the notice of the local Government io.^ order that
such steps may be taken to remedy them as may be necessary. If these
remarks meet the Honourable Member adequately, I hope he will not press
ids Resolution, but I have no real desire to oppose it if he wishes to press ik

The motion as aniended was adopted.
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Th3 Honourable Sir Zuiriqar All Khan : Sir, tlie.Eesolatioji which
stands against my name runs as follows :

'This Council recommends to the Governor-General in Ooiindil that he will be pleased

to address the Secratary of State with the object of securing that full consideration is given

to public opinion in this country before any matter is dcoided in which the religious sus'

ceptibilities of any class of His Majesty's subjects in India are concerned.

'

Sir, India is a very great country and in th.3 loyalty of India I see not

only an assurance of the Empire's safety and fature, but also a guarantee of the

world's peace. Relying on this conviction I think the Honourable Members
here will not grudge me the opportunity if I again initiate this debate. Sir,

the present deplorable situation in India is due to the belief, on the part of

Indians, that their religious susceptibilities are treated with cold contempt by
the Government. Before I develop my theme, I desire to acknowledge frankly

and publicly the efforts made hy the Government of India on behali^of the

sentiments which are foremost in the thoughts of the people in this country*

The Government of India have revealed a spirit worthy of the sense of their

great responsibility. Their attitude in this matter is beyond praise. It would

be the height of ingratitude on my part if I did not acknowledge this bene-

volent attitude of which the Government have given repeated proof. One
could not expect anything else from the sympathy latent in the minds of such.

people as tlie Viceroy of India, the Honourable the Home Member and the

Honourable Mr. Bray. But, Sir, the gravity of the situation is such that

we may yet make another effort. Although so many other efforts have already

been made, we may make yet another effort to capture the attention of the

people at Home who are now deciding the destiny of Empires. His Excellency

the Viceroy's latest pronouncement leaves no doubt about the great effort

that the Government of India has made, and I need not expand on this, but

may content myself with the expression of the heart-felt gratitude of the

Indians in this matter. The other thing which gives assurance of the Govern-

ment of India's sympathy is the deputation which has been sent to London
for the purpose of putting this question before the Conference which is being

held there. The personnel of that deputation has been very carefully selected,

and I think it commands the confidence of even the extremist section of the

people of India. I have no doubt that in this the Government of India have

earned the respect and confidence of the people.

Sir, when the great War came, unprecedented enthusiasm durng this War
of Nations was shown by the Indian people without exceptions. Money, men
and material were ungrudgingly given, and Indian troops were some of the

first to appear on the scene in France. They not only saved France, but they

saved European civilisation from destruction. Europe, Asia and Africa

witnessed the deeds of heroism performed by the Indian troops. The British

Empire emerged triumphant, more glorious than before. The world saw what

India possessed in the wealth and martial spirit of our people, all devoted to

the service of Empire. The people of India went so far as to fight against

their, own co-religionists in the defence of the British Empire. Both Indian?
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and British in joy and sorrow -stood shoulder to shoulder as citizens of a great

Empire. Sir, in the consciousness of pride in their sacrifice and loyalty, -the

people of India made certain demands on the score of religious susceptibili-

ties. The indulgence solicited was refused. A terrible revulsion of feeling

happened, and at this juncture bitterness entered the soul of the people. As
all of us "are aware, in the' East religion provides the most potent liiOtive for

all sorts of movements. This unhappy refusal certainly destroyed the trusting

faith^of early dates, and it aroused tliroughout India a rancour which greatly

affected the deputation of Government for respect for religious sentiment.

What do we see ? We see ha/rtali aU over the country. There is a wave of

angry feeling travelling. from one part of India to the other. On top of this

the non-co-operation movement is initiated." This is a most gigantic res'olve^

Unparalleled in the history of Asia. The grim mood of the people is such

that the severest penalties lose their terror. The Hijrat movement is initia-

ted, which shows that the people are not. satisfied with theliberty which they

enjoy m India as regards their, religipus sentiments. -It was" a pitiable sight

to see thousands of people leftving their homes, leaving theil dearest ones and

their lands behind and going out of India for the sake of religious liberty.

Sir, any far-seeing statesman may have discovered in that the symptoms
of the times, and it afforded food for reflection. . If the Amir had not refused

asyKim to those people in Afghanistan, I feel that numerous more people

may have left this country and gone over to the other side of the frontier.-

We see another thing. Sir, that people seek glory in prisons ; students leave

their colleges
;
people renounce the luxury of their homes for the sake of

serving their religion. Well, this is the state of the country which I have

briefly outlined. The great Queen Victoria's Proclamation contains an assur-

ance in which she says 'in their contentment our sectirity'. Does this state

of afiairs. Sir, I ask, exhibit a state of security or contentment ? I fear that

no man with eyes to see will say that it is a state of contentment. This country

has now been in a state of crisis for so many years, and I submit that only

magnanimous and generous treatment of the sentiments underlying my motion

will save this country from a great calamity. As a great well-wisher of the

British Empire, I say that I believe the home authorities will take such steps

as to appease these angry feelings. Now, Sir, if relief is afforded what advan-

.tages will accrue from that remedy ? I beg to assure the Council that the

peril of war in the East will be averted ; increase in the military expenditure

will become unnecessary ; the need for imposition of fresh taxation, which in

view of the oppressive rise in prices would augment discontent, will be obviated ;

and- incalculable blood and treasure will be saved. The Indian frontier menace
will disappear and internal unrest will cease. These are advantages which,

I hope, no Government will lightly throw'away. The world invariably judges

men of action by their Is^test deeds. Let the latest deed of the British Gov-
ernment be such as would bring back to the world vpeace, justice and recon-

ciliation. With these few words, Sir, I beg to move iiiy Resolution.

The Honourable Sir William Vincent :—Sir, it is unnecessary for me
again to express the sympathy of Government with the Honourable Mover,
because a very few days have elapsed since I explained in some detail the policy
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and attitude of Government to this Council on the question which is the subject
of debate to-day, and I am very anxious not to inflict a repetition upon the
Council of what I said then ; indeed i't would be very unfair to the Council if

I attempted to do so. The report of the debate has just been pubJisKed, alid

any one who wishes to see what Government's views are can ascertain them'
from it. Further, I may say -if the previous motion had been a Resolution
instead of a motion to adjourn th^e House,"the'present debate would have been
entirely out of order, and I I elieve myself that if the Honourable Member
himself had been present and been permitted to deliver the speech which
he had prepared, we might have been saved a second debate on the same
subject. The only addition I can make to the information given in my pre-

vious speech is as follows. On that occasion I said that if the Mussalman
members of the two chambers of the Legislature would formulate their views

,on this question in a considered "document, I would see that they were cabled

Home Since then I have, received from the Muhammadan memlDers of 'the

two Chambers a document, the substance of which I cabled Home without
delay to the Secretary of State, and I have no doubt that it has been placed

before His Majesty's Government. I believe also that certain Muhammadan
leaders in Calcutta made a representation to His Excellency the Viceroy on
this subject and that he also cabled "that Home. We have also received a tele-

gram from the Secretary of State saying that, although he cannot guarantee

this—as is quite reasonable—he has reason to hope that the deputat'on of

Muhammadans which left India on the 19th February will arrive in time to

enable them to be present before the question is finally decided by the Allied

Conference. Turning to the specific motion before the Council, I submit that,

having regard to what I said on the last occasion abouttl.e anxiety of the Secre-

tary of State and his unceasing efforts on behalf of Indian Moslen' s to secure

adequate representation of their views, it would be a work of supererogation

almost, indeed an insult, to press upon him again the necessity of represent-

ing these facts to His Majesty's Government. In fact this Council and the

Government of India and every one else is fully aware that he has spared no
efEort in that matter already.. In these circumstances. Sir, the matter having

been fully discussed, and as I have already described to the Council the subse-

quent measures that have been taken by Government which, I hope, Honouxdble
Members will admit, are in full consonance with the undertakings given in the

last debate, I trust that some Honourable Member may think fit to move for

a closure of this debate, because we are really wasting our time.

The Resolution was withdrawn.
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The Honourable Mr. B. N. Sarma : Sir, the discussion which haa

gone on so far has placed both aspects of the question before the Council

fairly clearly and has simplified my task. There is a good deal of feehng,

especially on the Hindu side, in the country that somehow the Government

should interfere and protect the cow and respect their religious sentiment.

A large body of people., who are not actuated strictly by religious sentiment,

seem to be under the impression that the economic situation of the country

demands such a step. There is, on the other hand, a very large volume of

well-informed opinion that any step taken in the direction in which the Honour-
able Mover of this proposition asks us to move, would, far from benefiting the

country, be disastrous to its true economic interests. This Resolution hAs led,

as has been pointed out by some of the Muhammadari Honourable Members,

to a feehng of great uneasiness among our Muhammadan countrymen and
telegrams have been sent to Government, protesting against any interference

by legislation in the manner proposed. I shall allude to this aspect of the

question later, but shall endeavour to convince the Mover—if anything

further than what has been already said be necessary—that there is no need

to be an alarmist—so far as the economic situation is concerned, in point of

numbers. He himself has promised to respect the Mussalman sentiment and,

taking him at his own word, not much can be done by the Government, even

if it were otherwise possible. The first position, taking the economic aspect

of the question into consideration, that has been put to us, is that there are

far too few cows relatively to the needs of the p3ople and relatively to the

population in other countries, that the number has been diminishing, that the

i^ame may be said of bulls, bullocks and male buffaloes used for agricultural

purposes, and that consequently something will have to be done in order to

prevent the denudation of the stocks. I think, Sir, that is an inaccurate

picture that has been presented to us. The Honourable Mover himself told

us that i* would be somewhat unsafe to rely upon the figures quoted by him
as they appear prima facie in some of the books relating to statistics without

the necessary qualifications referred to therein. But, if he would analyse

carefully those figures in so far as they relate to all the Provinces where such

figures ar* available and take the all-India aspect of the question, as we have
to do now, he will reahse that the number of cows and cow buffaloes, far from
decreasing in number relatively to the population, has during the last decade

actually increased. The number of cows- and cow buffaloes was computed to

be 47' 7 miUions in 1910-11 and increased to 50-4 milhonsin 1919-20. After

the disastrous famine of 1918 it was computed to be 50-4 milhons, that is, an
increase of 5 • 6 per cent. And the population, according to a rough census that

I have taken from the figures available, could not have increased much faster,

that is not much more than 4 to 5 per cent. Therefore, the growth of cows
and cow buffaloes has outstripped the growth of the population during this

decade and there is no reason for alarm. And, if only the cow behaves well

I think we are in an ideal position. There is a cow per every five of the^popu-

lation or one for every household. And I think therefore, we have no reason
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to be. dissatisfied from that standpoint, if only we can manage to make-good
economical use of the cows that we have. Then, I shall take the number of
bulls and bullocks and male buffaloes. There is no use in generahsing hare
again, because Honourable Members will reahse that the duty per pair of bulls
or bullocks in Madras is different from what it is in Bombay, and it is diff^i-ont

in Bombay from what it is in the Punjab or the United Provinces. It depends
upon "SO many factors. But, if you take the all-India factor and take the
figures which my Honourable friend himself has quoted, you will find thp^t there

is no cause for alarm even here. In 1910-11, it was 51 -5 milhons ; in 1919t20
it was 51-5 milUons, or an increase of 5-5 per cent, as against an increase in

area of only 3 • 8 per cent. So here also I do not think we can say that the area

has not increased in a relatively larger ratio. There has been an increase in

the cultivated area ; therefore the statement thatnew land could not be brought
under cultivation or that existing land has gone out of cultivation on account of

insufficiency^ of stock does not apply when we take an all-India view of the

matter. There has been a noticeable increase in the number of ploughs and
carts also throughout India, and this is an aspect of the question also which
th.3 Honourable Member may take into consideration. I 'do not mean to say,

when I depict this rosy picture, that there is no cause for an inquiry into the

CDnditioii of particular districts or parts of provinces. I know tliat in.parts of the

Panjab, parts of Ag'-a and possibly parts c f Bomi ay, there has been a noticf able)

decrease. But that is due, as the- Honourable Mr. Seddon put it, to various

economic causes, and it is for the Provinces in whose hands Agriculture has

been placed completely as a 'transferred' subject, to see what can be don$i in

that respect. The Honourable Mr. Jogendra Singh has told us ^hat the ques-

tion of exports has also to be looked into as being a vital one. It does not

really arise on this Resolution, and I shall not deal with it in detail. I will only

make one observation, and that is, we went into this in the Legislative Assembly

yesterday and we .found that there was absolutely no cause for alarm here

either or for any adverse comment. • We found that about 14,000 bovine cattle

on an average went out of India from her ports during the last five years—the

number has been smaller than during the preceding quinquennium reckoning

from a year backwards—and that this was 0"001, roughly, of the total cattle

population of the country. And most of these cattle, again, went from the

Madras Presidency to Ceylon and the Straits Settlements where there is a

large resident Indian population ; and the average number exported to the

foreign countries proper was only on the average 711—surely not a very large

number. But the Government, taking the circumstances of particular areas into

consideration has prohibited, or has resolved to prohibit, the export of the

Ongole breed from the Madras Presidency, and if any other Province should

make out a good case for a similar prohibition on the ground of the undue

depletion of stocks in that particular area, the Government of India would only

be too glad to do what can be done towards checking the export.

Now, Sir, coming to the question of milk supply, I do not think I can add

much to what has been said by the Honourable Mr. Seddon, The point here is

one of quality and not of numbers. If, as has been pointed out by the Honour-

able Nawab Abdul Majid, there has been a diminution in. the quantity ©f
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the milk a cow gives, it is because the cow is not being fed as well as it was
being fed in pre-historic days, if I may so put it. But there do not seem to

be any solid grounds for any such inference being drawn suggesting the

deterioration of the cow. These averages are meant for the whole of India, and
they would be fallacious if we apply them to all tracts alike.' In Upper India

we find that the yield is much larger than elsewhere. Government fully

realise that the problem is an important problem because an increase of one

seer of milk per head of cattle' means really according to present prices an
increase of wealth to the extent of about 300 cfores. The milk supply at the

rate of one seer per cow and two seer per buffalo cow has, been computed ^o be
worth 140 crores. We find that in Pusa we are able to have breed cowis which
would give at least five to six times, if not larger, supply of milk, and so the

problem would be solved, if only the people are resolved to adopt measures

which the Government have already indicated. The question therefore is one

of improved breeds and not one of increased nimibers.

The point has been made that infantile mortality is vesry high Et^d increas-

ing, and that it is due mainly to the insufficiency of milk supply. There may be

some truth about this in particular areas specially amongst the poorer classes in

towns where the prices have gone up enormously. But speaking for the whole

of the country, that statement is absolutely incorrect.- We find that after

1908 the'iiifantile mortality has been on the decline, or afeany rate was very
nearly uniform, Until 1918 when, owing to influenza, mortality rose amongst
all classes of the population. Therefore, it is wrong to say that the infantile

moitahty ha^ been on the increase on account of insufficiency of the supply

of milk. There are various other factors, such as child marriage, etc., which
are accountable for it, and it is well that we should look into these aspects ef

the question and not suggest that the deficiency of milk supply throughout
India has been the case.

Then, again, the insufficiency of the ghee supply was cited as an indication

that there has been deterioration in the milk supply. What do we find ? We
"find that the exports during the last eight years have fairly kept grolmdl
Therefore, the ghee suppty could not have diminished in India relatively to the

needs of the population if India has been able to export to foreign countries

quite the same quantity as it was able to export some years ago. It_might be
said that people are unable to buy ghee and consequently it is allowed to be

exported. That again is an economic factor, not due to insufficiency of supply,

but to an abihty to buy the supplies that are available.

Sir, if we really analyse the position, there is ample ground and justi-

fication for congratulating ourselves when we compare ourselves with other
countries on the strength of our cattle position in point of numbers. There
is no use of quoting to us the statistics of countries which are young, which
have a small population with vast grazing grounds, where the occupation of

the pe'o^e is to rear stocks for exports. H we take well-settled countries with
an old estabUshed- population into comparison, we have reason to congratulate
ourselves so far as the numbers go. But we have no reason-to be satisfied-^

we have grave reason to be dissatisfied—with the poor quality of our cattle.
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I will go into this mattei? a little in detail, for the simple reason that there i^

such gross ignorance on the subject outside that wild ideas are going about
that something might have been done by the Government, which a blind
Government does not do. Well, take the 50 million cows. The growth
amongst them would be about 25 million calves per year., Well, then, even
taking a minimum of immedia;te increased growth of only 5,per cent., what
do we find ? The country would be absolutely unable to support it. I have
shown already that really the number has not decreased. I have shown also
that the number of acres under cultivation and the number of draft bullocks
have not decreased. That is the number which the country wants really and
which the country can support. All the rest must perish or must be exported
unless additional food can be found, and I leave it to the Council to judge whe-
ther the economic aspect of the question is vitally bound up with the
slaughter problem.

^

Then it has been charged against the Government that they do not supply
sufficient grazing grounds, that restrictions are placed—inhuman restrictions

—

which naturally militate against*the growth of the cattle population. I may
say. Sir, there again, taking an all-India point of view, the figures do not sup-

port such a charge. The cultivable waste was 115 million acres sometime ago ;

it is on a proper computation 133 millions now. We have taken the various

areas in Assam and Burma into consideration. Excluding them the figures

,are 74 and 75 millions. Taking the current fallows, and excluding Burma
and Assam, again, we have no reason to be dissatisfied. The figures are 39 • 5
and 44 5. If you take the areas under fodder cultivatio.n, there also there has
been an increase. But we must realize that the growth of population would
necessarily bring under cultivation vast areas which were used in populous
villages as grazing grounds and there is no means of checking that, even if it

be wise to do so, without the people's confirmation. The pressure of the popular

tion upon the foodstuffs of the country is also a factor which means less food

for cattle. With these limitations the people have to grapple, and the only

iray seems to be satisfied with smaller numbers and better quality.

' Sir, I have only one or two words with reference to the remarks made
about the Army and the Burma meat trade. With reference to the Army
1 wish that no reference had been made thereto. The position advanced is

really one which dges not admit of much serious consideration. There- are

only about 70,000 British txoops here and you want about 7,000 tons of beef

for them. Assuming that that is so, what would be the number that will be

slaughtered ? Somewhere about 40,000 cattle—I am only putting it roughly

because there are no statistics kept. Taking that a cow gives you 400 lbs.

of beef, it will be about 40,000. 40,000 cattle as against an annual increase,

if only you can feed them, of 25 milfions ! Or take it even at a smaller figure,

what would be the proportion ? So, from the economic point of view, is there

any justification for saying that the Army is setting a bad example by depriv-

ing the people of their cattle wealth by insisting upon beef-eating ? I am told

on very good authority that the Army, if only the Government of India could

(gee th^ir way to pay, would be only too glad to get. a better quality of beef

than is available in the Indian markets. That the Government of India

C34HD
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isannot afford to pay for.. But, apart from that, we have it from the Military

authorities that prime cows, as such, are not generally slaughtered, that the

price paid for animals is so very small, that no really useful cattle can'poSsibly be

slaughtered there, that it is only useless animals that are generally slaughtered,

I will not say .without any exception, and there is no need therefore for any

importance to be attached to this factor.

Then comes the question as to the Burma meat trade. Here, again, we

have no figures. We have no data,, to go upon to show that there is any large

denudation of stocks on account of this Burma meat trade. Well, say that

Muhammadan butchers slaughter a number of cattle. You cannot prevent

them from doing so. They say it is consumed by the people themselves. Then

you must proceed to institute rigorous inquiries as to whether it is for foreign

supply or for home consumption. Then, again, I would ask you, when
Burma supplies you with Hce, feeds you when you are starving, as to whether

it is right on the part of India, if Burma wants a little meat, that you should

say 'No. ' Unless you are able to induce the^ meat-eating population in India

to adopt ahimsa, to take to vegetarianism,—a position which I think need not

be contemplated as a possibility at any rate until those who believe in that

doctrine are more aggressive in their peaceful propaganda and preach the

Buddhistic doctrine to the whole world—until that millennium arrives, we
need not think of this legislatipn. But if we cannot legislate to prevept the

Muhammadans and other beef-eating people from eating what they think is
'

necessary for them, can we reasonably urge that a restriction be placed upon a

part of the British Indian Empire, upon the convenience of a people who are

supplying us in times of scarcity with the necessary food, which, if only they

had their own way during the last two years, they could have sold to the

outside world at a considerable profit ? Inter-provincial and Burma trade stancj

on the same footing.

Sir, apart from these considerations, the Government do not want to

say that they would not institute any inquiries whatsoever to see whether

anything further cannot be done towards improving" the breeds of cattle, and

checking the indiscriminate slaughter of prime cows or of useful calves. It

is a large subject and I shall not take up the Council's time by dwelling upon
it at any length. A satisfactory solution is dependent upon various economic

factors, and it rests with the people of large cities, like- Calcutta, Bombay
and Madras, with wealthy Hindus, MarWaries and others, who feel keenly,

as to whether they would afford facilities for dry cows being economically

fed, thereby prevenj}ing the gowalla from sending them tO' the slaughter-house.

That is an undertaking which the Government cannot accept, but this much
may be promised that the Government will institute inquiries as to whether

any steps can be taken towards preventing indiscriminate slaughter of useful

prime cows and calves by any municipal regulations, or otherwise, which must
largely depend, again, upon the initiative of the Provinces themselves. The
Government of India will exercise and can exercise very little control in a

matter of that description. The final control must be in their hands no doubtj

but still I think I should not say that nothing need be done, or that nothing
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can be done towards meeting the grave feeling of dissatisfaction prevailing in

the country.

From the larger Indian nationhood point of view, I do strongly depre-

cate that any Resolutions of this character should be brought up either here or

before the Legislative Councils. I would ask my Hindu friends to remember
that, though they hold the cow sacred, though many of them are vegetarians,

and all are non-beef eaters, the world at large has not been converted to that

yiew. If they feel strongly, what they have to do is to convert the rest of

the world to that view before they can ask the Government to move in the

direction desired. We are in a democratic age. It is absolutely impossible

for any Government to say to the people ' This you shall eat, this you shall,

not.' If that is the position and we have more than 70 million beef-eatera

in this country, can we ever solve the problem of nationhood so long as the

Hindu insists, by legislation^ upon enforcing his view upon an unwilling

CQuntry 1

The very talk, the very agitation of the subject is likely to prevent any

correct. fusion and solidification of the Indian population. As has been ably

put by the Hindu and Muhammadan speakers, it may be that the latter will

come round and meet the Hindu view largely by moral persuasion outside

the Council Chamber. But no good purpose can ever be served by bringing

up questions of this ,character before the Legislative Assembly or asking the

Government seriously to contemplate-any steps whatever of this description.

I know that the Muhammadan population, when we were discussing the

question of reforms, was seriously apprehensive as to what their position would

be inasmuch as they are bound to be in a minority and the only way in which

their Hindu countrymen can inspire confidence in them and prevent the Gov-

ernment from getting into trouble is by making it clear to their Muham-

madan countrymen that no subjec^ to which they may legitimately take

exception would ever even be brought forward for serious discussion in an

Assembly of this character. Sir, I have Uttle more to say.

The motion was put to division which was 15-27 and was negatived.
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14. DEBATE ON RELEASE OF PRISONERS SENTENCED BY .MAR-

TIAL LAW COURTS.

8t£[ march 1921.

The Honourable Sardar Jogendra Singh : Sir,mniovmg the Besdutioa

which stands in my name, viz.—
' Tbia Council recommends to the Governor-General in Council that the pe^ons detain-

ed^n India without trial and those imprisoned under the sentences passed by Martial Law'

Courts be released or, failing that, be given an (^p<»tunity of jooving their innocence ia

regular Courts.'

In inviting the Government of India to release the remaining prisoners

detained iinder Acts which the Government of India is appointing a Committee

to repeal, I am only asking that all those who have not been given a chance

of proving their innocence be released. I must, however, acknowledge the

resry careful consideration which His Excellency the Viceroy and his Govern-

ment have always given to any proposals placed before them. If His

Excellency had permitted me tapublishthe long interview he gave me over

the Punjab affair, he would have escaped much of the crud criticism to which

he has been subjected. I found Sir Edward Maclagan no less anxious to

help. Indeed, he told me to bring any hard cases that came to me to him.

The kind consideration he gave to all the cases and his unfailing courtesy

and patient courage in spite of many difficulties have won for him the

confidence and the respect of the people. From my long experience of the

^Government of India, dating back to the days of the late Malabari, I am
glad to say I have never known a good cause fail. It is not, theresfore, to

embarrass the Government that I am moving the Resolution, but to lead the

Government to paths of justice which win for it the confidence of the world.

The Government have admitted that some men who were detained were

wrongly detained. Some of the influential and powerful men who were then

apprehended are now occupying positions of responsibility and trust. Why,
then, should the poor men be still under detention ? My Honourable friend

Sir William "Vincent will soon tell us that their cases have been carefully

scrutinised and some of them revised by two Judges. I do not for a moment
doubt that the evidence as it stands has been carefully considered, but my
submission is, and I am sure Sir William Vincent from his loni^ experience of

judicial work in India will admit, that prosecution evidence is of httle value

generally. Do you not agree with me, Sir William ?

The Honourable Sir William Vincent : If I may say so, I certainly do
not agree.

The Honourable Sardar Jogendra Singh : In & great many cases where
prosecution evidence seems altogether complete apd without a single flaw, it)

fails altogether in ordinary Courts every day. Take the case of Mr. I^bh Singh,

Earrister-at-Law. The Martial Law Court held that he was against the dis-

order and helped the Government and yet he was given a long sentence. Mr.

Labh Singh was released and is now the President of the Gujranwala Municipal

Board. Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram told me of a poor man from the United
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Provinces whose master*seiit him to get a pair of eye-glasses mended and wK<r
bappened to be in the crowd when it was fired upon, and received a pellet

which was considered sufficient evidence of his being party to waging war
against His Majesty's Government. I am not going to weary the Council by
further details which can be easily traced in the Hunter and the Congress
Committee E&ports. As for, some of the political prisoners, and the Sikh
prisoners specially, I am- bound to say that some of them are detained for

expressing opinions which are now expressed everywhere. At one time the
Merest mention of Swaraj was sedition, and to-day His Eoyal Highness, the
Duke of Connaught spoke of Swaraj as the goal of responsible government^
I ask this Council, is it fair to detain these men ?

I will come to the point directly. It used to be said that under British

rulft the tiger and the goat drank from the same fountain ; to-day judgment of

common opinion on the question is cynical. Sir Williain Vincent will perh^pa
rise aid defend what has been done. I appeal to him to defend justice, rough
justice, yes, but justice. Nothing has done more harm in the Punjab than

the attempt at camouflage that foUowed ; and m this .way the fair name of the

Province won in many a battlefield under the British flag was besmirched

to cover errors of judgment. People in the village understand justice and
clemency, and they know the facts ; when justice, miscarries they say it has

been miscarried and their verdict is final. Popular opinion holds many a man
now in jail wholly innocent. I have rarely in my long experience found this

judgmeiit wrong.

A belief is abroad that men of influence have been released, while the cause

of the weak and the poor has found little sympathy. The moving words of

His Rojtal Highness are ringing in our ears, the Government has been largely

ladianised, the dawn of a nev era is on its wing calling for clemency and
British justice, holding every man innocent till the contrary is proved in aa
open Court of law. That is why I appeal to you to recommend to the Govern-

ment the release of prisoners who have not been given the chance : ana failing

that, permit them to have their innocence provedi I have no doubt that the

Resolution will be whole-heartedly supported by this Council, particularly by
my European Colleagues, for on them rests the greater responsibility to uphold

and vindicate British justice and British honour and thus strengthen the' links

of partnership.

The Hon'ble Sir William Vincent : * * * * * *

Now let me titrn to the subject-matter of the Resolution. I have hitherto

merely attempted to divest this Resolution of all these side-issues which

arg really not concerned with it— these attempts to make out that men
are in jail for the ' Komagata Maru ' affair, that men are in jail under the

martial law regime, for wanting Swa'faj, and so on. I say that these are

absolute misstatements of the facts. What are the facts about the martial

law courts ?.and what persons are now under detention without trial at all 1

I refer agp.in for one moment to the wording of the Resolution. It begins by
a reference to '-persons detained in India without trial.' Now, if I tell this

Council that there are three persons only detained without trial in thq
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whole of In dia, will th.4tt satisfy iiheta. ? Three peAons, two meii arrested

for conspiracy in the. North-West ^^rontier Province, whose cases are now
unde I consideration by the Foreign and Political Department, and one Arab:

about whom I am afraid the Home Department have Uttle or no information,

and -with whom this" Resolution is Tiot concerned; So that/ so far as the

release of persons detaiaed without trial is concerned, the answer is very

simple—there are none except those three that I have mentioned at any
rate. That is my information.

Now let me come to the persons who were convicted. The Honourable

Member has cited a certain number of cases in which he said men were wrongly

convicted. I do not know whether that is so or not. But I do know that

the Government, madfe every, effort to secure the immediate release of any
person about whose case there was any possible doubt. And when I cite the

figures to this Council, I beUeve that I shall be able to satisfy them that this is

so. . Now the facts are as follows :—There were 1^779—I hope Honourable
Members will note these figures, which are important—persons convicted in

connection with the disturbanbes in the Punjab last year. I believe that

aproximately 1,700 have "now been released, some on expiry of reduced sen-

tences, some on remission Or pardon. The real point, however, is that there are

86 persons only now in jail for offences connected with the Punjab disorders.

We did everything we could at the time of the King's Amnesty, and from

the date on which disorder ceased, we have unceasingly endeavoured to give

full weight both to the Amnesty proclaimed by the King and to every poUtical

consideration for the ^ercise of clemency. I say farther that there is no

persotf^vho can be alleged,to have been convicted of what can be fairly called a

political offence now under.detention unless you call murder and similar crimes

political offences. Of these 86, I may add that originally all but four were

sentenced to death or transportation for life, and the sentsncas have been very

largely reduced. The Honourable Member said that these men did not have

proper trials and that no steps were taken to sift the evidence. Of these 86 men
now in jail, the cases of 72 were reviewed by two Judges, one being an Indian

Judg"! frpm another Province, and both, I may say^ Judges of the High Court.

I wi.l show latsr what their report on these cases was. As a matter of fact,

of these 86 mon 6 were not tried at all by martial law commissioners at all, but.

by tribunals of another character. Further, from time to time, since the dis-

orders were suppressed the Government of India have been in communication,

with the local Government on this subject, as to whether it would be safe to

release any more of these, prisoners, and the opinion has been expressed that in

present conditions this would be unsafe, and when I recite the offences for which
these men have been convicted I believe this Council will agree with that

opinion. Far from saying that these men were not properly tried, what did

the Hunter Committee say ? They said

:

' It is not within the scope of the inquiry with which we have been entrusted for us

to consider individually the different cases presented to the tribunals. Without, however,
expressing any opinion whether, in any particular case, a right or wrong conclusion wa«
reached.'

That alone contradicts the statement made by the Honouroble Mover that
th e Committee expressed the view that men were wrongly convicted.
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' Without, however, expressing an opinion we desire to make one or two
general remarks upon points arising in connection with the institution and working of these

Ciourts. The substitution of tribunals, similar to those under the Defence of India Act,

for courts-martial ensured that cases would be tried more in consonance with the rules

prevailing in Civil Courts than would otherwise have been the case. A copy of the rules

dealing with the preliminary stages of a trial before the Commission and with the procedure

to be followed at the actual trial was submitted to us. The trials seem to have been correctly

described to us as lengthy, detailed and careful,'

That is their verdict on it.

When we come to the remarks of the reviewing Judges, they also said that

the Judges ol these Courts were entitled to great consideration—I think those

were the words, and, having regard to the fact that these tribunals were in

most cases presided over by a High Court Judge, I think the remarks were

justified.

We were, however, very anxious that all these cases should be carefully

investigated, and we appointed two Judges to review them and I want to cite

their remarks on some of these cases.. We have exg.mined them ourselves

repeatedly. Here is one case, Harnam Singh's. This man was concerned ip

the attempt to murder Mr. Wale. I do not know whether Honourable Members
are sufficiently familiar with the details of this unfortunate case. ' What did

the Judges say ?

' We consider the guilt of the convict proved beyond all doubt We have
no recommendation to make.'

The actual position is this, that we have carefully examined these cases.

We have released persons convicted in any ease in which the offence could be
described as of a minor character. We haye only detained in jail those men
who were guilty of serious offences such as murder, arson, dacoity and wrecking

of railway trains with resulting injury to human life and property. Those
are the only men who have been kept in jail at present. I see that in the

motion of the Honourab'e Member he has contended or rather suggested that

there might be a re-trial of these cases. He has not referred to that in his

speech, and I think every Member of this Council will admit that it is really a4
impossibility that such a course would be, in point of fact, a legal impossibility.

The men have been tried and cannot be tried again : there is an end of it,

and even if such a course were legal, it would be impossible after the lapse of so

inuch time to secure any kind of evidence, and any new trial would mean the

re-awakening of bitter fe'elings and unrest throughout the Province to an
extent which nobody could desire. As to a further review of the cases', they

have already been reviewed by two Judges, and! am hot willing to cast anjr

slur upon their work by getting the same work done again, knowing that they

are both Judges of eminence and very just and impartidl'of&cers. '' We are left

therefore with the question of release.

Now, if there is one person, I suppose, who would be anxious to exercise

clemency, if it were possible, it is His Excellency Sir Edward Maclagan. ,

Those who haye any acquaintance with his admini?tra,tion in the Punjab,

those who are intiinately acquainted with him as I am, kuow how anxious he
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tas been always to exercise the utmost clemency in all the cases, and it is not

without reason that he says that he cannot agree to release the men now with

due regard to public safety. Honourable Members of this Council are aware

of the state of unrest that prevails in the Punjab and of the dangerous

and anxious time through which the officials and non-officials of that Pro*;

Vince are passing. Dangerous elements are now abroad in parts of >the

J*rovince working up disorder to a serious, and, in my opinion, a dangerous,

degree—so dangerous is the position that 1 have niyself, on the invitation of

His Excellency Sir Edward Maclagan, thought it necessary in the past month
to proceed twice to Lahore to discuss the situation with him, and I am satisfied

that it would be imsafe, in the public interests at this moment, to add to any of

those elements of disorder. We have released all prisoners that it is safe- to

release ?- we have gone to the verge of safety ; only these 86 men are left in

jail all of whom are convicted of the gravest ofEences. Is this Council going

to take the responsibility of advising the Government of India to let loose men
of this character—desperate criminals who iiave been tried and convicted of

grave ofEences—upon the community at large at this juncture ?

Turning now to a large number of men who have been released under the

Amnesty, has their conduct been such as entirely to justify us ? Have we be^
treated with any consideration by many of them 1 What have many done ?

^hey have concentrated attacks on Government. Many of them are engaged

in promoting serious disaffection and disorder. I am not in the least afraid of

naming some of them. I will say that two men who were interned and
were released at the. Amnesty, Muhammad Ali and Shaukat Ali, have never

done anjrthing but preach disffection against the Government ever since they

were released ; that they Jiave done their best to stir up disorder and almost

revolution. In these circumstances, are you going to ask the Government,
which has already proceeded far—too far as many think and possibly not

without reason—at a moment of the gravest danger to proceed further and
release a large number of dangerous criminals 1 I hope not.

Now having regard to the points which I have placed before the Council,"

namely, 1,700 of these men have already been released and that we have
now under detention only those men whom we believe to be really dangerous,

men who have been convicted of serious crime ; having regard to the fact that

His Excellency Sir Edward Maclagan—a Governor whose mind is always
attuned to mercy—^is averse to this action, and having regard to the fact that

the condition of the Punjab is now such that it would in my judgment, and, I

believe, in the judgment of the local Government, be unsafe to release these

desperate criminals at this moment, I ask this Coimcil to reject this

Kesolution. I am quite prepared, however, if the Honourable Member puts

before me any individual cases which for good reason he thinks deserve re-

examination or re-consideration, to go into them ; but I ask the Council at this

moment not to embarrass the whole of the administration by,, calling upon
Government to release wholesale a lot of criminals upon the Province at thja

dangerous juncture. .

The repolutibn was, by leave of the Council, withdrawn.
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15. DEBATE ON THE EXCHANGE SITUATION.

17th March 1921. ,

The Honourable Mr. Kale : Sir, the Resalutiou which I beg to move
runs as follows :

—

' This Council recommendsto the Governor-General in Council the urgent necessity of

an inquiry by a special representative committee into the exchange situation with a view to

suggest suitable remedies to relieve the existing tension connectied therewith and to con-

sider if it is not desirable to propose an alteration in the exchange value of the rupee fixed

by law, and a modifioaticai o>f the_currency system so as to place it on a gold standard basis.

* * * * Coming to the first aspect, let me briefly

put the whole situation before this House. But in doing so, I do not wish

to take up much of the time of the Council, inasmuch as most Honourable

Members are acquainted with the way in which the exchange situation

has developed during the last six months. As Honourable , Members are

aware, the rupee in this country has long been hnked to the English

sovereign and the ratio has been one rupee equivalent to 16 pence. During

the period of the war, on account of various causes into wliich it is not

necessary for me to go at this stage, on account of the contribution that

India made towards the successful prosecution of the war, on account

of the rise in prices of ordinary comnwdities all over the world, on account

of the strain which was put upon the available supplies of sitv<ar, on

account of the consequent rise in the price of tliat metal and on account of

the impossibility, of India receiving payment in gold for its exports, the Govern-

ment found it necessary to raise the exchange value of the rupee from 16 pence^

at which level it had remained formaity years. The exchange was raised by

steady stages till eventually it went to the neighbourhood of 28d^, but the

Government did not know where the exchange would stabilize itself. The

situation was so uncertain that the Secretary of State found it necessary to order

aninquiryinto the whole question, and that question was as to where the

excbaEge value of the rupee should be' established. That was one of the chief

terms of reference given to the Canmittee which began its work in the month

of May 1919. The recommendations of that Committee, which were published

at the beginning of last year, were that the rupee should be stabihsed at 2

shillings (gold) and that other measures, should be taken in order to carry

into effect this policy.

The recommendations made by the Committee were accepted by the Sec-

retary of State and whole-heartedly supported by the Government of India.

It was in consonance with that policy that the Government of India found it

necessary to sell Reverse Councils on a very large scale, and those Reverse

Councils happened to be sold at a rate which was considerably higher than the

market rate which prevailed for the time being. The justification for the

policy of Government was- that inasmuch as the recommendation of the

Currency Committee had been accepted that the equivalent of the rupee should

be 24 pence (gold), Reverse Councils had to be sold if effect was to be given

to that policy. There were loud protests against the reckless sale of Reverse

Councils, and the Government realised very soon afterwards that it could not

maintain the exchange at 24 penee gold, an-d it came downtathfe rata of 2i

C34Ht).
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pence sterling. Even the new rate CGitld not be given eflect to later and tilti-

mately—about the month of Sept ember last year—it had to be abandoned.

But the policy was not abandoned before legislative sanction was secured for

the high rate of exchange, viz.. 2id^ (gold). Government was told ;
—

' You have
not succeeded in giving effect to the recommendations of the Currency Com^
mittee

;
you were in a hurry to give effect to the main recommendations ; wait

and see how it will turn out before, you legislate.' As I said, the Government
persisted in jts policy and the rupee was fixed at 24 pence gold. AU financial

calculations were made on that basis, and even in the year to coijie you will

see the effect which calculations made on that basis will have, though allowances

have been made. A large number of Indian merchants were under the im-

pression that th^y would be doing well if they ordered goods from abroad

owing to the very favourable conditions then existing and on account of what
they regarded as an assurance from Government that every effort would be

made to maintain the exchange at 24 pence sterling, if not at 24 pence gold,

and here an important point arises.

On behalf of Government it was contended that no promise was made and

that no assurance was given that Government would maintain at any cost the

high exchange value of the rupee. " On the other hand, merchants found

that their goods were flooding the harbours and quays and that they were not

able to take delivery and that they were faced with enormous losses. They said :

' We were under the impression—and the Government is responsible for that

impression—that the exchange would be maintained at 24 pence sterling if not

at 24 pence gold.' Prices have gone down in the markets while importers

have to pay the old high prices. Contracts were made when it was expected

that certain prices would rule and a certain exchange, rate would also rule.

But what da v/e find ? We find that the prices have collapsed and the

exchange has alsa collapsed. The difficulty, therefore, is a double one, difficulty

in connection with the, rate of exchanga, and the difficulty in connection with

prides. The market is, ftooded with goods at the present lime and there is no
demand. How are merchants, to meet their contracts ? How are they to carry

on their business ? Even thoijgh they are willing to fulfil their contracts, how
a,re they practically to do it ?• ^Q,yernmeiit say that they are not responsible

for what haS( happened ; that it is a matter in which two parties, buyers and
sellers, are concerned and that they have nothing to do with it, as they have
rnade no. promises. The strongest objection has here been taken to certain

statements, which have been made by the Honourable the Finance Member
when he -said soraething about the commercial morality of the import mef*

chants. This is what the Honourable the Finance Hermber said :

' Ordinary commercial prudence should have, led merchants to cover their exchanga
Common commercial morality should at all events prevent those who desire to dishon:
our their contraots from ple9,ding so unsubstautiaj an excuse as,th.& ^ailui;e of Government
to, make its policy good.'

I am not here to plead the cause of import merchants. I do not want to

speak on behalf of any class of commercial people. I am hereto deal with
the question as a detached student of the commercial and general economis
conditions of the country, I want to look at, the question from the gener^
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citizen's poitil of view, from the point of view of tlie nation as a whole. And
yet, I cannot but feel that this attitude on the part of Government is abso-
lutely unjustified. Government say they are not responsible. I cannot
understand how they are nol. If there is want of comm,ercial morality on
the part of importers, can they not retort and say :

' If there is want of

commercial morality on our side, have Government carried out their pledge 1

Have they fulfilled their promise V In a few minutes I hope I shall be
able to convince Honourable Members what is the responsibility of Govern-
ment. The very fact that we have in this country a Gold Exchange standard

devolves on Government the responsibility of maintaining the exchange.

Apart from that. Government deliberately assumed that responsibility.

They said :
' This is the policy recommended by the Currency Committee.

We whole-heartedly accept it.' Not only that. They began to carry out

that policy and they tried to do it against loud and universal protests on the

part of the country. Then in the month of June they declared for 24cZ. ster-

ling. In September they came to the Legislature and asked for legislative

authority for the rate of Md. gold. In the face of these are the importers.

not correct in carrying away the impression that Government want to Stab*

ilize exchange at 24d. sterling ? What can any business man have done

in those circumstances 1 Here is a Governrnent which is ordinarily responsible

for the maintenance of the exchange, a Government which has wasted 55

jnilUons of India's wealth in a vain attempt to maintain the e^tchange. ., Here

is a Government which has gone to the Legislature for sanction to maintain,

the rate of exchange at 2id. gold. The law is passed and yet Government

say that they are not responsible. If an all-powerful Government--! may be

pardoned for saying so—cannot foresee the future, how can, importers foresee

the future 1 How can they be expected to cover their operations 1 On what

basis can they cover their operations in the face of so much uncertainty about

the future ?
' Of course I am not one of those who argue :

' Well, you have

made youi bed ;
you must lie on it.' At the same time I cannot refrain from

saying that Government cannot shirk their responsibility. They must assume

the responsibihty which belongs to them. They cannot turn on the importers

and say that their business poUcy is lacking in morality when the same charge

can be brought to them that they have not been able to carry out their own
declared poUcy. What is a promise ? What is a pledge ? Need it be a

written bond ? Is not the very system a sufficient promise 1 Are not the

measures taken by Government a sufficient promise to the importers ?

The reason why I bring in the question of permanent arrangements m the

second part of my Kesolution is that during the next few months the situation

with regard to exchange will have to be watched and a permanent policy

adopted. There is, I may tell the Council, a good deal of very strong feeling

in the country relating to this question. Rightly or wrongly, there is sus--

picion abroad with regard to Government's financial policy, and if confidence

is to be restored it can be done only by a pubUc inquiry. But it will be said,

how can an inquiry be made into conditions relating to exchange and cur-

rency, when we do not know what will happen to-morrow ? I do not mean

to suggest that the Committee, of Inquiry will be immed.'a'ely aTile to
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propose a particular rate of exchange. I do not mind if it is 16d. or 18d. or

whatever it may be. I want an inquiry and I strongly feel that in the near

future such an enquiry should be made. I want to warn the Government that

there is a feeling in the minds of the people thai the Government of India

cannot control its own exchange policy. The Finance Member himself dec*

lined to give the information that was asked for in this connection. Ha
said :

—

' We have frequently been asked to explain how far the persistence in the selling of

Reverse Councils on the system first adopted was due to our deliberate choice, or how far-

the responsibility lay with the home authorities. Particular emphasis has been laid on the
failure to adopt the system of sale by competitive tender. I regret that it is not withiii

the power of Government to answer these inquiries.

The .Council will, of course, draw its own conclusion. The conclusion is

obvious. If that is so, is it not desirable _^that an inquiry should be made in

this country largely by experts from India, by people who are interested in the

affairs of India and who have got a stake in the country ? Is it not necessary

that such an inquiry should be made 1 Whenever an attack is made upon
Government with reference to its exchange policy, it cries :

' Hold, hold, I

have a partner in this business .' We know that Government has a partner

in this business and that he is the predominant partner. Now the spirit of the

reforms is, we have been told, that the people in this country will be consulted

more and more as to the national policy to be adopted. We have been told

that though the people have no real power in the Central Government, we
shal be able to inflaenoe the decision of the Government. How are we going

to do this unless the people of this country are consulted and consulted in due
time i It is no use in itituting a committee for making an inquiry when
Government is in a position to confront them with an- accomplished fact.

Already there is evidence in the speech of the Honourable'the Finance Mem-
ber that he is calculating aU along on the basis of a ]jise to 2id. exchange.

Whether it is 24d. sterling or 24c?. gold he has not told us, but all calculations

have been made on that basis. Then, again, he teUs us that the time for sup-

porting exchange at 24:d. gold or sterling will arrive, that the psychological

moment will arrive once more, when the balance of trade will be in favour of

India. I cannot understand this attitude. Is it meant that Reverse Councils

will be sold when exchange will rise to the neighbourhood of 24:d. sterling 1

We do not want the Government to make up its mind with regard to the

future pohcy. We know that all those grounds on'which the recommendations
of the last Currency Committee were made haye been cut ofE from under our
feet. There was the argument of high prices. There was the argument of the

price of silver. All those arguments have gone. Circumstances have entirely

changed. Everything is in a flux. Exchange has gone down to 15d. Is it

not the proper time to consider what our future policy will be ? Or will

the time come when something or other has happened and Government is

in a position to say, ' Well we have arrived at this stage that we do not think
an inquiry is necessary.' I should like to give here the story of a gentle-

man, gharitably disposed, whd had at the gate of his house a signboard.
Beggars used to come at a certain hour to his house to beg for alms. On one
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sids of tlie board was a legend ' Too early,' and on the other side ' Too late
*

and they were alternately displayed. Tiiis is what happened with regard to

Indian currency. -It is too early to make an inquiry because we do not know
what is going to happen. Something or other does happen and then Govern-

ment says, ' It is too late : we have already reached a certain stage when an
inquiry would be of no use.' I do not want that the Govprnraent should take

upon itself the responsibilitj''. We have already had sufficient experience in tha

past, and there are admissions in the speech of ths Honourable the Finance

Member himself that mistakes have been committed. Why should Government
pursue their policy without consulting the wishes of the people, I do not see.

Why should we once more leave our exchange policy to drift 1 Whenever an
inquiry is asked for, the same thing happens. We have had enough experience

in the past. The Imperial Legislative Council and the public outside com-
plained, and bitterly complained, with regard to high prices. Government

said, ' It is no use having an inquiry made ; our currency system is yet too

young to be disturbed.' All the same an inquiry did come. When later

the Government's currency policy was again attacked in England and in

India in 1912, Government said, 'It is no use appointing a commission

or committee of any kind.' But the Chamberlain Committee did come.

So that, I think, that the Governntient will have to make an inquiry, and tha

earlier the better. I know their diffi3ulties ; I am not minimising them. I

know that a Committee even of archangels will not be able to find a proper

solution. for the exchange rate at the present moment. But I am now speak-

ing of the immed ate future and if the Government says, ' Well,' when the

time comes for an inquiry, we will take the necessary measures then. I say

that the question must not be disposed of in this fashion. There is a very

strong feeling in the county about ib. People realise the difficulties of Gov-
ernment, of course, but Government, on the other hand, have alienated the

sympathies of those very classes who have stood by Government, classes who
have a stake in the country. They feel that there is something sinister in

the Government's policy, some influence around and behind the Government

t;hat is working to their detriment. These influential classes have been driven

to desperation. Government will be giving a handle to its enemies by refusing

an inquiry. Let it be a public nquiry made in India^an nquiry that will

inspire coufidence in the minds of Indians whatever the result. The Govern-

ment has committed mistakes in the past. Even this Committee might make
mistakes. In England when all the direct consequences of the war were in

full swing, a Currency Committee was appointed to make inquiries, and
this Committee made recommendations for the restoration of old currency

conditions after the war. Similar committees are always appointed under the

like circumstances, and I hope that this House will support me in my request

that Government should not, wherever it is possible, resist an inquiry, and that

they should take into consideration the strong feeling that exi jbs in the country

on this subject, and that having taken aU these facts into considdrafcion they

should support the request I have made.

With these words, Sir, I move the Resolution. '
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The Honourabls Sir Alexander Murray *****.
The first part of the Resolution recommends the appointment of a Com-
mittee to sugg'^.st suitable remedies to relieve the existing tension. Now
our Honourable friend has told us in very general terms what the existing

tension is, and with reference chiefly to the attitude of certain dealers who
refused or delayed to pay their drafts toless at a different exchange rate

from that now ruUng. He points out that goods were ordered from Home
on certain assurances—well, they took thc^m for assurances—on the part

of government. The point we have to gat at is really who. is to blame for

thsse goods being ordered from Home on such a wholesale scale and who
is to be held responsible ? Let us admit even that a mistake was made in

connection with"the report of the Babington Smith Committee, and even in

connection with the action that was taken'on it. That Committee form-

ed their recommendations largely on the understanding that silver, as our

Honourable friend pointed out, would remain high, and a;lso largely on the

und'^rstanding that exports would exceed imports and give a large balance of

trade in favour of India. I take it that these were the outstanding features of

the report, and I do not think on the whole that we can blame them, because

in 1914-1915 at the beginning of the war silver ranged between 23 pence and

27 pence per ounce'. In 1919, when the Babington Smith Committee was con-

sidering the matter, it was as high as 79 pence per ounce.

When the report was promulgated and the necessary action was taken

on it, silver was away up at 89 pence. Now I do consider that the Commit! ea

and the Government both had to take into account these very remarkable

figures in framing the report and taking action on it, and I am quite sure that

neither the Committee nor the Government nor, I believe, any member of the

public, ever realised that we were to-day to have silver down at 32 or 33 pence,

as it is at the present moment. So rcujh for silver.

Now, as regards- the balance of trade. I .think that here also thg, Babing^

ton Smith Committee and the Government of India were largely justified in

assuming that the balance of trade would continue in favour of India.

B }cause , if j^ou take the five pre-war years, the average balance of trade in favour

of India so far as Indian merchandise only is concerned—I am taking only

these figures because it is only the interests of importers with which rcj

Honourable friend is concernei—showed a^n excess of exforbs over imports

of Rs. 78 crores. In the five years of the war the average was Rs. 7f>rTores per

amum, and in the last financial year ending the 31st March 1920, the exports

of Indian mechandise exceeded imports by no less than Rs. 119 crores. In

other words. Sir, excluding this year, for the 11 years ending March 1920,

the balance of trade was altogether in favour of India, the avcKge being to the

extent of Rs. 6|- crores or Rs. 6| crores every month. Now, eve n in the first

months of this year, that is to say during Jaouary, February, March, April

and May, the balance of trade was still in favour of India to the extent of over

Rs. 6 crores monthly. That being so, I think that we were all more or less

justified in assuming that there would continue a favourable balance of trade

so far as Indian merchandise was concerned. The point is that exception is

now being taken to the hig'h rate of exchange, no matter how that was arrived
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at. I w-ould like to remind my Honourable friend ttat exctange had risen very

Iiigh before ever the Babington Smith Committee reported and before any actiQn

was taken by the Government of India. As a matter of fact, exchange began

rising in a small way in 1917 when it was at from 1 • 4 to 1 • 5 ; iii 1918 it rose to

1 6d. and in 1919 it had risen steadily by steps-to 2 -id., that is in May to 1 "Sc?,,

August 1-lOei., September 2s., November 2-2(^., and December 2-id. That

was before the Babington Smith Committee reported at all and before any
action was taken on their report. When ^he Committee's report was published

exchange was actually at 2 • id.

Now I take it that my friend Professor Kale was quite in favour of

exchange being raised by these steps up 2 'id. At least, I have read publica-

tions by Professor Kale which lead me to believe that he preferred, when
silver was high, exchange being raised and following silver to debasement of

coinage, that is to say, reducing the silver contents of the rupee. So that

I think we may take it that up to the time the Babington Smith Committee

reported, our friend, the Mover of the Resolution, was quite in favour of

the steps that had been taken. I think myself—we are speaking after the

event and we can aUsay it—that probably Government did make a mistake ih

taking the action that resulted in pushing exchange up to 2-\Qd. ; but so far

as this question of importers and the Government 's responsibility to importers

is concerned, I beg to point out tha,t exchange did not stop up there very long,.

It only moved up m February 1920 to 2 -Sc^., and to 2 lOi., and for four weeks;

there were sales made at 2 10c?. Then for the next four weeks the rate droppej

to 2-Qd., 2-ld., 2-5d., and 2-id., or so. That is to say, the abnormally high
rates lasted only a couple of montlis, in February and March 1920. In April,

May and June of that year exchange continued at 2 •4(?., and 2" 5tZ., practically

where it was before the Babington Smith Committee reported or any action was

'

taken by the Government on that report. I am not speaking here as to markiefe

rates ; 1 am only dealing with the Government's own rates for Reverse

Councils, and to tell the truth, I feel that in introducing this question of Reverse
Councils a red herring is being drawn across the trial, because it does not concern

this question of high exchange or low exchange except in so far as selling

Reverse Councils kept up exchange, whjch would otherwise have fallen, and
in so far that had fewer Reverse Councife been sold there would be more money
now available to maintain the gold staiidard exchange policy of the Govern-

ment of India. But we need not take that into account at the present moment.
Let us assume th'at*Government are to blame. Government are always to

blame, of course, when anything goes wxong, and I can point out steps taken

where, I think, the Government were to blame. But Professor Kale goes

further and says, not only were they to blame, but they^must accept responsi-

bility for everything that has happened. Now let us assume that they are

going to accept the refponsibility and that this committee is going to be
appointed; what are the claims that will have to be met ? What claims will

importers who have refused or delayed to take up their drafts lay before

Government and this committee ? One of the first things to be taken into

account would be, when were these contracts placed regarding which our

Honourable friend lias spoken in such affecting terms ? Were thej placed
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before the 2iid February 1920, that is to say, when the Babington Smith

Committee reported and exchange was at 2 -id., or were they placed after

September 1920, by which time Government had clearly indicated that they

were not' to take any further steps by way of selling Reverse Councils ? If

before February 1920 or after September 1920, I think we must more or less

rule them out of account, and that only leaves a period of practically 8 months

in between, during which exchange ranged from 2 lOd. down to 1 • lie?.

Now the next point we would have to find out would be for what deliveries

contracts were placed. Will claims arise in respect of due date differences or

in respect of actual delivery date differences ? That is to say,''will the importer

rest his claim on the date on which his contract fell due or on the date when

he actually got the goods ?

Then, further, there will be all sorts of disputes to settle as regards quan-

tities. We know that when we could not get things during the war, we

ordered 10 in the hope of getting 1, and then we again ordered 10 in order to

get another 1. For som.e time we used to get 1 and 1 for the 10 and 10

ordered, making 2 ; but suddenly we began to get the 10 and the 10 making

the 20 and that is what is largely at the bottom of the trouble at the present

time. We suddenly began to receive the 10 and 10 ordered, and so naturally

we are in trouble. We cannot help being in trouble in the circumstances.

Now, having worked to get all tMs information, the next point is on what

basis are the committee going to recommend a settlement in particular cases ?

I should iust like to give you one or two cases that will have to be settled.

The Honourable Member said he did not wish to go into details ; but I do not

think a committee should *)e appointed unless you are prepared to go into

details. We will have to take up the question whether the seller on' the other

side delivered the proper quantities at the proper time, and if not, who is to be

responsible, the man here or the man on the other side ? Almost certainly the

man on the other side over whoni we can have no control. Then, perhaps the

buyer on this side did not fix his exchange when he might have done. How
.can we say what difficulties stood in the way of his fixing his exchange and

how are we to apportion the blame ? Then again, let us take the case of say

three different persons. Take the buyer A, who took delivery and stood up

to his losses when the sfuff came forward. Take another buyer B, who, after

some delay, compromised with his seller and the other parties concerned to

take up the goods and share the losses amongst them, .^nd take the buyer C

(for whom largely my Honourable friend is now speaking, I take it) who has

refused or delayed to do anything.

Now, how axe the Government to apportion the claims to be put forT^-ard

by those three different persons 1 Take also the case where goods have been

lying in docksheds and on the quays incurring very heavy storage charges.

Who is to decide the party responsible for this ? What is to be done where

the markets have gone against all three buyers. A's loss is least because

he took up his contract. C's loss is greatest because he has done nothing

but howl and expects Government to do something to put him in a better

position.
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Professor Kale said in the course of his remarks that something should

be done by the Government similar to what was done in 1914. I largely

agree with what was done in 1914, but was that not largely a matter of arrange-

ment between the different parties ? It is very much the same here. Gov-

ernment did not really do anything ; they simply left it to the buyers to make
their own arrangements. It. is not feasible to argue that Government should'

exercise any influence on the manufacturers at Manchester in regard to the

controversy that is- going on at present at Home., What would happen if

the Government of India approach the Manchester merchants, and asked

them to go easy ? They would say ' Youhave just jumpesd the export duty

on us. Why should we go easy 1' It has gone up from 7|- to 11 and for ali

we know it may possibly go up to 12|. What consideration would the Man-
chester manufact'i^rs give to us if Government were to intervene ? I do'

not think that (jovernment could usefully intervene between the Manchester
merchants and the merchants out here, at the present moment. At the same,

time, I do believe that some measure of compromise might be arrived at bet-

ween sellers on the other side and buyers on this side. I have every sympathy
with importers in this country, but the acceptance of this Resolution for the-

appointment'of a committee will not make matters easier for anyone, in;

view of what the position is now, and it is therefore with much reluctance-

that I am qompelled to differ from the Honourable the Mover as to the neces-

sity of even appointing a committee of this description. Now I have taken

BO long over the first part of the Resolution, which is really the important part,

that I must deal briefly with the second portion, namely, that- dealing with

the proposed alteration in the exchange value of the rupee fixed by law, and
^he modification of the currency system so as t(f place it on a gold standard

basis. We have had various standards in India. We have had both gold

and silver standards. Down to 1893 we had a silver standard, and then the

introduction of a gold standard was recommended. I suppose my Honourable
friend Professor Kale will say it was really through the adtdnistrative action

of the Government that the proposed gold standard has been developed into a

gold exchange standard. At the very end of his Resolution he suggests that

the gold exchange standard should be scrapped and replaced by an effective

gold standard. I do not think myself that we should be justified in even
considering this in the present state of affairs. In any event, the Babington
Smith Committee made their position clear in this connection. For in their

report I see the foUowing-r-" Indian trade is not likely to suffer any permanent
injury from the fixing of exchange at a high leveL If, contrary to expecta-

tion, a great and rapid fall in world prices were to take place, and if the costs of

production in India fail to adjust themselves with equal rapidity to the lower

level of prices, then it might be necessary to consider the problem afresh."

I do think, Sir, that a time will come for discussing the problem afresh,

but I do not think, having regard to the present state of flux and the abnormal
conditions, that any committee, such as that suggested, could do useful work
yet in setting matters straight. I therefore cannot give my support to the
Resolution which has been moved by the Honourable Mr. KaK

C34HD
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Sir Maneekji Dadabhoy : * * * * My friend has

aaid that it is the duty of the Government to run to the rescue of these

uniortunate importers, and that, if the Government takes it into its head

to help these importers, it will be able to- do a great deal. It was also

suggested that it was the duty of the manufacturers to meet half way thes»

hnpoitera, and thait, if a committee of the nature suggested was appointed,

it would immediately restore confidence and that it would be in a posi-

tion to give some solution of this controversiai question, I wish that was

BO; If a committee could be appointed which could lay certain concrete

proposals before Government for adoption, which would mitigate the

severity of the situation, I would readily vote for the appoiotment of such

a committee. But my experience of these committees has been different,

I am not standing here to, defend the action of Government in any way. I

should not be misunderstood.. Government certainly made a mistake, in -

the first instance, in accepting the report of the Babington Smith's Committee,

and acting upon it at a time when exchange, as pointed out by my friend Sir

Alexander Murray, since 1917, was gradually becoming favourable to this coun-

'try. My friend says that because Government accepted the recommendations

of that committee and took some action, it is its duty now to move further in

the matter and come to the rescue of the importers in their critical condition.

The logical result of this argument, Sir, is this. Government did make one

mistake and there was a muddle over this business. Let the Government
now appoint another committee and make another mistake, and let the people

suffer further. That is the only result of my Honourable friend's arguments, •

I have carefully listened to the arguments of my friend. He spoke from the

standpoint of a student of politics, a student of economics, and so far as the

academical aspect of the discussion is concerned, I quite agree with him. I

am speaking to-day, Sir, as one of the people who have suffered by this ter-

rible fall in exchange, and I say that the remedy which is suggested is worse

than the disease. What can this committee possibly do I What are the

data upon which this new committee can possibly proceed ? I have been a

student of commercial and financial columns of the public press for some time

past, and I have read, studied, and at times examined the proposals that have
been placed from time to time for the settlement of this important question.

But in all this discussion one main point is lost sight of, and that is, that in

this matter of exchange between England and India, it is not only monetary
considerations and other causes such as prices of foodstuffs, etc., that govern
the exchange, but there are world factors which cannot be ignored. If an
international commission was appointed to consider the question of interna-
tional exchange and how it directly affected other countries, probably some
good might result out of an investigation of that character. But here what
remedy is suggested ? My Honourable friend suggeststhe appointment of a
local representative committee, I expected my Honourable friend to have
first pointed out to the Council at least the personnel of such a committee, and
we could have then at once known, or at any rate his proposal would have
made some impression upon this Council, and would havegiiided it in coming
to a conclusion whether or not to accept the proposal suggested by my Honouf-
able friend. To my mind, I cannot think of any man at present who can
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SsuccessfuUy deal with the situation and suggest remedies for the immediate

settlement of the question. As Sir Alexander Murray has pointed out, the

appointment of a committee—and I quite agree with him—^will make matters

worse. It will Bring all biisiness practically to a state of stagnation. Trade

in this country will be ruined—in fact, nobody wiU think of the settlement of

their liabilities. •>

Now, Sir, I am «,fraid I must agree with tibe other speakers who addressed

the Council before lunch in saying that I think this Council will be well

advised if they do not adopt this Hesolution. I want just to make two preli-

minary points. I do not flbjectto this Eesolution on the ground that, so far

•as the exisfeg state o-f affairs is concerned, all is for the best in matters of

trade -and exohaaage. Of course it is futile to pretend that the present con-

ditions of trade and exchange ar« either normal or satisfactory, I will return

to this point in a minute because my Honourable friend made rather a lot of iL

In the •second place, I need haidly say that I do not object to this Resolution

x>n the score that it seeks to appoint a committee. I do not for a moment
pretend that the problems which, sooner or later, will have to be faced are

such as can be solved by.the unaided wisdom of the officials of the India Office

or the officials of the Goverimient of India sitting in their office rooms. What
I do say is that if this Council commits itself to the proposition of my Honour-

able friend, it will, I am afraid, be asking the committee so appointed to under-

take a task which, from the very nature of things, must be impossible.

The Honourable Mr. E. M. Cook : I should like to say just two or three

words regarding the second part of the Resolution, which has such a very wide

and general application. I must say that when I saw my Honourable friend'^

Resolution it nearly took my breath away. To think that any committee

—

even a committee of archangels as my Honourable friend suggests—could at

present fix any sort of rate of exchange, is, I think, to shut one's eyes to the

real facts that are at the bottom of the present situation, and to all that has

happened In Europe since the Armistice. We all know what the position is,

3,ni what it is due to. India's best cust-omers -are now either actually bank-

rupt or on the verge of bankruptcy. Does my Honourable friend think

tthat a committee could enable the starving population of Austria to buy
India's goods'? Does he l^iink that a committee could put Italy on her feet

again financially, and enable her to bu^'^ -our 'seeds and ground nuts ? Could

a committee solve the problem of Germany's reparation payments which is,

ff am afraid, holding back the resumj)tion of trade hetwe"en Germany and other

countries of the world_? Could a committee evolve order out of chaos in Russia,

And so enable her to buy our tea, etc ? Those are the things that readily count

in the present state of affairs. I do not wish to go over the ground covered

by the Honourable the Finance Member in his Budget speech, but I take it

that the Council is fully seised of the actual factors which- are at work in the

•world now, and so long as they operate in their present intensityj they maist,

I am afraid, prevent any large amount of revival in India's export trade.

Aa an instance of the -present state of the world trade, let us take &e oase

<jf the export of jute. I must speak with very great diffidence aboat fnte in

the presence of my Honourable friend Sir Alexander Murray. But -ewery oste
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4nows that the condition of the jute trade is always a very good indication of

the condition of the world trade. If there is a great demand for jute, sacks,

iiessians, wool and packs and other similar things, it is an extremely good

indicatioii that the markets of the world are busy, that wheat is moving, that

wool is moving, and that the products of all the cduatries of the world are

moving from one place to another, for they must have our jute fabrics to carry

their goods in. At the present moment, I believe that the jute trade is prac-

tically dead or stagnant. I am afraid I do not quite see how a committee

could solve that problem. I quite admit that a no-poUcy is the hardest to defend

.and the easiest to criticise. But I think that in the present circumstances it

is the only safe pohcy, even if it does make some demai^ds upon our courage and

upon our patience. Honourable Members in this House who represent busi-

ness interests have, I think, indicated to the Council that thele is no real

dfimand on the part of the commercial community in this country to attempt

to arrive at once at any permanent solution of our present difficulties, and

I think my Honourable friend himself in his speech rather recognised that

lact ; in fact he was, I think, inclined to whittle down the very definite wording

of his Resolution. What I understood hinj to say was this : " I admit that

we could not arrive at a solution now. But let a committee be appointed

and let them think over the matter. If not now, perhaps, in a few months'

time— or in the autumn, they may see dayhght." That is all very well, but it is

not the Resolution before us: The Resolution speaks of the " urgent necessity
"

of an inquiry, with a view to suggest suitable remedies. The question, I sub-

mit to the Council, is whether it is possible to form a committee, however

well-constituted—and I quite agree with the previous speakers that any com-

mittee to command confidence in this country must be such that its personnel

will ensure that its recommendations shall be accepted—which can possibly

solve the present difficulties. I am not prepared to say that in the course of

a few months, or possibly next year, things may not have so altered that

we may be able to see some daylight in the present darkness. If so, then I

have no doubt whatever that Government will consider whether or not the

time has come to have a thoroughly representative committee. And I may

say that this Council may rest assured that, if there is going to be any funda-

mental change, any new rate to be settled, or any attempt at a permanent^

«o!ution neither the Government of India nor the Secretary of^State will do

this off their own bat.

The Honourable Sir Dinshaw Wacha : Sir, I think that my Honour-

able friend, the Mover of this Resolution, mighit have exercised more practical

wisdom by refraining at this hour from moving it. For, so far as the practical

question is concerned, I agree with my Honourable friend. Sir Alexander

Murray, and the other speakers who have spoken on the subject that the pre-

S3nt flux of exchange is such that no committee, however expert it may be, whe-

ther here or in England, can arrive at the right solution of the problem. The

stabilisation of exchange all over the world is a,problem of the greatest difficult'y.

Even the Brussels Conference were unable to come to any practical, decision,

and only concluded their proceedings with the appointment of a smaller com-

mittee to further investigate and report on the matter by June in order to

arrive at some practical recommendation. Therefore, it does not stand to
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reason that we here, whatever committee may be formed, will be able to achieve

any good. Moreover, we do not pretend to be such experts as those who
•assembled at Brussels last year. As they say, in the dark the only cuts are the

•shortest. That is an old maxim, but a very truthful one. We all grope in

the dark as far as the exchange question is concerned. But my Honourable
friend the Mover seems to think that he could devise a short cut through the

•darkness to view the early dim rays of light. He expects everything will go
right if only a committee were appointed ! May I say he is greatly mistaken
and will be greatly disappointed if even at the end of the next 12 months and
more, after the world's economic improvement and the betterment of condi-

tions in Europe, he finds that the stabilisation of exchange is remote
and' in no way an accomplished fact. There are so many complex factors in

exchange, whether inland exchange or universal exchange, which need to be

unravelled. Universal exchange is just now in an erratic condition. I wish

to say, Sir, that the science of economics, particularly of exchange, theoretical

and practical, is empiric still. The science of astronomy is an exact science

where the astronomers are able even to-day to fix the erratic movements of

comets and'predict their advent with precision. But I beg to say, Sir, that the

exchange question is even more erratic than the movements of comets them-
selves. I repeat that astronomers are able to predict with precision their move-
ments when they will appear on the earth, when they will disappear, and again

re-appear. But none can predict at present, even for a week, what course

exchange may take, upward or downWard. The science, I say, of exchange
is so exceedingly difiicult and inexact that we cannot for months forecast when
stability might be expected not only in India, but in the whole of the world.

I think a little prudence, a little wisdom, and a littlapatience need to be exer-r

cised at present before the difficulty can be satisfactorily solved. It cannot be
entirely solved, for we have to remember that so long as we have to depend on
the monsoon for our exports and a favourable balance of trade, there must be
uncertainty to a limited extent. How can we predict the future ? How can
we say what the monsoon will itself be next year ? We hope—we fervently

hope—that the monsoon may be a good one, and that following monsoon, we
may have good crops and an infinitely better trade every way. Without
better trade it is not possible to do anjdihing at the present moment. I repeat

we are not quite sure of the monsoon itself. If the monsoon fails—I hope it

•will not—then the situation will in all probability become worse than it is

to-day. But if that worse situation unfortunately comes, will the committee
.that is appointed, supposing the Council agrees to the appointment of one, be
able to do anjrthing ? I think. Sir, the committee will find itself in exactly

the same position in which the Currency Committee found themselves on the

5nd of February last year when exchange rose to 2s. 8d. Therefore, Sir, the

dictates of wisdom, the dictates of"prudence, the dictates of everjrthing sound
and practical, as also the universahty of the flux of exchange everywhere,

suggest that it will be wise on the part of the Honourable the Mover not to press

his Resolution but to withdraw it, and I do hope, as the Honourable Mr. Cook
anticipates, that the commensense of this Council will assert itselfand request
Mr. Kale to withdraw his Resolution.

The motion was ne gatived.
134,
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(a) NON-CO-OPERATION.

137

"Khan Bahadur Sarfaraz Husain Khan : Will the Government be
(pleased to state the number of title-holdere in India during the morifh c£

August last and the number of title-holders who have surrendered their titles

since then?

Mr. S. P. O'Donnell (on behalf of the Honourable Sir John Wood^ :

According tp the information available, the number of holders of Indian titles

in India on the Ist ,^gust 1920 was approximately '5,000. The number of

such titles surrendered since the 1st August 1920, is twenty-one.

STATEMENT LAID ON THE TABLE. [

"Mr. H. Sharp : Sir, I beg to lay on the table, the information promised

in reply to a question by Beohar Raghubir Sinha on the 17th February*

1921, regarding the withdrawal of students from Government and Govera-

taerft aided colleges and the number of pleadets who have suspended their

practice in pursuance of the Jndian National Congress Non-co-operation

Besolution.

'Statement showing offidtd information regarding the number (^students who have

so far withdrawn themselves from Government and Government aided colleges

and the number of pleaders who have suspended their practice in pursuance

of the Indian National Congress Non-co-operation Besolution.

Presidency or Praviace.

Madras

Sombay

Bengd •=

United ^jJovJaoea

Punjaib .

ilumberjof
students
who have

withdrawn.

Not exceed-

ing 40.

.115t

346

25

Number o'f

pleaders

who have
suspended
pcactice.

No instance

officially re-

ported.

23

^9

S

17

.'Bemabks.

[ Absentees, niostly due fao

non-co-operation, from Gov-
ernment aided or recognised
colleges, number 241. This
figure is not quite tsoii^lete..

J including 17 expelled from
Dacca £olleige.

* Vide pages 131 and 132 of Legislative Assembly Bebat'«s, Vdume I, N«. 4,
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• "&. IncpimBs tfegarding tihe measures taken in. the trans-Indus area of tli6

Punjab should be made in tli« local Legislative Assembly.

, 3. In Babichistan no steps have been taken to eounteract these move-
ments, first, because they have gained no footing and^ secondly, because the

people could, in any case, be trusted to defend themselves withoiA hdp, against

aiiy influences Uk^y to disturb thdr old-established tribal system. Indeed,

in Baluchistan, as no one knows better than that authority on Baluch and
Baluchistan matters, the Honourable Member himself, it is not so much
a case of the people co-operating with GrOvernment as of 'Governmenit

co-operating with the people,

4. The necessity for couuteracling disturbing propaganda among thfe

troops has not been overlooked, but the Honourable Member will appreciate

that the success of the measures taken is likely to be prejudiced by publicity^

(b) INDIANISATION OF THE SERVICES.

Indians and the I. M. S.

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyar : Will the Government be pleased to

state how many medical men were employed as temporary I. M. S. officers

during the war, whether any, and if. so, how many of these have since been

absorbed permanently intothe Indian Medical Service and what is the propor-

tion of Indians to Europeans and Anglo-Indians among those so provided

with permanent employment ?

Sir Godfrey Fell : The number of medical men employed as temporary

I. M. S. officers during the war was 1,138, 79 have been absorbed per^

manently into the Indian Medical Service, and of this number, 73 are Indians^

the remainder being Europeans and Anglo-Indians.

The proportion of Indians to Europeans and Anglo-Indians % therefore)

approximately 12 to 1.

Indians in the Aemy holding Commissions.

Mr. Sambanda Mudaliar : Will Government be pleased to fetati

the exact number of Indians at present in the army who hold commis-

sioned appointments ? Will Government be pleased to state whether facilities

are given to Indians by the establishment of mifitary colleges in different

centres of India for training Indians to hold commissioned appointments in

the army ?

Sir Godfrey Fell : The total number of Indians holding King's Com-

missions, permanent and honorary, in the Army (including the Indian Medical

Service) is 1,214.

With regard to the second part of the question, the reply is in the nega-

tive.

King's Commissions in the Indian Asmy.

The Honourable Diwan Bahadur Ramabhadra Naidu : Will the

Government be pleased to give information on the following points :—

(a) How many Indian candidates have been till now admitted into

the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, with a view to their

qualifying for King's Commissions in the Indian Army I
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(6) Of ttese how many have been selected from the MaiJras Presfc-.

dency ?

(c) Of Madras- candidates, how many belong ta the Andhra country j

(d) How many belong to- the Zamindari class ?

(e) Do the Government "prdpose to- select more candidates from^ among
the mansbers- of andent families which have military tradition*

and history ? . ;

The HoKOUBABLE Sir William Vincent : Sir, His Kxcellelicy the-

Commander-in-Chief, having been detained on public business, has asked m&',

t& answer this cjuestion, with your permission :—

(a) Twenty-f>vet

(6) One.

(c) Nil

(d) One.

(e) The selection of Indian cadets for the Koyal Military CoITegev,

Sandhurst^ is carried out under a system which ensures that

those accepted for nomination to the College, from amongst the

names submitted By Local Governments and Administrations],

are the most suitable, physically, morally and intellectually,.

This system is similar to that followed in the case of candidates

selected for nomination to th^ College, in the ITnfted Kingdom,,

aHd as indfvidual rtlerifc is the so!e consideraJtion, it is not possiblef

to reserve vacancies for any particular ciassi,

«, Inmas Educational Service.

The Ffonourable Mr. G. S, Khaparde : Will the Honourable Mero-

%fiT for Education be pleased to state the steps that have been taken as

the result of the recommendation of the Public Services Commission for the

Indianizatibn of the IrtiSan Educational Service by (1) direct recruitment,

ilnd (2) promotio"n froiff the Provincial EdUcatioHal Sa:vice ?

The Honourable Mr. Shafi : The Eoyal Conymission on th« Public

Services in India recommended that three-quarters of the posts. contained in

Class I of the Indian Educational Service in accordance with the reorganiza^,

tiott they proposed, should be filled by officers recruited in Europe, provided

suitable candidates could be obtained, and that one-G|,uarter of the posts" should

be -filled through recruitment in India. As new posts were created recruit-

ment in Europe and India should be so adjusted that the additional officers'

Would be taken halffrom the one country and half from the other. The Govern-

ment of India in addressing the Secretary of State, recommended that the pro-'

partion of Indians, who co'uld suitably be included in the Indian Educational

g3rvice was 50 per cent., and that this should be regarded as the .average pro-

portion throughout India as a whole, variations being permitted in different

provinces and Burma being for the present excluded from the calculation. This

tesommendation of the Government of India constituted a marked advance

on the proposecls of the Public Services Commission.' It was sanctioned by. the
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Secretary of State in November 1919. Witli a view to showing the manner
in which this recommendation has ah-eady been carried out, it will be conve-

nient to consider the proportion of Indians in the Indian Educational
Service at the time when the Commission concluded its sittings and the pro-

portion which exists to>-day. On the 1st JTiIy 1915, the number of

Europeans in this service was 201 and that of Indians 5. The percentage of

Indians to the total number was 2-42. On the 1st March 1921, the number
of Europeans and Anglo-Indians in the Service was 205 and of Indians 111.

The proportion of Indians to- the total number was thus 35 •12. Of the 111

Indians in the service, 31 <have been appointed direct, 75 have been promoted
from the Provincial Educational Service, and 5 have been promoted from,

outside posts. The figures which I have given exclude Directors of Public

Instruction, Members of the Women's Indian Educational Service: and
Members of the Chiefs' Colleges cadre.

(c) PUNJAB AFEAIESJ

Maetial Law Peisoners.

100. Rai Bahadur Pandit J. L. Bhargava : {a) Will the Govemh
ment be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing the names,- the

offence and the terms of sentence of all the mariial law prisoners undergping

sentence 1
'

-

(fe) Do the Government propose to consider the advisability of releasing*

all martial law prisoners ?

Mr. S. P. O'Donnell : (a) A statement is laid on the table.

(6) Altogether 1,779 persons were convicted in connection with the disturb-

ances in the Punjab during 1919. Of this total, all except 86 persons have

been released. - It will be seen from the statement laid on the table that these

persons were guilty of offences of the gravest character, and except in 4

cases in which the sentences ranged from 5 to 10 years' rigorous imprisonment,

were sentenced either to death or to transportation for life. It >vill also be

observed that the sentences have been very substantially reduced by the

Government. The Government cdnnot therefore admit that they have not

given full effect to the Eoyal Prodamation of December 1919. They are

anxious to do all in their power to mitigate the bitter memories of the

ocpurrences of 1919, But they have already carried clemency to the farthest

limit consistent with their responsibility for the peace and tranquillity of the

country ; and regret, therefore, that they are unable to accede to the request

61 the Honourable Member,
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163. Rai Bahadur Bakshi Sohan Lai : Will Government be pleased

to lay on the table a list of officials (European and Indian) who were held by
the Hunter Committee to be guilty of acts of cruelty, oppression, infliction of

humiliation or gross error of judgment during the administration of Martial

Law in the Punjab ; and to state what punishment, if any, has been awarded
to each of the officials ? ,

Mr. S. P. O'Donnell : A statement is laid on the table.

Name of officer.
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Name of officer.

6. Lieutenant-Colo-
nel O'Brien.

Action criticized.

7. Mr. Marsden

8. Mr. S. M. Jacob

9. Mr. Penhearow

lO. Mr. Kitohin

11. Mr. Miles Irving'

Approval of Mar-
tial Law order
regarding salaam-

Reprisals on pro-

perty of ab-
sentees and their

relations.

Whipping
schoolboys
Kasur.

of

Whipping and
fining of Lam-
bardar and tak-

ing of hostages

when on duty
with mobile
column.

Whipping of wed-
ding party in

Lahore.

Abdication of civil

authority in

Amritsar.

Ditto

Appointment held.

Deputy Commis-
sioner, Gujran-
wala.

Sub-Di visional

Officer, Kasur.

Director of Agri-
culture, Punjab.

Extra Assistant

Commissioner.

Commissioner,
Lahore.

Deputy Commis-
sioner, Amritsar.

Action taken.

6. The Government of India
have asked the local Gov-
ernment to commimicate to
this officer their strong
disapproval of these parti-
cular actions which ' were
injudicious and improper.
In deciding what action
should be taken in thi.s

case, the Government of
India have taken into ac-
count Colonel O'Brien'n
excellent previous record
and the valuable services
rendered by him in suppress-
ing the disturbances.

7. The Government of India
have asked the local
Government to inform this
officer that this action was
improper and that the
Government of India dis-
approve of it.

8. The Government of India
have asked the local Gov-
ernment to communicate to
this officer their strong dis^
approval of these actions
which were injudicious and
improper.

9. This officer was at once
deprived of his power to try
such cases and the local
Government communicated
to him their disapproval of
his action. The Govern-
ment of India have further
ordered that no promotion
should be given to him till

the 1st December 1920.

10 and II. The local Govern-
ment has been requested to
communicate to these
officers the view expressed
in the Government of
India's despatch, to which
they adhere. They consi-
der it regrettable that the
Commissioner failed to re-
tain control over the Mili-
tary Commander and that
the Deputy Commissioner
failed to remain in
close touch with him
throughout the subsequent
events.
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Name of officer.
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Name of Officer.

19. Captain
Doveton.

20. Colonel Macrae

Action oritieized.

Fancy ptmish-
meata in Kaamv

Whipping
schoolboys
Kasur.

of

Appointment held.

Area
Kasur,

Officer,

Officer Command-
ing, Kasur Area.

Action taken.

19. His Excellency the Com-
mander-in-Chief has in-

formed this officer that these

punishments were injudici-

ous and irregular and served
no useful purpose.

20. His Excellency the Com-
mander-in-Chief has in-

formed this officer that he
disapproves of his .action,

in this matter, which was
ijnproper.

(D) DEFENCE.

Rai J. N. Majumdar Bahadur : (a) What is the total number of-

British soldiers in India and what is the annual average cost per head ?

(b) What is the total number of Indian soldiers in India and wlmt is the

annual average cost per head 1

(c) What is the present strength of the Army in India in all its branches-,

and the annual cost of its maintenance, and is. the Government going to tak«t

any steps to reduce its present strength ? If not, why ?

(d) What was the number of soldiers, Indian and British, sent out of

India and the number kept in India during the late war ?

(e) What is the total number of officers under the Indian Commission and
the cost per head and the total number of officers, under the British Commission,,

and the cost per head ?

(/) Is the Government going to take any steps, for reducing, the number-

of- British Commission officers and replacing them by Indian officers with

ec|_ual status and pay and, if so, to what extent ?

(g) What is the number of Gurkhas^subjects of the King of Nepal-
employed in Indian regiments ?

(h) Will the Government lay on the table a statement .showing. the increase

of military expenditure ever_y year from the date of assumption of the rule of

India by Queen Victoria after the Mutiny up to the year 1920 I

Sir Godfrey-^ Fell : («) The total number of British soldiers in India^

excluding the Royal Air Force, in January 1921 was. approximately 60,700.

The annual average cost per head of th.e combatant ranks is approximately

Rs. 2,110.

(b) Th"e total number of Indian soldiers in January 1921 Jncluding those

paid for by His Maja^y's Government, was approximately 280,000. Tha

annual averj,ge cost per head of th.e combs^Unt rankais approximately Es. 50O.

CSiHB
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(c) The strength of the Army in India, on the 1st January 1921, the cost

of which is chargeable to Indian Eevenues, was ;

—

British 70,745

Indian 229,651

These figures include both the combatant and administrative services, Tl^

figures under the heading " British " include the Royal Air Force, and also the'

British officers of the British and Indian services. The difference between the

figures given in the reply to this part of the question under '' Indian" and that

given under (b) is that the latter includes about 51,000 Indian troops, the cost

of which is debitable to His Majesty's Government,

The annual cost of the maintenance of an army of this strength has never

been calculated, and it would serve no useful purpose to make the calculation

now-^the reason being that the strength of the Army in India is at present

diminishing in quantity. The figures which I have given represent a higher

strength than that which has been accepted for the permanent post-war

military establishments, towards which reductions are now being made. .The

retention, temporarily, of the larger numbers has been due, as the Honourable

Member will realize, to the fact that we have been involved, for some time

past, in operations on the frontier.
;

(d) The Government regret that they axe unable to furnish the informa-

tion asked for by the Honourable Member. The number of soldiers in India

during the war varied considerably from day to day, owing to the constant

arrival and departure of troops. It would be impossible to furnish the inform-

ation asked for without an expenditure of time and labour incommensurate

with the results.

(e) The total number of officers holding the Viceroy's Commission belong-

ing both to the combatant and non-combatant services is, approximately

4,670.

The total number of officers holding His Majesty's Commission belonging

both to the British and Indian services, and excluding the Royal Air Force
and the Auxifiary Force, is approximately 8,890.

The annual average cost of an oflScer with the Viceroy's Commission is

approximately Rs. 1,400 and that of an ofiicer holding the King' s Commission
is approximately Rs. 12,350.

(f) It is understood that what the Honourable Member desires to know is

whether it is intended to replace a certain number of British officers holding

His Majesty's Commission by Indian officers holding the same Commission
and, if so, to what extent. The answer is that King's Commissions have
already been conferred on a number of Indian gentlemen, while others are

undergoing training at Sandhurst with a view to quahfying for such Com-
missions.

It is the aim of the Government of India that His Majesty's Commissions
should be conferred on Indians in increasing numbers, provided that the experi-

ment, now being tried, of employing them in this capacity proves successful;

(g) The number of Gurkhas employed in the Indian Army is approxi-
mately 19,800.

(h) The statement asked for is laid ojj the table,.
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Statemmt sJiowing the total net expenditure in India and England under all

Military heads, viz., Army, Marine^ Military Works and Special Defences,

from 1858 59 to 1920 21.
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Statement sliowing ihe total net expenditure in India and Bngland under all

Military heads, viz., Army, Marine, Military Works and Special Defences,

from~lSo8-59 to 1920-21~contd.
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Statement showing the total net exp&nMufd in India and England under aU
Military heads, viz., Armi/, Marine-, MilitAt'tj Works and Special Defences,

from 1858-59 to 1920-21~con.td.

Year.
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Feontieb Tribes and Expeditions.

Rai J. N. Majumdar Bahadur : (a) Ha3 the British Goverhmeht any-

settled policy in regard to the frontier tribes and, if so, will they mate a

statement about it ?

(&) What has been the total expenditure incurred including the salaties of

soldiers and oificers on frohtier expeditions during the last 25 years, and will

the Goveinmen!} lay on the table a statement showing the eS:pediture on
frontier expedition per year ?

(o) Has the Government ever made any attempts to establish stable

government among the frontier tribes in alliance with the British Govern-

ment ?

(d) Will the Government mention the names of the different frontier

tribes, their numbers and the areas inhabited by them> and also state whether
any system of government prevails amongst them ?

(e) Is the Governmefit, failing the establishment of stable governments
amongst the frontier tribes, prepared to take any steps which are likely to put

a stop to the almost chronic state of disorder on the frontier ?

(/) Has the Government any knowledge of the sources from which the

frontier tribes secure arms and, if so, has the Government taken any steps

to stop the sources of supply 1

The Honourable Dr. T. B. Sapru (on behalf of the Honourable Mr.
Denys Bray) : My answers throughout will be based on the assumption

that in using the term ' frontier tribes ' the Member does not refer at large to

the whole series of tribes that lie along our vast land frontiers but refers spe-

cifically -to those tribes on the North West Frontier who live in the territory

On the British side of the Durand Line between the administered districts

of the North-West Frontier Province and the Afghan border.

{a) Yes. The policy of the Government of India towards the tribes on
the North-West Frontier Province has always been to leave them free in their

internal affairs, so long as their behaviour does not injure the welfare of the

inhabitants of the settled districts of India which border on them. In this

policy of non-interference reliance is placed on the one hand on the personal
mfluence of the local Political Officer, on the grant of tribal allowances in

fceturn for the acceptance of tribal responsibility, on the opening up of avenues
bf employment to the tribesmen, and other political measures, to keep the
tribes out of mischief and under control ; and on the other, on punitive

measures such as the forfeiture of allowances, exclusion from administered
territory, and in the last resort military expeditions, to bring the tribes to

book in the event of intolerable recalcitrance. When, however, a rigid

adherence to this policy of non-interference involves the sacrifice of the
paramount interests of oUr settled districts, the Government realise that it

must be definitely modified for the better safeguarding of those interests. In
the case of Wa,ziristan, for instance, this policy has failed conspicuously to

secure our peaceful subjects in the adjoining distriats from outrageous aggres-

sion and depredation, and His Majesty's Government accordingly sanctioned
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in May last the Military occupation of the central portion of the Mahsud
country, together with the construction of roads, which experience has shown
to be one of the most effective of pacifying influences. In these measures

lies, in the opinion of the Government of India, the best prospect of the event-

ual security of our border. But the measures will necessarily take time

to be put into full effect and entail considerable expenditure. The protection

oi the harassed border population, however, is first among the duties of

Gfoyernment, and the Government of India are confident that the whole
of India will, as heretofore, support them in their endeavour to secure it ;.

while against the heavy expenditure are to be placed savings on the perio-

dical punitive, expeditions against the Mahsuds which have been necessary

in the past,

(b) The total expenditure, incurred on frontier expeditions during the

last 25 years, including the last Afghan War, is Es. 35,72,71,439.

' The required statement is laid on the table. It shows only the extra

expenditure incurred, as charges on account of the ordinary pay and allowances

of officers and soldiers employed on each expedition were compiled to the

ordinary grant heads, and' no separate record of them has been maintained.

(c) Yes. It has been the constant aim and policy of Government to assist

and strengthen the stabler elements in the tribal-system of the various tribeg,

whether the existing government is by the tribal Chiefs as in Chitral, Dir, and
Amb, or by tribal headmen or elders in democratic tribes like theMohmands,
Afridis, Orakzais, Mahsuds, and Wazirs. Where we have to do with

tribal Chiefs, considerable success has attended Government 's endeavours.

In the democratic tribes, who are in the large majority. Government's en-

deavours have been largely frustrated by the intensely democratic spirit and.

the personal and sectional, jealousies among the tribesmen.

(d) If the Honourable Member refers to the main tribal divisions, the-

names of some of the most important have already been mentioned in my
answer, and further general information is to be found in pubHcations like

the Imperial Gazetteer and the last Census Eeport. The tribal ramifications

are of course innumerable and th^ pr^aration of the detailed statement
would take time. But if the Honetirable Member so desires and will indi-

cate more precisely the information he seeks, it will be furnished. Accu-
rate statistics, however, are not available, for the tribal territory has not
been subjected to a regular census. Jfor do the areas occupied by the

various tribes ordinarily permit of exact definition, for clans often reside

away from the main tribes, while some tribes are subject to a seasonable mig-

ration from one habitat to another. The following broad facts, however,

ar^ of interest. The tribal area of the North-West Frontier Province (as

opposed to the area covered by the five administered districts) covers 25,500

square miles. At the last census, the population occupying the area was very

roughly estimated at over a million and a half, including 865,000 males, of

whom 500,000 would be adults and regarded by the tribes as fighting men.

In some of the tribal areas there is a definite government by tribal Chiefs'

like the Mehtar of Chitral, the Nawab of Am, and the Nawab of Dir. Mogt
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of the tribes, however, are extremely democratic in character, among whom
the only system of government is one of the most rudimentary kiad by tribal or

sectional councils. In these democratic tribes personal jealousies, the univer-

sal prevalence of the blood-feud, and the growth of extreme individualism

have weakend the sense of collective responsibihty and sapped the authority

of the elders.

(e) Yes. Government are always prepared to take such steps to deal

with frontier disorders as are compatible with financial, military, and politi-

cal considerations, and are confident that the whole of India will, as hereto-

fore, support them in their endeavours to secure the protection of their peace-

ful subjects in the settled districts against intolerable aggression and dep-

redation by the frontier tribes. The steps now being taken in Waziristaa

to this end have been dealt with in the first part of my answer.

(f) Yes. Government have accurate knowledge ©f the main sources

from which the frontier tribes secure their arms, the increase of which, as the

question implies, has greatly aggravated the difficulty of the frontier problem,

and have taien and will continue to take all measures in their power to stop

these sources of supply. But the Honourable Member will appreciate the

desirability in present circumstances of not disclosing the extent of our

knowledge of the sources of supply or the measures at our disposal for stopping.

them.
161
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Statement showing net ea^m expenditure on account
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oj frentier Expcd 'tions from 1895-96 to 1919-20.

163
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74,90,112 35,72,71,439

Afgban War,

C34HD

C. N. BAKEE, Colonel,

Military Accountant General.
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Strength of Army in India.

44. The Honourable Sir D. Wacha : Will the Government be pleased

to state what is the existing strength of the Army in India, British and Indian,

separately ; also the strength of British and Indian forces, whose cost is paid

from the revenues of India, in Mesopotamia and other parts of Asiatic Turkey,

in Persia and in East Africa ?

The Honourable Sir William Vincent : There are no troops, British

or Indian, in Mesopotamia, Asiatic Turkey or East Africa, the cost of which is

paid from the revenues of India. Part of the cost of certain troops employed

in Persia is charged to Indian revenues under an arrangement which has been

in force since before the war. A statement is laid on the table, which is printed

below, giving the strength as on the 1st January, 1921, of the Army in India,

British and Indian, separately, and also the strength of the small bodies of

troops which were employed in Persia on that date on the terms just men-

tioned, which are explained more fully in the statement. *
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particular an item of over 4 crores as payment of war gratuities. I am not

quite clear which year the Honoiirable Member wishes us to understand as the

year after the war, and as the Peace Treaty with Germany was signed only in

1919. I may also state for his information that a sum of about 55J crores

was provided in the budget estimates for the year 1920-21 for net military

expenditure, although owing to the operations on the frontier the actual

expenditure of the year will exceed this figure.

(6) The expenditure on education in 1913-14 was 5J crores and on medical

and sanitation together 2^ crores. Separate figures for medical and sanitation

expenditure for that year are not available, and moreover the figures for that

.

year do not include grants to local bodies for expenditure on these objects. In

1919-20, the expenditure on education amounted to 7-^ crores, on medical to 2^

crores, and on sanitation to 1^ crores.

(E) ECONOMIC.

National Wealth and Expenditure.

84. Mr. B. Venkatapatiraju : Will the Government be pleased to state

(1) the increase of national wealth for the periods 1870-80-90-1900-1910-1920,

(2) the increase of pubhc expenditure during the same periods, and (3) whether

due proportion was maintained between the increase of national wealth and

the increase of expenditure ?

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey : The Government have made no

estimate of the national wealth of India, but the Honourable Member may
be interested in the figures contained in the statement which I lay upon the

table.

A.—Imports of merchandise and private treasure^

Period. Mean annual value.

Rs.

1870-80 ' 43,84,44,984

1880-90 69,53,55,907

1890-1900 85,9.3,44,410

1900-10 1,26,49,79,587

1910-20 1,82,68,00,632

B.—Income on which income-tax was levied—

•

Year. Income.

Ks.

1890-91 66,00,00,000
1900-01 81,00,00,000

1910-11 92,00,00,000
1919-20 1,74,00,00,000

C.—^Deposits in banks

—

Year. Es.

1870 11,82,66,000
1880 11,40,43,000
1890 18,35,60,000
1900 . . . . . , . . 15,68,80,000
1910 36,58,01,000
1918 - . 59,62,03,000
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D.—Public Expenditure^

Period,

1870-80

1880-90

1890-1900

1900-10

1910-20

Public Revenue and Debt.

Mean annual expenditure.

Rs.

75,77,82,870

73,96,33,845

80,77,34,340

1,01,71,10,760

1,43,80,59,345

85. Mr. B. Venkatapatiraju : Will the Government be pleased to state

(1) the increase of public revenue and net savings after meeting the public
expenditure duriiig the periods 1870-80-90-1900-1910-1920, (2) the growth
of the public debt during the same periods, and (.S) whether there is any margin
for a Sinking Fund : •

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey : The information, which I under-
stand the Honourable Member to require, is contained in the statement which
I lay upon the. table. The figures for expenditure in this statement include
the payment of interest on debt and payment into Sinking Funds.
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the interests concerned with the Tariff poHcy of the Government of India,

including the question of the desirabihty of adopting the principle of Imperial

Preference, and to make recommendations.' The Government of India

desire to take advantage of the Honourable Member's reference to the ques-

tion of Imperial Preference to make their own attitude in regard to thia

subject clear. In the event of some scheme of Imperial Preference being found
consistent with India's interests, the Government of India hope that India

will not stand aloof from such a scheme, so that India's solicitude for the

solidarity of the Empire may be established. But they propose to take no
decision until the question has been examined by the Commission. If, on the

Eeport of that Commission, the principle is accepted, the principle can be

given effect to only by legislation, and it will be for this Assembly to

decide whether that legislation should be passed or not.

Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas : May I put a supplementary question, Sir ?

Is the Honourable Member in a position to give us the approximate date of

the appointment of the Commission ?

Mr. C. A. Innes : We hope that we shall be able to get the Commission
started early next cold weather.

Income-tax Assessees.

Mr. J. R. Pantulu Garu : Will the Government be pleased to state,

for each province separately, the number of persons assessed to income-

tax in the last class of assessees since the taxable minimum was raised to

Rs. 2,000 and similar information for a similar period immediately preceding

the said enhancement ?

The Honourable Mr. W. M. Hailey :

Honourable Member.
A statement is being sent to the

Statement showing the number of persons assessed to income-tax during the years

1918-19 and 1919-20 at the rates specified below

:

—
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Income per head in India.

The Honourable Sardar Jogendra Singh : What is the income per

head in India ? Has there been any increase since the days of Lord

Curzon ? If so, what part of the increase is due to the depreciated value of

the rupee ? >

The Honoutable Mr. E. M. Cook : Government cannot 'commit them-
selves to any estimate of the present average income per head in India. The
Honourable Member is no doubt referring to the calculations nientionedby

Lord Curzon in his speech in the Lsgislative Council in March 1901. Those

calculations, however, only took into consideration a portion of the relevant

factors, and in fact were not in any true sense estimates of average income,

but merely convenient ways of stating the results of calculations as to the

total quantity and value of agricultural produce. Even so, the calculations

included many elements of uncertainty and possible inaccuracy. I may
raention, however, that a further attempt made on similar lines in 1911

arrived at the result that, if Rs. 27 and Rs. 30 were correct estimates in 1880

and 1901, then in 1911 the correct figure would have been Rs. 50. A some-

what more elaborate method gave for 1911 the figure of Rs. 80. 1 give these

figures merely for what they are worth, and more for purposes of comparison

than because Government consider them reliable in themselves. It is highly

probable that there has been a substantial increase in average income since the

days of Lord Curzon, It is not possible, however, to state with any confidence

the extent to which such increase has been counterbalanced by decrease in

the purchasing power of money, or, as the Honourable Member puts it,

by the depreciation of the rupee. I may add that^ if it becomes clear that

there is a public demand that steps should be taken to make a calculation

of the income of India, on a true statistical basi"*, we shall endeavour to arrange

for this being done by a small body of experts.

Cotton Committee's Report.

The Honourable Sardar Jogendra Singh : What steps have been taken

to give effect to the Cotton Committee's Report ?

The Honourable Mr. B. N. Sarma : The attention of the Honourable

Member is invited to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Resolution of the Govern-

ment of India in the Department- of Revenue and Agriculture, dated the 2nd
August 1919, indicating the lines on which the Government of India proposed

to proceed in dealing with the recommendation's of the Indian Cotton Com-
mittee. As explained in that Resolution the recommendations in Part I of

the Report of the Indian Cotton Committee (except the four recommendations

mentioned in paragraph 3 of the Resolution) were considered mainly a matter

for disposal by the local authorities concerned. The Government of India

confined their intervention to the larger matters of general policy or principle

and to questions affecting more than one province. Local Governments

were asked to report the action taken or proposed to be taken by them on the

recommendations appertaining to them, and from the replies received it

appears that the Provincial Departments of Agriculture are taking steps to

give effect to the recommendations of the Committea.

G31HD-
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A statement explaining the action taken by the Government of India

on the remaining recommendatiqns of the Indian Cotton Committee is placed

on the table,

Statement showing the action taken by the Government of India on the

recommendations of the Indian Cotton Committee other than those left for

disposal by heal Governments.

Serial
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Serial

no.

Chapter.
Becom-

mendation.
no.

ixy

XVI

uy-

iXVI

xvt

8

12—17

XVI

10 KVI

Subject in-brief.

Becruitment of.addi-
tional stsiS. recom*
mended.

Establishment
cotton, markets.

of

Staadardfaation. of.,

weights..

Lioensinggofjgias and

Action taKem

Since the publication of the report of tba.-
Indian Cotton Committee the Pro-
vincial Departments of Agriculture
ha.ve been, considerably expanded
and several officers have been ap-
pointed»

The views ot' the local Government*;
and Administrations, - who were ad-
dressed in the matter, have beeni
received and the whola (giestioru ia^.

under consideration.^

Eublioation'of cotton
prices.

Alteratirai of dates of
payment of land
revenue in cotton-
growing tracts of.

Bombay.

.

Expansions' of co-op-
erative sale societies.

Auction- eaWs of
cotton.

r.ormatiott.of bu-ying-

agencies.

Forward sales- oh
Gottom

Clteaher picking of'

cotton,'

The adoption of this recommendation
has been commended to local Gov-
ernments and Administrations.

The recommendation was brought to
the notice of "the Government ot
Bombay, who have full discretion in.
regard to fixing and altering dates-
of kists. The local Government
did not consider any alteration in^
the dates of payment fof land
revenue ia. cotton.-growing tracts^
necessary.

These' recommendations have beewj
accepted by the Government of,
India aad recommendaticms nos.-

^4) and (5) have been:- commended tcK
local Governments^ for' favourable^
ccKisideration. Ho action was called;
for on. recommeadaticais i6) and

The attention ot the local Govern*
ments has been drawn to this recom-
mendation, which is essentially a
matter for Provincial Agricultural
i>epartments.
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Serial

no.

11

Chapter.

Recom-
mendation

no.

KVI

12

13

14

XVI

iXVII

10—11

18

1—10

iXVII 11—

U

15

16

17

iXVIII

KIX

KIX

1—3

1,2 and 4

Subject in brief.

Restriction of the

transport of cotton

waste and loose

Possibility of using

saw gins for Indian
cotton.

Improvement of

cotton forecasts.

Press returns

Establishment . of a
Central Cotton As-
sociation in Bom-
bay.

Formation of a Cent-

ral Cotton Com-
mittee.

Abolition of the post
of Imperial Cotton
Specialist at Pusa,

Action taken.

These recommendations were taken
up before the publication of the
report of the Indian Cotton Com-
mittee and the transport of cotton
waste and loose kapas was prohibited.
The prohibition on the transport of
cotton waste has recently been can-
celled, and it has been decided to
refer the whole question of licensing
the transport of- cotton and cotton
waste to the Central Cotton Com-
mittee, when formedi for advice.

It has been decided to bring this'to the
notice of the Central Cotton Com-
mittee as soon as it is formed.

These 10 recommendations are under
consideration along with other
proposals for the improvement of
crop forecasts generally.

These recommendations depend on tha
decision of the question which is now
under consideration whether the sub-
mission of returns of cotton ginned
and pressed by ginning and pressing
factories should be made compulsory
by legislation.

The Government of Bombay have
been addressed and the question is

now being considered by a Committee
of the Cotton Trade.

Local Governments have been consult-
ed and the Resolution constituting
the Committee and appointing its

Secretary will be issued shortly.

In accordance with the recommend-
ation of the Cotton Committee it hag
been decided to abolish the post of
Imperial Cotton Specialist at Pusa
on the formation of the Central
Cotton Committee.

state

—

(/) MISCELLANEOUS.

Secxjeitjes under Peess Act.

71. The Honourable Mr. Bhurgri : Will Government be pleased to

(a) the nmnber of cases in whicli security has been demanded froni

newspapers in the whole of India during the last five years

;

(6) the number of cases in which the security has been enhanced
during the same period

;

' -
"-

- -
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(c) tlie number of cases i^ which the secuiifcy has been forfeited during

the same period 1

Th3 Honourable Sir William Vincent:
in the Government of India is as follows :

— The information available

(a 1917
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